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Abstract

In both the historical and comparatively more recenb literaLure on the

justification of screening or classification tests as well- as test

constructs, confusion seems to arise as to the application of what have

been termed 'causal* and unon-causaln research models (Shephard, 1981;

1g90; 1991_). Through the adoplion of a historical perspective, it is

suggested that non-causal models have been used frequently to jusLify

inappropriatety attribution statements (purportedly identifying sources

of variability in test scores). These statemenÈs are often associated

with the reification of both screening or classification test scores as

well- as constructs. The nature of causal and non-causal research models

and the historical development of basic testing methodolog"y and its

antecedents are considered, this culminating in the suggestion that the

concern of inappropriate attribution statements is perpetuated by the

literature surrounding the more conÈemporary notion of construct

validity (e.g., APA, 1'952, L954¡ Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach &

Meeh1, l-955). The relevance of this historical issue to contemporary

research is demonstrated in an analysis of the basic construct

validation of Mark Snyder's (1974, 1987 ) self-monitoring scale. ft is

concluded that such inappropriate use of the non-causal model is

relevant to current research and may perhaps refl"ect a general

limitation of human undersEanding.
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Causal and Non-Causal Research Models: A Historical

Perspective on the Justification of Screening or

Classification Tests and Test ConstrucEs

The purpose of this thesis is Eo point out the inappropriate manner

in which what are here called non-causal models have been and continue

to be used to justify attribution statemenEs (i.e', statements

purportedly identifying possible sources of variability in test scores),

which can often be associated with tshe reification of bobh 1) screening

or classification test scores and 2) test constructs. It is ultimately

suggested thaE this practice is perpetuated by the literature

surrounding the more contemporary notion of construct validity (e.9.,

APÀ, 1-952, ]-954; Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach & Meehl, L955). This

latter method of presumed vatidation appears to require that one make

inferential leaps Ehat are not justified on the basis of the associated

methodology.

Causal and Non-Causal Models

1.1 Human and scientific understandinq

Without losing track of our main concern, causal and (more

directly) non-causal models and the supposed identification of sources

of variability in test scores, it would be helpful to consider briefly

some assumptions upon which this thesis is based.

1.1-.1 Persuasive arguments. FirsÈIy, the current argument is not

intended to suggest that the purpose of the research in quesÈion is to

discover the nature of some absolute reality. It is recognized that

nature does not come ]abelled. Rather, narnes and classifications are

developed in order to facilitate communication and systematic analysis.

Consequently, it is maintained that claims regarding the human condition

may be considered as tentaÈive understandings and not as absolute



universal truths. The products of psychological research, Ehen, can be

viewed as fabrications and as a result, claims can be considered as

arquments that are more or less persuasive (Shephard, 1991).

1.1.2 Limitations of understand!¡q. Secondly, Alfred Shephard

(1991) discusses four limitations of understanding thaE frequently

detract from the persuasiveness of an argument. These are 1) 'a

propensity to attribution', 2) a'tendency to reification', 3) a failure

to acknowledge the relevance of multiple (as opposed to single) sources

of variability to Ehe occurrence of an evenL and 4) the misuse (or

fallacious use) of logic. Referring back to the aforementioned purposes

of this thesis, these intenbions may be restated in terms of Shephard's

first two points: it may be argued that with regard to discourse on

constructs and classification or screening tests, l-) attribuEion

statements are often inappropriately based on non-causal research

models, and 2) test scores or constructions thought to underlie test

scores are often unjustifiably reified, or taken to represenE unitary,

fundamentaf human properties which may poEentially be identified in a

physical manner. fn other words, much of the discourse in this area

seems not to reflect persuasive arguments.

1.1.3 Research obiectives. Thirdly, it is assumed that in such

research pertaining to testing, one is concerned with understanding

behaviour, or more specifj-cal1y, with understanding relationships

between phenomena which pertain to behaviour. UndersÈanding of this

type has traditionally involved examining associations between changes

in conditions or sets of conditions which are relevant to the particular

phenomena of interest, with the ultimate goal being the clarification of

the naLure of such observed relationships. À researcher may note, for

exatnple, that changes in values of X are usually accompanied by changes

in matched values of Y, but he or she may stiII wish to determine'ú¡hat

specific sources of variability constituting total variation in each

array X and Y may accounL for the observed covariation between matched
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pairs. In short, the researcher may wish to identify the nature of the

relationship in a more fundamental or simple form. Referring

specifically to Èhe jusEification of screening or cl-assification tests

and test constructs, the researcher may wish to identify possible

sources of variabilitv which mav account for some part of the variaÈion

in scores on a parEicular test. It is this process that is addressed in

the current arglrment.

1.2 Causal and non-causal structural models

To this end, our present concern is with the structural differences

between what are here called causal and non-causal research modeLs.

These Èerms are used by Shephard (1981, 1991) as technical desisnations

for each of what Lee Cronbach (1-957), in his presidential address to the

American Psychological Association, labelled as "Èhe two disciplines of

scientific psychology". Cronbach referred to these purported

disciplines as "experimental" and "correlationalo, which respectively

correspond with Shephard's (198L, L99L) causal and non-causal models.

At this point, a qualification on the use of t.erminologry must be made.

1.2.1 A delimitation of topic. Despite the lack of a recognized,

consensual meaning of the philosophical concept of ocauseu (as

suggested, for exampJ-e, by debates between those adopting rationalist or

empiricist perspectives), the term has formed a significant part of

scientific discourse from at least the Eime of Aristotl-e onwards (for

general references, see BLake, Ducasse & Madden, 1960; Cohen, 1985;

McMullin, 1990). Afthough the philosophical concept of cause has long

been a source of controversy amongst many academj-cians, it is g! the

purpose of the present argument to determine whether there is or is not

a useful meaning of the term or what this meaning may be. In Èhis

thesis, the terms ocausal' and onon-causal-' are merely 1abe1s for two

research model-s that are operationallv defined bv their (differinq)

structural- characteristics. Further, no particular view of the notion



of causafity has been adopted, as this issue, although pertinent to the

implications or meanings of certain conclusions drawn from the research

models, is assumed to be independent of the current methodological

issues of 1) the structural differences between the modeLs and 2) the

types of permissibLe sEatements (independent of exbended meaning) that

may be associaEed with each. To adhere to a particular philosophical

perspecEive of causality woul-d seem to limit the scope of the current

argument to that view, despite that fact that the structural differences

would appear to be relevant to either an empiricist or a rationalist

approach. Further, in the discussion of historical and more

contemporary literature which fo1lows, it is seen that authors

frequently use the causal language (which, again, is independent of the

current "causal" and "non-causa1" technical labeIs) withouÈ specifying

what they mean by such terms (e.9., whether they might adopt a

rationaList or empiricist orientation etc.). To avoid ambiguity that

might surround the supposition that in such discussions, the word

"cause" is used by all in a consistent linguistic sense (and is

therefore comparable across situations), use of the term is currently

considered as simply suggesting that a relationship between variabilitv

in two or more phenomena obtains. The nature of this relationship is

unspecified. Otherwise stated, the term may be taken as suggesting that

variability in one phenomenon is associated in some unspecified way wibh

variability in anoÈher phenomenon. These points should become clearer

as we progress with the argument.

The present goal, then, is to emphasize Èhe structural differences

between two distinct research methodologies and to determine the types

of statements that can (or more specifically, cannot) be drawn from

Èhem. one may infer from Myers' (t971,) quantitative analysis of journal

publications that these two disciplines, as Cronbach (l-957, 1975) ca1ls

them, in large part form segregated, non-unified research programs (also

see Rogers & Frizzel-], l-989). As has been suggested, causal and non-
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causal models are, therefore, not creations unique Eo this thesis, but

are simplified sketches of dominant methodologies in psychology. Each

embodies its own approach to the understanding of psychological

phenomena and each may address and answer very different research

questions.

Furthermore, al-though these models form distinct streams of

inguiry, they are not intended to represent comprehensive or universal

models of science, nor are all possible research situations expected to

faII neatly into one or other of tshese caÈegories. What is important to

note is that screening or classification tests and purported construcÈs

are justified almost entirely upon the basis of a non-causal- approach.

Finally, in order to place this argument in cont.exL and Lo assist in

making Ehe aforementioned points, the causal model has been adopted

merely as a point of contrast. This thesis, then, is primarily about

non-causal models, It is noÈ intended Eo defend the causal model as an

ultimate idea1.

1.3 Sources of variabilitv

Causal and non-causal models, then, may be thoughÈ of as

characterizations of both past and current mainstream psychological

research. One of the primary differences between them rests upon

differentiating between two classes of sources of variability (this

distinction supposes that nature is orderl-y and that reguJ.ar

relationships between phenomena may consequently be observed). These

sources are 1) known (identified) sources of variability, thought to

constitute possible sources of variation in some other variable or

variables (in this case, test score), and 2) other unknown sources of
variabi1ity(thesebeingdesignatedas-@*).Inthisthesis,

discussions of sources of variability are not intended to imply

specifically that such sources create or cause variation, in any strong

sense of those terms. This may or may not be the case, and



consideratíon of this point represents a complex issue which is beyond

the scope of Lhe current argument. For present purposes, it may simply

be stated Ehat a source of variability, in and of itself, is a

designation for a condition or set q! conditions wtrich fs Sha!êçleEized

bv variabilitv. As stated, this does not necessarily involve the

supposition that a source of variability creates anything (e.9., we

often talk of sources of information, yet we do not necessarily assume

that the source creates the informabion).

1.4 Explanation of causal and non-causal models

As was stated, these model-s are structured in a manner that allows

each to address different questions. The causal model is designed to
answer the guestion *what specific source or sources of variability rnay

account for some part of the variability in the values of a dependent or

criterion variabLe (such as a test score)?o The non-causal model, on

the other hand, ans\¡¡ers the question of 'how do changes in two intact,
already existing variabilities (for example, test scores and an index of
purported socio-economic status) covary?" Referring back to Èhe

distinction between two classes of sources of variability, these being

identified and unidentified, the causal mode1, then, may be said to

involve the isolation of a specified or identified source of

variability. This presumably allows one to ans!Á¡er the question of what

source or sources of variability account for variation in values of a

dependenE or criterion variable. The non-causal- mode1, on the other

hand, does not permit the isolation of specified sources of variability,

and conseguently, the nature of an observed relationship remains unknown

(i.e., one does not know specifically what it is about the relaEionship

that may account for covariation). Having established this fundamental

difference, the models will now be explained in more detail, wiÈh each

explicaÈion being followed by a brief example of that model's

application.
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1.4.1 Causal methodoloq"v. The causal mode1, Lhen, corresponds

with Cronbach,s (1957) notion of experimentation, where the researcher

endeavours Eo analvze the behaviour of what is cafled a dependent or

criterion variable in relation to the variabilitv that he or she

artificiallv introduces. In Cronbach's words, the experimenter ochanges

conditions in order Eo observe their conseç¡-lenceso and ois interested

only in the variation he himself creaÈes" (p.671; perhaps "createso, a

loaded word, would more appropriately be replaced by 'induces'). This

model contains two components which together constitute all possible

sources of variability in the study: the identified component,

corresponding with conditions which the researcher changes, and the

unidentified component, associated with possible unknown sources - i.e.,

unknown conditions or sets of conditions. (It has often been the

practice to dismiss this latter component as variability due to error,

possibly because it is bel-ieved to be unsystematic, though this is often

not the case. ) More exactly stated, the researcher seeks to determine

if there is any observabl-e relationship between a variabl-e which he or

she changes (i.e-, induces variability in; cal1ed the independent or

identified variable) and variability in a second dependenE or criterion

variabl_e (e.g., scores on a particular test) . variabiJ-ity in this

first, identified variable (e.g., teaching method) is said to be known

or idenÈified in that the researcher endeavours to þþþ that

potential source of variability, with this being accomplished by

attempting to equate a number of treatment conditions in every respect,

save that of the identified source he or she changes on purpose (which

is defined by its operationa] definition; Ehis being a statemenb of what

the researcher did in order to induce differences beÈween Lreatments).

Thus, through controllinq sources of variabil-itv which may possibly

differ systematicall-y beÈween treatments afong with the identified

component (e.g., by making one level of illumination or level of

background noise constant for all treatment groups), and by randomizincl
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all other possible svstematic differences between clroups (e.9., through

procedures such as the random assignment of subjects to groups, thus

presumably accounting for variability associated with subject variables

such as previous schooling, socio-economic status, etc'), possible

sources of variability between each treaÈment condition are ideally

accounted for in all respects save for that represented by the

iden¡ifíed component. otherwise stated, by controlling or randomízíng

variabiLity associated with conditions or sets of conditions (sources)

that are not of immediate interest, the researcher, through inducing

variation in, or changing values or levels of the idenÈified component,

isolates a possible source of variability, which, if found to be

associated with variability in the dependent variabl-e or criterion, is

called a relevant variable or a possible source of variabiliÈy in the

dependent or criterion variabl-e. In this sense, to say X is a possible

source of variability in Y is to assert that variability in X is relaÈed

to or is rel-evant for variability in Y. This, however, does not

necessarifv mean that one ascribes to a rationalist view of *causalityu,

as would perhaps be reflected in the assertion that X creates

variabil-ity in Y. The notion of a relevant variable, then, need not

imply anything more than orderly, regular relationship.

1.4-2 An exa . As an example of a causal

mode1, consider the situation lvhere a researcher may wish Èo identify

sources of variability associated with variation in scores on the

Stanford-Binet test of purported intelligence. He or she may desire to

investigate wheEher variabiliEy in the dependent variable, test score

(associated with unidentified sources of variability alone as nothing

was isol-ated through control or randomization), coul-d be attributed in

part to variability in teaching method (the independent variable or

identified component). Otherwise stated, the researcher may wish to

determine if variability in teaching method is a possibl-e source of

variability in test performance.
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Here,thetermu.@o,usedinthesenseoftheascription

of a quality, refers to the process of indicatinq possible sources of

variability which are refevant to variation in the dependent variable

(e.g., some portion of the total variabiliEy associated with Eest score

may possibly be attributed to variability in Eeaching method). In more

general terms, to attribute is to state that variability in x (e-g-,

teaching method) accounLs for (explains or is relevant to) variabiliby

in some observed phenomenon Y (e.g., variabiliÈy in test scores) ' Since

in Ehis tshesis, our concern is with aÈtempts to identify sources of

variability relevant to variability in test scores, an attribution

statemenÈ, then, may be conceptualized as

source o

dependent or criter.þ¡,-¡¿4r:þþþ (in conLrast, the non-causal model is

said to describe how variables are observed to covary) '

Returning to our example, the research design would initially

include estabLishing levels or types of teaching method (the identified

component), where levels of this variable may perhaps be operationally

defined in accordance with approaches such as "teaching through rote

memorization,' and ,'Leaching through more logical relationships" (actual

definition would be much more explicit). Next, the researcher would

attempt to account for sources of variability that may potentially

differ systematically between treatment groups over and above that

representing teaching method itself. This, foT example, may involve

controlLing possible unwanted sources of between treatment variability

(e.g., the researcher may match teachers of each treatment group in

terms of personality, êge, experience, etc. and may strive to provide

both groups with identical learning environments). The researcher would

also attempt to account for other subject variables (e.g., educational

experience, socio-economic status, etc.) across treatments by randomly

assigning each individual to either the condition characterized by rote

ain or be tion of the v
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memorization or to the condition characterized by more logical

relations.
After being exposed Èo the teaching method for a certain period of

time, subjects could then be given the Stanford-Binet test of presumed

intelligence and the t.reatment groups could be compared in terms of test

scores - This would involve the calculation of relevant statistics

describing l_) average test score for each treatment group and 2)

variability in test scores of subjects in each treatment. Finally,

Èhese statistics would be placed in an appropriate sEatistical

probability model which adequately reflects the empirical situatsion. To

elaborate upon Ehis, the appropriate statistical model is based upon Ehe

aforementioned assumptions that variability within a treatment is a

function of unidentified sources aLone and tshat total variabil-ity æ.

treatments (or l-eve1s of the identified variabl-e) perÈains to both

identified and unidentified sources (this will later be explained in

relation to the Gaussian components). Consequently, Èhe relevant

sEatistical probability model must reflect both identified and

unidentified components, so that the researcher may compare total

variability of the criterion or dependent variable (test score) across

treatments and variability within Ereatments in a ratio of variabilities

expressed as

identified sources + unidentified sources
unidentified sources a1one.

fn formulating a decision as to whether some part of the variabÍlity in

test score may possibly be attributed to variability in teaching method,

the nul1 hypothesis of the causal model (regardless of Èhe particular

variables involved) would assume differences between treaÈment means are

random, as are differences within treatments. The aLternative

hypothesis,however,wou1dassumethaE1)thereisa.@.

difference between treatment means (i.e., average tesÈ scores for each

group), some part of which may be aLtributed to variability in the
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identified component and that 2) differences within treatments

(associated with unidentified sources of variability) are random.

Depending upon the outcome of the above comparison, then, one decides

whether to l-) adopt the alternative hypothesis and attribute some

portion of Ehe total variability in bhe dependent or criterion variable

(Eest score) to variability associated with the idenbified component, or

2) fail to reject the nufl hypoEhesis and hence, fail to attribute a

portion of Èhe totaf variability in the dependent or criterion variable

(test score) to variability in the identified component (teaching

method) . Referring specifically to the example, if the alÈernative

hypothesis is adopted, then one would state that it is probable Ehat

some portion of the variability in test score can be attributed to

variability in teaching method (as operationally defined), and that

teaching method is conseguently a relevant variable for test score. A

causal model, therefore, reflects two structural- components, the

identified and the unÍdentified, and aEtsribuEion statements are defined

according to the process of determining possible sources of variability

in the criterion or dependent variable (i.e., identifying g@f may

account for some part of the variability in the dependent or criterion

vari-able).

While the philosophical basis of much empirical research of this

type is subjecÈ to many strong criticisms, and has in many settings been

considered as untenable (for a comprehensive overview, see Suppe, L974¡

also Churchland, 7986; Meehl-, L978; Quine, 1969; Rorer & hlidiger, 1983;

Salmon, 1975), it forms a significant part of both current and past

research in the discipline of psychologty. Consequently, reference to

this approach provides an effective meÈhod of demonstrating, by

contrast, the problematic nature of certain inLerpretaÈions t.haÈ have

freguently been drawn from research in psycholog"y which involves

correl-ational, or what has been designated as non-causal, methodology.

1.4.3 Non-causal methodol-ogv. The non-causal model perÈains to
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"the two disciplines" in thaE it reflects Cronbach's (L957)

correlational psycholog'y, which deals with covariation between arravs of
paired values. the variaÈion in each arrav reflectincl naturallv

occurrinq of elleady existinq sour . Cronbach suggests

that 'the correlaEor finds his interest in the already existing

variation between individuals, social groups, and species' (p.671-) .

According to Marascuilo and SerLin (1988),

StaÈing that two variables are correlated implies that as

the scores on one variable change, the scores on the other

variable tend to change in a systematic fashion. Another

term that is often used in this context is covariation,

perhaps a more descriptive term (p.80).

The non-causal model, then, involves covariation between pairs of values

from two arrays, with the variabilities of each array being associated

with unknown, already existing sources. Consequently, this approach

differs from the causal model in that 1) the researcher does not attempt

to artificially induce variability, and 2) it contains only one class of

source of variability, with this being of the unknown type. Nothing in

the model is identified in the causal sense. Such a situation may be

represented, provided that covariation is observed, by the statement

X = f(Y)
[values associated [values associated with

unknown sourcesl unknown sources]

or vice versa, where in the above case, the Eerm on the left corresponds

with variability in the array of values X (associated with unknowrr

sources) and the term on the right corresponds with variability in array

of values Y (also associated with unknovm sources, according Eo the

definition that a source is a condition or set of conditions). Note

that on the basis of this model, since variability in X is associated

with unknown sources and variability in Y is associaEed with unknown

sources, there are no grounds for assuminq that X and Y share common
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sources of variability in both X and Y are

unknown.

Perhaps a critic of the present argument might suggesÈ that it

could be said that X and Y, in and of Èhemselves, are known sources, as

they correspond with some definiEional process of assigning numbers

(i.e., one has knowledge of how the numericaL values were obtained).

While Èhis may be the case, they cannot be said to be known in the sense

that one has any idea as Eo specifically what it is about X and Y that

may account for covariation, nor does the model provide any means of

improving this sitsuation. Since in the non-causal case, one is dealing

wiEh already existing sources of variability which are represented

collectively by assigning numbers to individual cases on the basis of

some ru1e, we have no knowledge as to 1) what specific sources of

variabifity constitute the total variability relevant Èo each of the

numerical arrays or 2) what specific sources are relevant to any

observed covariation. The structure of the model, then, does not

encompass idenEified possible sources of variability in either X or Y.

There is nothinq that one mav sav bevond statinq the extent to which two

variables either covarv or fail to covarv in the manner specified bv an

index of cov4riation (ê.g., a Pearson product moment correlation

coefficient is intended to describe a !!g relationship between

matched pairs of values from two arrays of numbers). Upon the basis of

this model, then, one cannot state what accounts for any observed

relationship and in this sense, vte may say that nothing is identified.

Since no source of variability is as far as possible isolated and

conseguently, identified, there is nothinq to which one mav attribute

covariation or varlabilitv within an arrav of values, where attribution

is once more defined as the attempt to indicate possible sources of

variability which account for either covariation between variables or

some portion of the variability within an array of numbers (e.9., in Èhe

previous example, we attributed a portion of the variability in tesE
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score to variability in teaching method).

More specifically, this empiricaf situation, as stated, concerns

pairs of values corresponding with two numerical arraYs, gþ arrav

reflecEing a set of unknown and presumably random sources of variability

(contrasting to the causal case, vJhere under the null hypothesis, the

dependent or criterion variable al-one is assumed to be 1l random and 2l

characterized entirely by unknown sources of variability). Further, as

was stated, the non-causal case includes no means of identifying or

isolating any sources to which eiEher covariation between indices or

varíability relevant to a single variable could be attributed (i.e., one

cannot determine sources of variability reLevant to covariation or to a

single variable). Some examples of correlations which are suggestive of

the ambiguous nature of covariation include those between 1) variability

in the death rate in the State of Hyderabad between 1911 and 1919 and

variability in membership totals in the International Association of

Machinists between 1912 and l-920 (I = .86,' Cohen, 7938) , 2) variability

in the proportion of English marriages performed outside the Church of

England and variability in average English death rate (positive, but no

specific coefficient given; Cohen, 1938), and 3) variability in the

number of mentaf defectives in England and Wales between 1924 and 1937

and variability in the number of radio licences issued during the same

time period (r = .998; cited in Lyon, 1967). on the basis of a non-

causal analysis alone, then, one has no means of determining 1) what

specific source or sources of variability relevant to each of the

numerical- arrays possibly accounts for some part of the botal

variability of each arrav, 2) what specific source or sources of

variability relevant to each array of numbers possibly accounts for any

observed covariation, or 3) if an observed relationship is or is not a

statistical artifact. Thus, sources of variation relevant to eiEher

variabil-ity within one or other of the arrays of values or any observed

covariation are ul-timately unknown and conseguently, there are no source
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or sources that one can confidently attribute all, or some part of any

observed covariation to. In the above examples, for instance, We may

observe how pairs of scores from two arrays of values covary (e.9., in a

Iinear manner wíth a certain direction and magnitude); however, exactly

what sources of variability may 1) account for covariation ot 2) account

for variability within an array is indeterminable from the mebhodolog'y.

1,.4.4 An example of the non-c4u€êl_l4o_de-L. since in this Èhesis,

our concern is with the justification of screening or classification

tests as well" as consEructs, as an example of the applicaÈion of the

non-causal mode1, it will be instructive Èo consider Ehe situation in

which a researcher may attempt to 'validate' Èhe Stanford-Binet scale of

presumed intelligence, for example, as being predictive of academic

success, Èhe latter notion being defined in terms of average grades

which students have achieved (as will be seen, this was done by Terman,

LgL6, among others, buL was inappropriately interpreted as supporting

the assertion that variability in some purporÈed human property ca1led

intelligence accounted for variability in test score). Here, the

researcher selects a group of subjects, administers the Stanford-BineÈ

test to each, and pairs the test score for each subject with a

corresponding numericaf index of his or her academic grades. Às a

technical point, in screening or classification test construction and

val-idation, items, instructions and scoring procedures I¡¡i11 not be

considered as defining a variabl-e unless covariation between the

accumulated pairs of scores is observed. According to this model, then,

the observation of covariation justifies both 1) the definition of a

test variable and 2) a statement of its relationship to the criterion

variable (school grades) .

As has been stated, the non-causal model aflows us to say that we

observed, for example, a linear relationship with certain magnitude and

direction. It does p!, however, permit us to say to what source or

sources of variation portions of variability in the test or in Lhe
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criterionmaybeattributed.Inourexample,ifweweretoobserve

covariation between test scores and academic grades' \¡/e could then

determine, based upon some probability model, \^¡hether Ehe correlation is

significantly different from zero (for instance) ' Such a nuI1

hypothesis generally suggests that I = 0, while tshe alternative

hypothesiswouldusuallystatethatr*0.Theempiricalsituation,

Èhen, concerns paired observations of purported test and criterion

variables which reflect a unique set of unknown sources of variabí1ity

for Ehe Eest variable and another set of unknown sources of variability

for Lhe criterion variable (academic grades) - Due to the unknown nature

of these sources, portions of variability within a single variable (test

scores or academic grades) cannot be attributed to any source or sourcês

of variability merely on the basis of a non-causal analysis' To do so

would invol-ve an inferential leap, the validity of which would not be

justified in any way by the model. The most that one can confidently

say of covariation between test scores and Èhe academic grades

criterion, then, is that it reflects Èhe degree to which paired

observations resulting from intact, unknown sources of variability in

the test variable and intact unknown sources of variability in the

criterion variable covary at one particular point in time. Àlthough, if

a significant correlation is observed (i.e., it is decided that r * 0),

one may predict criterion performance (academic grades) on the basis of

test score or vice versa, the empirical situation does not permit one to

attribute or fail to attribute anv Þart of variabilitv associated with

academic qrades or anv part of variabilitv associated with test score Eo

anvthinq(i.e.,wecannotdeterminesourcesofvariabiliÈyinacademic
grades or test scores). while a particular correlation 4g make

intuitÍve sense, by referring back to the three examples which did !É

make intuitive sense, one may realize that the model alone provides no

means of ilLuminating the nature of the relationships; sources of

variability relevant to covariation are ulÈimately unknown'
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l-.5 The non-causal model in testinq

Historica11y,Cronbach,scorre1ationa1orour@has

been associated with two briefly mentioned and not necessarily mutually

exclusive orientalions in psychological testing' These approaches are

designaÈed as "predictionu and "presumed identification of sources of

variabiliEy".

1.5.1- Prediction. The one orientation pertains to screening or

classification tesÈs and may be designated as pragrmatic prediction. As

Cronbach and Meehl (1955) note, in such situaÈions, 'no interpretation

[of the test score] has been madeu 1p.2g3). This was reflected in the

above example, where pairs of scores corresponding with a test score

(e.g., on the Stanford-Binet test of purported intelligence) and a

criterion (e.g., academic performance) may be observed to covary and

consequently, one may predict an individual's status on the criterion

variable upon Ehe basis of his or her test score. In this case, through

what is often called regression analysis, þhe test may be said to allow

one to oscreen,'or "classify" test takers in terms of status on the

criterion. No claims are made as to what source or sources of variation

one may attribute any parE of test or criterion variability to. Rather,

the concern is soleIy with the manner in which the two indices covary

(another practical example is predicting job performance in employment

selection procedures). Although this process has been subject to much

criticism (for example, pertaining to the problem of finding appropriate

criteria in certain predictive situationsì ë.9., see B1umenfeld, 1976¡

Gulliksen, l-950; Hakel, 1986; Heneman, 1986; Jenkins, !946) ' -i-!-LE--no.!.

th" orlroose of the present thesis to guestion such predictive Þractices'

Rather, the current argument is concerned solely with the second broad

orientation and its implications '

esumed tificati sources of This

second orientation of the non-causal model pertains to the

aforementioned inapproprÍate attribution statements. These have been
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characterized in two differing ways, with one approach being seen in
attempts to attribute some portion of the variabilitv within one or both

of the paired variables to some other purported variable or çonstruct,
where a construct is defined as a fabricated variable that is Èhought to
underlie test performance but which does not admit of operational

definition (see Cronbach & MeehL, 1955). Due to the fabricated nature

of such consbructs, in this thesis they are freguently referred to as

constructions. The fu11 impact of this attempt to purportedJ-y idenEify,
through a non-causal analysis, sources of variability relevanE to an

array of values, frây be appreciated when one considers, as will be

suggested shortly, that screening or cl-assification tests as weLl as

constructions are justified almost entirely upon the basis of non-causal

methods. That is, frequently, non-causal models are inappropriately
used to support assertions that some portion of variability associated

with test scores can be attributed to some fabricated source of
variability.

As an example of an inappropriate attribution statement reflecting
an atEempt to associate some part of the variabilitv within one of the

paired variables such as test score to variabiliEy in some other

purported variabLe or construction, one may endeavour to attribute part

of the variability wibhin an array of scores on Èhe Stanford-Binet scale

of presumed intelligence to variability associaLed with some fabricated

notion of purported general intelligence, such as Spearman's (1904a,

1921) general ability. In this process, the test score may be equated

with the purported, gratuitous source of variability (presumed general

abitity) and this, through further fabrication, may be reified, or

construed as a unitary, naturally occurring, fundamental human property

which accounts for behaviour (see Gould, 1981). In this thesis, this is
suggested to be Èhe case with regard to much of the early discourse on

purported mental processes and supposed intelligence.

Another approach characterizing this second orienLation of the non-
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causa1mode1isseenininappropriateattemptstoatÈribute.9@

the covariation between Þaired test scores and values of another

variab1etopurportedvaríationinafabricated@,perceivedto

be a common source of variability relevant to boÈh arrays of values - It

may be seen that often, single fabricated entities are thought bo

underlie or account for variability in networks of correlaÈions. This

view is explicitly expressed in the early literature on construct

validity (e.g., APA, 1952, t954¡ Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach &

MeehL, tg55) and explicitly restated in the validation of many

contemporary tests, such as Mark Snyder's self-monitoring scale (Briggs

& Cheek, 1-988; Snyder, I974, :-g87; Snyder & Gangestad, 1986)' In this

l-atter case, the self-monitoring construct is thought to be ímperfectlv

represented by both the test and a corresponding network of correlations

with other indices. Correlations between the self-monitoring scale and

some other variable such as purported expressiveness, for example, are

thought Eo provide evidence that variability in purported self-

monitoring accounts for some part of the variability in both arrays of

va1ues. As has been repeatedly stated, however, Since the non-causal

model deals only with already existing variability associated with

unknown sources, it is not permissible to attribute any part of the

covariation between two variables (such as a test score and academic

grades) to variability in some conmon source (such as purported

intelligence or supposed self monitoring) on the basis of a non-causal

analysis alone. Further, to do so may l-ead to the reification of a

human fabrication as a fundamental human property. As will later be

considered, Snyder's self-monitoring construct is not generally accepted

by the research community as a whole (e.9., see Briggs & cheek, 19gg;

Briggs, Cheek & Buss, 19gO), yet it appears to have become reified and

attribution sta¡ements are often made upon the basis of this conÈrived

entity or its purported underlying unitary structure (see Gangestad &

Snyder, 1985; Snyder, L981; Snyder & GangesLad, 1986) . fn this worst
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case scenario, then, the purported construction is seen as an absolute,

universal- or orealo source of variability which forms a fundamental

human property (Snyder [1987], for example, goes as far as to suggest

that the self-monitoring construction has a specific physiological
basis).

1.6 Reification

rn the present argument, then, reification is taken to represent
the process whereby test scores, or constructions thought to underlie
test scores, are taken to represent unitary, naturally occurring,
fundamental human properties. More specifically, in the case of
screening or classj-fication tests, it is generally the test score that
is reified. For example, Gould (1981-) discusses how re, a numerical

Èest score, was seen to represent an actual entity. rn the case of
constructions, however, it is the construct, or fabricated variable that
is reified and made responsible for a network of associations. As was

suggested, an example of this is purported oself-monitoring" (snyder,

1-974, 198'1). with both classification or screening tests and test
constructs, it is argued that frequently, attribution statemenLs are

inappropriately made, whereby variability associated hrith the reified
concept is stated as responsible for some part of any covariation that
may be observed between variability in the test score and variability in
another variable.

L .7 Pseudo-causal model-s

A related concern associated with non-causal models emerges when a

test score, or else a fabricaEed construct regarded as represented in a

test score, is implicated in a causar research model. This is to say

that often, a test score (or a construction thought to be reflected. in a

Èest score) is inappropriately given the role of an independent variable
(i.e., an identified source of variability), and subjects are assigned
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to differing treatment conditions according their scores on a particular
tesE (e-9., based upon individuals' re.,s or scores on the self-
monit.oring sca1e, a researcher may form one group of high scorers and

another group of low scorers). This results in what might be cal1ed a

"pseudo-causal'model-, though this r-abel is intended in no way to
indicate Èhat the model- is at all causal (in the technical sense). The

value of such research rests upon the justification of the initial
purported identified source of variability (e.g., a test construct or
some entity regarded as reflected in a test score which, as h¡as

suggested, are based almosL entirely upon non-causal nevidence,').

Consequently, in light of the preceding com¡nents on non-causal models,
it is suggested that test scores or constructs cannot be presupposed as

universal Èopics of study in causal_ research model_s.

Expanding upon this point, in the case of a screening or
classification test, for example, it was seen that a particular test,
such as the stanford-Binet test of purported intelligence, may be

justified in relation to some criterion, such as academic grades.
Consequently, pairs of values of variables reflecting two potentially
unique sets of unknown sources of variability form the justification for
the use of the test (e.g., a correl,ation between indices of academic
performance and scores on the Stanford-Binet test). fn this situation,
no conmon source of variabilitv has been proven to underlie both school
and test performance - the sources of both test variability and

criterion variability are unknown. More specifically, these unknown

sources cannot be assumed to 1) interact with both the test variable and

the criterion variabLe in an equivalent manner, or 2) inÈeract with t,hem

in the same way between times of test.ing and between subject.s.
Conseguently, if the score from a screening or cLassification test is
used as an independent (identified) variabl-e in a subsequent sÈudy, what
would ordinarily represent the identified component (i.e., that which
differs between treatments) woul-d be composed of unknown sources of
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variability (score on test X would simply represent score on Èest X, and

noÈhing more). Nothing in the model with any meaning would be

identified, and Eherefore it could not be said to be a causal model

(i.e., sources of variability accounting for variation in test scores

are unknown). As in the case of non-causal research, then, any

attribution statements made in such an application of the pseudo-causal

model are inappropriately based on covariation (i.e., even if results

are reported in terms of differences in arithmetic means between groups,

the decÍsion is that tsest scores still eiÈher covary or fail to covary

with another variable) .

on the other hand, in the above example of a causaL model, test

score was seen as a dependent variabLe, and ib was hypothesized that

changes in teaching method (as operationally defined) could be

associated wÍth variabiliLy in scores on the Stanford-Binet sca1e.

Differences observed beÈween treaÈments in such designs may permit

attribution statements of the form "some part of the total variability

in scores on test Y appears to be attributable to variability in X".

This is !o say that such models may shed light on potential sources of

test score variability. FrequenEly, however, when such approaches are

taken in test validation, they do not form true causal models. Rather,

alreadv existinq sources of variabilitv are generaffv used in the place

of an identified variable and consequently, sources of variability

underlying that which would ordinarily be isolated cannot be said to be

identified. As an example, Snyder (1974) said that stage actors may be

expected to have higher self-monitoring scores than non-actors, but

since stage acting refl-ected already existing variability (no sources of

variability which could potentially vary systematically between acting

and non-acting groups v¡ere controlled, nor were subject variables

randomized), a true causal model is not established.

l-.8 Summarv
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Insummary,researchpertainingtotestconsErucLs(or

constructions) and screening or classification tests (Ehose for which

there is a validating crj-terion), being based in what has been ca11ed

non-causal methodologry (Shephard, l-981 , Lggl), may implicitly serve Lhe

function of reifying certain preconceived ideas and beliefs (e'9.,

concepts such as intelligence; see Gould, 1981). This is to say thaL

frequently, test scores or constructions (or more specifically, the

purported realities or meanings ascribed to these), are inappropriately

taken to represent unitary, naturally occurring, fundamental human

properties that account for variability in non-causal research models'

which methodologically do not permit any sources of variabifity to be

ident i f ied.

It musc again be emphasized that the intent of this thesis is to

point out this inappropriate use of the non-causal model ' As was

stated, in order to place the argument in context and to assist in

making this point, Ehe causal model has been adopted as a point of

contrast. This thesis, then, is primarily about non-causal models. It

is not intended to defend the causal model as an ultimate ideal'

Further, it is not the purpose of this argument to suggest that non-

causal model-s are worLhless, but rather, jtistoÞointffi

inappropriate manner in v/hich non-causal models have been and continue

used to attribu which of d to or can

associated lvith the reifÍcation of test scores or constructs. Extending

upon this assertion, it is ultimately suggested that Èhis aforementioned

(underlined) problem is perpetuated by the ]iterature surrounding the

more contemporary notion of construct validity (e.g., APÀ, 1.952, 1954;

campbell & Fiske, 1959,. Cronbach & Meehl-, 1955), which promoEes a

position that reguires one to make inferential leaps that are not

justified on the basis of its associaÈed methodology'

1.8.1 The historical l-iterature. In order to further develop this

argument, selected antecedents of what are here called non-causaL
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methodologies wilJ- be outlined in order to demonstrate that.

psychological testing was founded upon this basis. ftnphasis will be

placed upon historical interest in individual differences which lead up

to Francis Galton's assertion that purported error in observation is not

merely variation surrounding a presumed true value, but is a topic of
study in its own right. At this point, tshe development of the

correlation coefficient will be considered. Of note here is the

historical- tendency for some writers to view correlational relationships
as permitting attribution statements. Next will be considered the

acceptance of this methodology in North America, initially through

individuals such as James McKeen Cattell, 'rtho coined the Èerm omental

test'. Following this, the development of technical approaches to the
justification of screening or cLassÍfication test (e.g., concepts such

as rel-iability, validity and factor analysis) will be considered

briefly, and will be seen to culminate in the notion of consEruct

validation. What is important to note is that during this hisgorical
development, methods of justifying tests and construct.ions are largely,
if not entirely, non-causal i-n nature. Consequently, as has been

discussed, no sources of variability are identified by the methodolog'y,

and as a resul-t, one cannot. make attribution staÈements regarding test
scores or constructions regarded as responsible for some part of the

variabi.Lity in test scores. The relevance of the preceding to
contemporary testing will be demonstrated in an analysis of the basic

construct validation of Mark snyder's (1974¡ 1-987 ) self-monitoring
scal-e. fn accord with Shephard (1991), it is concluded Ehat this
suggested inappropriate use of the non-causal model perhaps reflects a

general limitation of human understandings of non-causal relationships
(or at least a rimitation thaE appears to be characteristic of more

recent western culture) .

Antecedents of Non-Causal Models
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in "Mental Testing"

Having defined causal and non-causal methods in terms of two

dominant research orientations in psycholog"y, selected antecedents of

non-causaf models are now considered in order to demonstrabe tshat

psychological testing was founded upon this basis. In order to

understand the development of the non-causal model, however, one must

first briefly consider the early foundations of the causal mode1, as

represented by the "Gaussian components" of 1) arithmetic means and 2)

sums of squared deviations from the means (variation).

2.1 Components of observations: Presumed constant values and variation
The notion of identified and unidentified sources of variability

characterízíng observations or measurements can be traced to the

famil-iar story of Maskel-yne and his assistant, Kinnebrook. In the

middle to latter portion of the 1790's, these individuals worked at the

Greenwich observatory, with one of their Easks being the monitoring of
stell-ar transit, often through the near and eye method' (see Boring,

l-950, chapter 8; Hothersall, L984, p.245-246). Rate of stellar transit

for a particular star was presumed to be constant over time and

consequently, it was expected that one should be able to determine a

true or actual- value corresponding with that rate. The ear and eye

method involved relating the passage of a star between two paralJ-el

lines on the reticle of a tel-escope to audible beats from a clock, which

sounded at one second intervals. According to Boring (1950, p.135),

observers began counEing seconds as a star crossed over the first
parallel line. As the star approached the second 1ine, the observers

'fixed in mind" the positions of that star, on either side of Èhe second

line, which coincided with beats from the clock. The location or

spatial distance of the line with respect to these two points r*ras

estimated in ÈenLhs, and this provided an esEimate of tenths of seconds
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which could be added to the number of whole seconds counted. Thus,

observations of motion and time were combined in order to provide a

measurement of rate of stellar travel.

Maskelyne became troubl-ed by a lack of agreement between his
observations and those of Kinnebrook, whose measurements of rate of
travel tr¡ere approximately .5 seconds longer than the former,s.

Maskelyne explained this situation by claiming Èhat Kinnebrook was in
error, but when instructed to 'improve' his observations, Kinnebrook,s

"errorso increased to give approximately .8 seconds difference between

his observations and Maskelyne's. Kinnebrook was subsequently dismissed

on the basis of this obvious inability to monitor accurateJ-y stellar
transit (that this was an obvious inability assumes, of course, that
stell-ar transit is a consistent phenomenon),

In 1816, Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel- (1784-1846), a German astronomer,

came upon this aforementioned incident while reading a history of the

Greenwich observatory. His interest in notions of purported error or
variabirity in empirical observations perhaps 1ed him to further
investigate the issue. Bessel believed that Kinnebrook,s ,mistakes"

could be explained through reference to unidentified individuaL

differences, or numerous sources of variability which one is unabl-e to
control. Such differences were thought to pertain, for example, Lo

variations in individuaLs' reaction times (Schultz, 1991, p.3B;

T\rddenham, 1962). rn light of his interest in this topic, Bessel, with
the assistance of other noted astronomers, undertook a systematic study
of individual differences in monitoring the supposed true or consÈant

rate of transit of particuLar stars. rn one instance, Bessel and

Walbeck observed several stars on five different nights, each individual
observing on alternate nights. Bessel's observations of stellar transit
were found to be approximately one second less Èhan those of Walbeck-

Às shephard (1981-) notes, in Ehe initial stages of such research,

although observations of a particular phenomenon seemed to fa11 wit.hin a
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fairry limited set of vaLues, a v/ay was required to determine which

value of rate of stel-Iar crossing, for example, was the true value (an

assumption was here made that the universe did not reflect a state of
chaos,. that it did, in fact, operate in a regular, orderly manner).

The scientific community in generar appeared to believe, then, that
although numerous unknown sources of variability could contribut,e to
individual differences (purported error) in observation of some

supposedly constant phenomenon, one source of variability, the presumed

true or constant val-ue corresponding with the phenomenon under study,

wouLd be consistent for all observers (Shephard, l-981). Stated somewhat

differently, it was maintained that
all possible sources of variability were divided into two classes,

the identified component. (stellar crossing) and an unidentified
component Ipurported error in observation]. The model, for
obvious reasons, became known as the theory of errors and was

examined by Simpson (1757) and l_ater by Lagrange (1,7j0), who

developed what was referred to as an error curve (Shephard, 1981, p.10).
RaEe of stel-lar crossing, then, as an identified and presumably constant

component, was thought to have a true or actual value, though

observations of steLl-ar crossing were assumed to be inextricably
intertwined with other unidentified sources of variability (e.g.,
individua] differences in reaction time, environmental influences such

as loud noj,ses, etc. ) .

2.1.1 Statistical developments in the analvsis of identified and

unidentified components, The Lapla rve. The not.ion of Lhat

which is variousJ-y known as the Laplace-Gaussian curve, the error curve

or the normaL curve (so named by sir Karl- pearson) can next be traced
approximately to the middle of the eighteenth century, to individuals
such as Abraham DeMoivre and later to Pierre Simon Lap1ace. As is known

to most, the curve reflects a bell-shaped freguency distribution of
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values which cluster around a central (most frequent) average va1ue.

Each individual vaLue symmetrically occurs with less frequency the

further one deviates from this middlemost, average value- According to

the historj-an, victor HilEs, Laplace inferred that there was "a high

degree of concreteness in Isuch] statistical regularities" This is bo

say that for Laplace, there was "an identiEy between the results of the

constant repetitions of observations Irepresented by va]ues in a

distributionl and the constant causes acting in nature" (Hilts, !973'

p.209,. since the present argument makes no assumptions as Lo the nafure

of causality Ias a philosophical concept], when other writers use this

term, one need not be concerned with whaE was -@ meant by this, but

rather, one may interpret the use of the term as simply suggesting that

variability in one phenomenon is associated in some unspecified though

regular way with variability in another phenomenon) ' For Laplace, the

solar system, for example, could be explained according to the oconstant

cause,,of Ehe sun's gravitaLional force and by the'disturbingi causes'

found in the gravitational forces associated with other sEellar bodies '

In a similar sense, rate of stel-lar transit could be considered as a

constantsourceofvariabi1ityinestimatesor@ofraÈeof

stell-ar transit, while differences in reaction times could potentially

be considered as pertaining to disturbing sources of variability' Thus,

disturbinq sources of variability were thought to account for variation

in observations, while general trends (as assessed by measures of

central tendency such as the arithmetic mean) were thought to be

associated with consLant sources of variability'

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the concept of

statistical regu]-arity, as represented by the properties of the normal

curve, was expanded by Karl Friedrich Gauss, whose interests in the

curve appear to have pertained to the distribution of errors of

measurement in scientific observation (Schu1tz, 1981, p.]-25), as opposed

to the more recent concerns (to be considered shortly) of describing or
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summarizing social, biological and eventually omentaÌistico phenomena.

fn any event, as stated above, according to the theory of errors, an

observation would include a presumed identified or constant component

and an unidentified (purported error) component. When considered in
relation to the normal curve, the mean value of an array of individual
observations was thought Èo represent variability associated with both

identified and unidentified components (i.e., rate of stellar transit
and unknown sources, which may include reaction time, etc-), while the

extent of variation from the mean, considered in terms of sums of
squared deviations from the mean, was thoughE to be indicative of Èhe

strength of the unidentified component (the mean and the sums of squared

deviations from the mean constitute what have been called the Gaussian

components, although Gauss is perhaps not responsibLe for their initial
formulation) . !,Ihile the arithmetic mean had become known as an

approximation of the true value of the phenomenon under observation
(e.9., according to Maistrov [1,9741 , this had been asserted in both 1-6th

century Indian manuscripts and by Thomas Simpson in 1755), it appears

(supposing that a true value does exist in nature), that this assumptíon

required qualification, as within a distribution of observations, no

method existed that would allow one to determine proportions of
variability in the mean value that were unique to either identified or

unidentified components (Shephard, 1981, p.10; this explains why t.he

numerator of the equation pertaining to the causal model contained both

identified and unidentified components; conceptually, the numerator

concerned differences between treatment group means).

2.2 The Lapl-ace-Gaussian curve and individual- variation

The application of the Laplace-Gaussian curve to biological and

social phenomena was later to be seen in the work of Adolph eueteleb
(I794-1814), a Belgian astronomer royal and staÈistician who is
associated with the deveLopment of an early social science known as
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social physics (Diamond,- foreword in euetelet, Ig42/1969, Þ.v). In the

t820's, Quetelet had travelled to Paris in order to study astronomy.

once there, he became involved with a number of índividuals such as

Louis René Villermé, who was examining the relationships between average

physical staÈure, averaqe life expectancy and area of residence, and

André Michel cuerry, who examined the rel-ationships between average

crime rates, localities of crimes and the average ages of criminals.
Both would often summarize sets of observations (e.g., incidence of
crime) in terms of rates and arithmetic averages and both seemed to
assume that observed differences in rates or averages between groups

were attributabl-e to variabil-ity in group-rel-ated (specif ical1y social)
factors (e .g . , economic status, eLc . ,. Hilts , L973) .

Quetel-et was impressed by the manner in which rates and averagres

seemed to characterize particular soci_al_ groupings. He himself
col,lected or analyzed data on many bíologicaL and social phenomena,

finding that "unselected" samples would often yield a unormaL

distribution" of the phenomenon of interest. For example, his anarysis

of chest measurements taken from a regiment of scoEtish soldiers
revealed a total of 1,882 individuals with 40 inch chesEs, L60 with 44

inch chests and 2 with 48 inch chests (the freguencies of actual- val-ues

as well as expected values, based upon the mathematical properties of
the Laplace-Gaussian curve, are presented in GaLton, 1992, p.70) . A

similar though opposite relationship between size of chest and frequency

of occurrence \¡/as observed for those measurements below 40 inches. In
general terms, Quetelet concl-uded that as variation from the mean value
(i.e., 40 inches) increased, the freguency of occurrence of that vaLue

would decrease (Hothersall, 1984, p.24a). consequently, in Sur 1'homme

et le développement de ses facultés, ou essai de phvsigue social (first
published in 1835), Quete]et, observing that such phenomena were what we

would today cal-1 normally distributed, postulated the notion of '1,homme

moven, or "the average man" (see the English translation of t942,
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entitled A tr"-ti=" or ^-r, -rrd th" d"r"lop^"rt of hi= f-"rlti.=). rn
correspondence with the earlier research involving the normal curve,

Quetelet assumed that deviations from the mean reflected error, but in
his case, however, the error was perceived to be not of measurement or
observation, but of nature (e.g., see Maistrov, l.'g't4, p.161; eueEel-et.,

1'842). In correspondence with the Eheory of errors, he believed that
the statistical average refl-ected nature,s ultimate ideal, while
deviations from this ideal constituted nature's mistakes (it should be

emphasized again, however, that the mean value in a normal distribut.ion
represents variabÍlity associated with both identified and unidentified
components).

Although the salience of individual differences may have been

increased through such discourse, initial interesÈ in these topics
appears to have concerned not the individual per se, but larger socieEal
groupings. Quetelet \^¡rote "it is the sociar body, which forms the
object of our researches, and not the peculiarities dist.inguishing the
individuals composing it" (1835; cited in Hílts , 'l-g'73) - rn an attempt
to expl-ain individual deviation, QueEelet suggested that ,accidental,, or
random sources of variability account for the deviations observed around

the mean. The mean itself, on the other hand, was thought to be

associated with the aforementioned transcendant "cÕnstantn causes (e.g.,
rate of stellar transit) and fluctuating or peri-odic "variabl-e causes*
(e.9., variability associated with reacÈion time or sudden noise).

Victor Hilts (1973) summarizes this view through the analogry, used
by Quetelet, of drawing black and white balls at random from a large urn
(also see GalEon, 1892, pp.433-434). on any particular trial, purported
accidental causes woul-d be associated with whether a bl-ack or white ba1I
was drawn, whereas presumed constant causes were believed to be

refl-ected in tshe "ultimate ratio" of bl-ack to white ba1ls that woul_d be

obtained after repeated observations. Hilt suggest.s that t.his logic
impJ-ied that first, "the l-aw of error remains a law of error because it
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is devel-oped by accidental causes', and finally, in order Lo understand

constant causes, it was thought that one must focus on Lhe mean since

the error distribution was believed to pertain only to accidenEal causes

which were thouqht to be unanalvzable. According Eo euetelet, then,

deviation or variability from the mean, in a single seÈ of observations,

is associated with unknowable sources of variation.

Francis Galton: An Explicit Statement of the Non-Causal

Model in Mental Testing

3.1 Galton and normallv distributed phenomena

Sir Francis Ga1ton (I822-1-9l-l-) appears to have been greatly
influenced by the theory of errors and the corresponding notion of the

normal distribution. A significant part of his research concerned

familial resembl-ance in physical and intel-lectual qualities, with
similarity wiÈhin famil-ies and variability between famiLies being

attributed to variability in genetic or hereditary factors. upon the

basis of early research conducted upon plants and later investigations
involving humans (e.g., Galton, 1886), Galton claimed that physical

features are inherited from previous generations and, in correspondence

with some of Quetelet's conclusions. are normally distributed in the
population. À belief in the universality of the normal distribution was

reinforced for Galton by other observations of "normally' distributed
phenomena, such as academic grades amongst university students and even

the patterns of shots on targets. Gal-ton concluded that .this 1aw of
deviation from an average is perfectly general in ies application, and

that properLies distributed in this manner could be defined and

summarized by only two numbers, these being uthe average value of those

eventso and a measure of'the deviations of the several events from the

average" (Ga1ton, 1892, p.69,- Schultz, 198L, p.125) .

Although Gal-ton suggested thaL human characteristics were
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distributed in a manner corresponding to the ,theoretical 1aw of
deviation from Ehe average', (i.e., the theory of errors; Galbon, Lg92,
p.66), he did not al-ways see variation from the mean as error
surrounding an approximation of a true value, as Ehe theory of errors
wouLd maintain, nor did he see the ,error distribution, (i.e.,
unidentified variability) as unanalyzable, as did euetelet. Rabher,
Galton came to see variability within the error distribution in and of
itself (e.g., individual differences) as the object of study. This is
ref l-ected in Natural inheritance (1999), where he states t.hat

rt is difficult to understand why statisticians commonly

limit their inquiries to Averages, and do not revel_ in more

comprehensive views. Their souLs seem . . . dul] to the charm

of variety (p.62 ) .

In rel-ation to the analysis of individual variation, Galton suggested
that

the primary objects of the Gaussian Law of Error were exactJ.y
opposed, in one sense, to those to which r had applied them. They
were to get rid of, or to provide a just ar_lowance for errors.
But these errors or deviations were the very things r wanted. to
preserve and to know about (Galton, L909, p.305).

Galton, then, wanted to determine what may account for variation in
physical and intellectual properties, yet he rejected the approach
forming the basis of the causal method which would permit such questions
to be addressed. As wirl be seen, GaLton,s methods of investigating
individual differences, which can be considered as fundamental_ to the
domain of "mental testing", wouLd not all-ow him to draw the concrusions
that he desired.

3.2 Gal-ton, covariation and the purported identification of sources of
variabi 1 itv

Gal-ton's interest in evolutionary theory and his own observations
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of succeeding generations perhaps led him, in an article published in

Macmillan's Magazine (in 1865), to suggest t.hat inherited variability in

neurological structure was gha! accounted for variability in physical

features and 'naturaf abilitieso. This view is later maintained in his

Natural fnheriÈance (1889), where in discussing 'family likenessu and

"individual variation", he sÈates that

Tt will soon be understood how conditions that produce a

general resemblance between the offspring and their parents,

must at the same Eime give rise to a considerable amount of

individual differences. Therefore I need not discuss Family

Likeness and Individual Variation under separate heads, but

as different effects of the same underlying causes (pp.9-

10).

On the next page, however, Galton talks about resemblance and variation

being "largely due to a common cause" (emphasis added; p.11), with this

factor being heredity. In short, natural abilities (i.e., intellectual

ski1ls) were thought to be inherited, or alternatively stated,

variability in some factor called heredity was thought to account for

individual- differences in appearance and ability.

In Hereditarv Genius (1892; first published in 1869), Galton

further staLes that he woul-d endeavour to

show that a man's natural abilities gI@iggg-ÞY. inheritance,

under exactly the same limitations as are Ehe form and physical

features of the whole organic worLd (emphasis added; Gal-ton, L892,

p.4s).

Attributions or associations are made in the above staEemenE as may be

inferred from the phrase "are derived by". Again, note that Galton's

intentions are to determine what accounts for variability and not so1e1y

how different indices covary.

3.2.1 Justification throuqh the normal distribution. Gal-ton

endeavoured to justify such statements in a number of ways, one
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involving Ehe assertion that bhe Laplace-Gaussian distribution existed

only in the presence of a single set of conditions. In describing a

situation where two different distribution curves (systems of doLs) were

superimposed, one on top of the other, Galton states that
an examination of the dots would show to a person, ignorant

of what had occurred, Ehat such had been the case, and iE

would be possible to disentsangle two or any moderate ntunber

of superimposed series of marks. The law, therefore, mav be

used as a most trustworthv criterion, whether or no the

events of which an averaqe has been taken are due to the

same or to dissimilar cl-asses of conditions (emphasis added;

Galton , L892, p. 69 ) .

According to Gal-ton, then, if a particular guality is found to be

normally distributed, then that quality is udue to' or 'affected' by a

common condition or set of conditions (or unitary source of variability)
such as purported heredity. Further, Gal-ton asserted that if physical

features may be shown as being normally distributsed, then, uby a step on

which no physiologist will hesitate", so must "mental capacity" atnong

the British people (Galton, 1,892, p.l2). As a result of this, based

upon Gal-ton's 1ogic, if the distribution of certain intellectual
abilities (e.9., which were presumed to be reflected in school grades)

was found to be normal-, a common factor would account for this, which

Galton assumed to be genetic endowment, Based on Galton's reasoning, €
as, if other factors were implicated, the

distribution would not approximate the Laplace-Gaussian (normal) curve.

Stated in anothellday, Galton bel-ieved one could determine whether

variability in a particular quality was associated with one general

source or set of sources merely by examining the corresponding

distribution. Such reasoning, however, appears to be circular. Just

because many operationally defined conditions or sets of conditions
(e.9., the measurement of height) were found to produce distributions of
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one cannot assume the

single condition or set

rn order to provide further purported support for this general
assertion (that intell-ectual skill-s v¡ere inherited.), GalÈon endeavoured
to provide ,statistical, support for his argument.

3.2.2 Justification throuqh studies of eminence. rn Galton,s
first book, Hereditarv talent and character (pubrished in 1965) and in
Hereditarv qenius ('J'892), he attempted to support his nativist position
by statisticalJ-y def ining "eminence,'. samples were taken from
biographical dictionaries and those individuaLs ent.ered on account of
some outstanding ability (rather than by virtue of only his or her
family's social- status) were retained for further analysÍs. I¡Iith a
final sample of 9'77 presumed eminent adults (many l-isted in Galton,
1892), Galton concLuded that purported eminence was achieved by 1

individual in 4000 from the general population, whire 1 in 1,000,000
achieved a l-eveI that was def ined as "illustrious', (or rather, these
numbers reflect a st.atistical- definition of the qualitative
descriptors) - within the sample of 917, however, GalEon suggested that
purportedJ-y eminent men were more 1ikely to father eminent sons (the
probabilicy was f- in 10) than were men from the generar popuration
(probability of 1 in 4000) and thaL when eminence occurred in Ehe same

family, these indíviduals tended to be close rel-atives (i.e., sons and
fathers) as opposed to distant relatives (i.e., cousins). Further,
supposedly eminent sons of eminent men tended to achieve success in the
salne areas of expertise as their fathers. Thus, based on the assumption
that being subjectively sel-ected from a biographical dictionary served
as an adeguate criterion of purported eminence (since Galton appeared to
be using the term in a common parlance as opposed to an operational
manner, therefore ultimately assigning everyday meaning to the word
"eminence"), Gal-ton concLuded that eminence v/as peculiar to specific
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families and consequently, was an inherited feature. Through an

analysis of already existing variabilities, then, Galton suggested that
since variability in the purporLed eminence variable corresponded to
variabil-ity in famiJ-y rela!ionships, then this association could be

accounted for by variability in heredity, but nothinq was identifíed.
The sources of varíability underlying family composition and the sources

of variabiJ-ity underlying supposed eminence were unknown.

3.2.3 Further justification: Overt behaviours as indices of
"natural ability". Since Galton felt that the ratios mentioned above

provided some, though not conclusive evidence of his hereditarian
hypothesis, he continued to develop and employ what he perhaps felt to
be more persuasi-ve methods. Since it was generalÌy accepted that
presumed inherited variabil-ity in neurological- structure could account

for differences in physical features, Galton reasoned that measures of
sensory performance woul-d serve as predictors of one's naEural

abilities, which subsumed the notion of intellect or intelligence: the

higher one's 1eve1 of demonstrated sensory performance, then the higher
his or her leve1 of intellectuaL performance should be (Schu1tz, 1981-,

p.126). ft appears that this supposed correspondence between overE

behaviours and "mental- processes* was not considered solely by Galton.

His views, rather, seem to reflect the intellectual concerns of at least
some of his contemporaries and predecessors.

In addition to the concerns of individuals such as Quetelet and

Darwin, Galton's inLerests also rel,ated to those of researchers such as

Franciscus C. Donders. fn the 1-860's, Donders, a Dutch physiologisb,

was investigating reaction times as a funcÈion of task type. Donders

assessed reaction times to three different tasks: simple reacEion time

tasks, where a single response is made to a single stimulus,.

discrimination tasks, where a single response is made to only one of
several stimul-i and choice reaction time tasks, where different
responses are made Lo different stimuli. Donders concluded that simple
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reaction times were generally shorter than times reguired to complete

choice or discriminaEion Èasks. In his paper, "On the speed of mental

processes" (1868; cited in Hothersall, 1984, p.246), he presented a

theory of psychomotor activity whereby sequential stages of mental

processing (i.e., perception, response selection and moEor response)

were thought to combine additively, thus explaining total reaction time.

According to Ehis logic, since more complex tasks involved more

purported stages, they would take longer to complete.

Although it is questionable as to whether Galton was influenced by

Donders in particular, it appears that the intellectual climate of
Ga1ton's time would a1low the aforementioned leap to the assertion that
those with greater purported mental ability would perform tasks of the

type used by Donders (reaction time) with more efficiency than those of

lesser ability. Thus, Galton employed such measures of sensory and

motor performance (many of which he is given credit for devel-oping) as

predictors or criteria of intel-lectua1 performance. Similar measures

were subsequently used by James McKeen Cattsel1, who makes the first
known reference to them as "mental tests" (see CatÈell, 1890) .

3.3 Galton, testing and correlation.

In 1884, Galton developed a testing or "anthropometric" laboratory

in London's South Kensington Museum during the International Health

Exhibition. The laboratory, in which physical measurements of subjects

were Èaken (e.9., dimensions of the sku1l, length of the forearm, etc.),
and simple tests thought to assess physical abilities (e.9., strength of
grip, reaction time, etc.) and intellectual skills (presumed memory,

etc.) were administered, remained active for approximately 6 years,

during which time over 9000 peopl-e were tested (SchulÈ2, L981, p.126).

The results of these tests and measurements were to be interpreted in
terms of their rel-ationship to other criterion variables (for example,

eminence lvas previousJ.y used, at least impJ-icitly, as a criterion
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associated with the notion of intellectual proficiency). In order Lo

represent the degree of relationship, or correl-ation, between the

puÈative predictors (tests) and other criLeria, Galton developed a means

of measuring the strength of association between two variables. Much of

the groundwork for this procedure, ho\,vever, was already in p1ace.

E. c. Boring (l-950, p-479) notes that the theorems which underlay

the noÈion of correlaEion had been developed by A. Bravais, a French

mathematician, in 1-846. Galton, however, (and later, Karl Pearson) may

be accredited with extending the underlying concepts toward what is

currently known as "correlation" (this line of descent is al-so noted by

others such as Spearman, 1,907). It should be noted, nevertheless, that

Gal-ton was not aLone in this endeavour as many of his contemporaries

were to assist in the presentation of his ideas. For an example of this

cooperaÈion lvith peers, see the appendix to Galton's "Family likeness in

stature" (1886), which was written by J. D. Hamilton Dickson, who

discusses many of the ideas underlying Galton's subsequent statement

regarding correlation.

In 1888, at a meeting of the Royal Society of London, Galton made

his first known public presentation of the concepts underlying the

contemporary notion of correlation while reading a paper entitled "Co-

relations and their measurement, chiefly from anthropometric datan.

Gal-ton briefly introduced his Èopic, stating that

"co-relation or correl-ation of structure" is a phrase much

used in biologry, and not least in that branch of it which

refers to heredity, and the idea is even more frequently

present than the phrase; but f am not av¡are of any previous

attempt to define it clear1y, to trace its mode of action in

detail, or to show how to measure its degree (p.1-35).

He then continues to outl-ine this concept by way of a brief example:

TVo variable organs are said to be co-related when the

variation of the one is accompanied on the average by more
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or less variation of the other and in the same direction.

Thus the length of the arm is said to be co-related with

that of the 1eg, because a person with a long arm has

usually a long leg, and conversely. lf the co-relation be

close, then a person with a very long arm wouLd usually have

a very long leg; if it be moderateÌy close, Ehen the J-ength

of his 1eg would usually be only 1ong, not very long; and if

there were no co-relation at all then the lengbh of his 1eg

would on the average be mediocre. It is easv to see that

co-relation must be the consequence of the variations of the

two orqans being partlv due to common causes, If thev were

wholl-v due to common causes, the co-relation will be

perfect, as is approximately the case wiÈh the symmetrically

disposed parts of the body. If thev were in no respect due

to common causes, the co-relation woul"d be ni1. Between the

t\no extremes are an endl-ess number of intermediate cases and

it will be shown how the closeness of co-relation in any

particul-ar case admits of being expressed by a single number

(emphasis added; Galton, 1888, pp.135-136).

Of Ímportance here is Galton's assumption that covariation is indicative

of "common causes", although the nature of that which Galton considers

to be ucausal" is not explicitJ-y stated. Based upon conmon parlance

usage, however, it appears that from the time that the underlying notion

of co-relation was introduced to the domain that was to be called mental

testing (Cattell, 1890), the notion of causality establíshed through

observation of covariation seems to have been in place, in as much as

(according to the terminol-ogry used in this thesis) covariation between

phenomena was attributed to common sources of variability (e.9., genetic

endowment) . As was suggested, however, this position is untenable.

A further point, as Cohen et al-. (1988) note, is that Galton

considered only cases of "positive" or "neutralo variation (i.e.,
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"variation in the same directiono) as being indicative of co-relation.

Thus, at this stage in the development of the notion of co-relation,
Gal-ton appeared to bel-ieve that correlation could onl-y exist in the

positive or ndirecEly related' sense.

3.3.1 Galton and'reversion'. In'Tfrpical laws of herediEy'

(published in 1877), Galton elaborated upon a phenomenon that he called
oreversionu (otherwise known as 'regression" ) . More simply stated, thís
corresponded with what is presently known as oregression to the mean¡.

With reference Eo the aforementioned research on plants, Cohen et al.
(1988) explain by stating that

while it was generally true that Ehe larger the mobher sweet

pea then the larger the daughter would be, there v¡as some

oreversion" in size towards the averagre ancestral type'
(p.88 ) .

This could also be seen in human subjects, as ta1l individuals were

often noE as tal-l as their fathers, while short individuals were often

tal1er than their fathers (Schultz, 1981, p.125) .

Reversion (or regression) was important in that iL was believed to
provide a means of assessing the amount of parental variability that was

inherited by offspring, or al-ternatively stated, it was thought to
provide a means of partitioning variability associated wich inheritance

from variability not associated with inheritance (as was noted, Galton

had maintained that sources of variability in a set of data could be

odisentangled' in order to identify 'common classes of conditions'). In

order to do this, a number of assumptions had Èo be made (see Hilts,
1973). Firstly, it had Eo be assumed that the'error distribution" of a

particular qua).ity (for example, height) is consisbent within a

population from generation to generation. The variance of this supposed

distribution may be represented by qz (this essentially says thaE the

population data is assumed to be "norma1Iy" distributed). Secondly, it
was necessary to assume that if the amount of this guality (e.g.,
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height) that is possessed by both parents of a particular offspring is

averaged to produce an overall parental va1ue, then at each 1eve1 of

this resulting index of combined parental staEus, the distribution of

values of corresponding offsprings' status on that same quality would be

nnormal-", in accordance with the Law of errors. The variance for these

distributions of data relevant to the offspring (which may be

represented by v2) was assumed to be equal for all such distributions,

regardless of the particular value of averaged parental status on the

quality of concern (in more currenÈ terms, heteroscedasticity is

assumed). Galton suggested that the proportion of the guality under

consideration that was passed from parents to offspring (or more

exactly, the degree to which parents and offspring covary in terms of

the quality) was to be represented by Ë, the degree of reversion to the

mean. Hilts (1973) notes that

if reversion alone were the only factor, one would continue

to have an error distribution from generaÈion to generation,

but its variability would become smafler and sma11er. If

one denotes the variability of the original population by

ncu las above], then the variability of the population after

reversion al-one would be rc. However, this centripetal

tendency is counteracted by the centrifugal tendency which

causes variability Ithat was designated as v2]. Together

the existence of reversion and the exisÈence of Lvz, or

variability in offsprings' status within leveIs of parental

status, I canceL one another out to t.he extenL that Ehe

original population distribution is exactly maintained.

Mathemati-ca11y speaking, then, one has the maintenance of

the original error distribution as the sum of two other

error distributions, one of which has the variability rc and

the other ... which has a variabil-ity which one may denoEe

by v. Since the variability of the sum of two independent
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error distributions is the square root of the squares of the

variabiliEies of Ehe two distributions, one has the equaEion

c2 = (rc¡z * ut (PP.226-227).

Thus, GaLton thought thaÈ the value of (rc) 2 could be ascribed to

faclors reLevant to heredity, while the value of v2 was thought to

represent variability not associated with hereditary factors (i-e-,

variability in offsprings' heights at each level of combined parental

heigrht). These purporEed (hereditary and non-herediEary) sources of

variability were thought to counteract one another, and presumably as a

consequence of this, the guality under study (e.g., height) was believed

to be reflected in a population distribution that did noE vary

substantially across time. This manner of partitioning variability does

not, however, all-ow one to specify the nature of sources associated with

variation labelled as rc or v. In correspondence wiÈh our previous

argument, the sources of variability remain unknown. On Èhe basis of

such an analysis, Galton was no more justified in automatically

attributing variability in some guality, such as height, to variability

in herediÈary factors alone than he would be if he were to attribute

variability in this same quality Eo variability in environmental

influences, as had J. S. Mill.

The basic notion of reversion, Lhen, was to be a fundamenLal basis

of the cal-culaLion of the co-rel-ation between two variables (e.9.,

parental height and height of offspring). The logic behind GalÈon's

postulation of a single numerical index of co-refation (denoted with an

!, corresponding with the aforementioned notion of 'reversionå or

"regression") 1ay in the calculation of what is currently termed the

slope of a simple linear regression eguation. What is of note here is

that the slope of the regression line is scale bound, and in order, for

example, Èo produce identical coefficients for the regression of

variable X on variable Y and for the regression of variable Y on

variable X, the scales of measurement for both variables must be
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standardized (Darlington, 1990) .

3.3.2 Calculation of correlaLion. In'Co-rel-ations and their

measurement' (1888), Galton explains the manner in which a co-relation

may be calculated, this being a process which had troubled him for some

time before representing the concept in a single formula (Galton, 1908,

pp.302-303). Note that in each of these sÈeps, two intact variabilities

were considered, with sources of neither identified (i.e., both

correspond wibh what is currently ca1led unknown variability). Nothing

in the process allows one to determine whab specific sources of

variation may account for any observed covariation.

Step L. The first step in this process, as considered above,

involved the otransmuting" (currently termed otransformingt") of the two

raw data sets into two standardized data sets. This was done through

the calculation of the "probable error", an early index of variation for

seLs of presumably normally distributed data:

after marshalling the measures of each limb in the order of

their maqnitudes, I noted the measures in each series that

occupied respectively the positions of the first, second,

and third quarterJ-y divisions. Calling these measures in

any one series, Q,, M, and Qr, I take M, which is bhe median

or middl-emost value, as that whence the deviations are to be

measured, and %(Qr-Qr) = Q, as the probable error of any

single measure in the series. This is practically the same

as saying that one-half the deviations fall- within the

distance of tQ from the mean, because the series run with

fair symmetry (Galton, 1888, p.137).

For each subject, then, raw scores are converted into number of probable

errors ((raw score val-ue - median)/Q; note here the parallel- to the more

contemporary notion of standard or z-scores).

Asear1yas@,Ga].tonhadusedtheprobab1eerror

as a standard unit in the evaluation of purported ability. He believed
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that this woul-d allow him to assess an individual's absolute standing

(based on the assumption of normally distributed data) on some

particuJ-ar quality. In terms of assessing Ehe relationships between

variables, however, Galton asserted that if co-relation was perfect, the

sum of the probable errors for each variable would equal one, while if
the variables were orthogonal (independent), then the sum of the

probable errors on each would egual {n (1888, pp.144-!45) .

Step 2. GaLton then proposes that one varj-able be designated as

the subject, its vaLues denoted by y, while the second variable be

labelled the relative, each of its values being represented by x. Next,

the values of each x corresponding with a single value of y are to be

arithmetically averaged and the resulEing mean values are to be

represented by X.

Step 3. Galton continues:

then we find: (1) that y = rX for all values of y; (2) that r is
the same, whichever of the two variables is taken for the subjecÈ;

(3) that r is always less than 1; (4) that r measures the

closeness of co-relationo (1888, p.145) .

Thus, Galton has defined Èhe co-relation coefficíent as the slope of a

linear regression equation computed from standardized data.

3.4 Karl- Pearson and advances in statistical methods

Sir Karl Pearson, a contemporary of Galton, expanded on the ideas

set forth by the latter, developing the Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation Coefficient. As was noted, the underlying theorems had been

accredited to the French mathematician, Bravais, and were later
considered by individuals such as Gal-ton. It was noE until L996,

however, that Pearson set forth the current concepEion (called the

Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficienÈ) in a paper encitled

"Mathematical contributions to the theory of evoLution III: Regression,

heredity and panmixia". This index of covariation differed from that
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developed by Galton in that it was not necessary to first transmute or

transform the data,' the correlation coul-d be caLculated direct.ly from

the raw data. These resulting correlation coefficients were identical

to the corresponding values of the slope of the regression line

calculated from standardized data sets. This newer meEhod of providing

an index of covariation was also represented by the letter'r', once

more referring to the terms oreversion' or 'regression" (Schultz, 1,98L,

p.t25) .

As will be consj-dered shortly, Galton had provided a mode1,

complete with a statistical index, upon \,¡hich the emerging testing

domain could style itself. The degree to which Galton personally

influenced the course of future developments, however, is itself not

important Eo the current argument. I¡Ihat is of importance is the facE

that such ideas were prevalent in academic discourse.

The rise of "Mental Testing": Applications of

the Non-Causal Model

4.1 Anthropometric testinq and facultv psvchol-ocrv

AlLhough, as was mentioned, Galton is often equated with t.he

"anthropometric laboratory", many other researchers of this general time

embarked on similar studies of individual differences in school-children

(e.g., Boas, 1891; Munsterberg, i-891 [cited in Boring, 1950]; Bolton,

1892¡ Gilbert, 1893, 1896 [cited in Boring, 1950; Sharp, 1899 &

luddenham, ]-9621; Spearman, 1-904a) and college students (e.9., Cattell &

Farrand, 1896; JasErow, 1,892¡ V'Iiss1er, 1901), and in conseçnrence,

promoted non-causal models as means of understanding the human

condition. Further, at the World's Columbian Fair in Chicago, 1893,

Joseph Jastrolv presented a 'psychological laboratory" which involved the

administration of fifteen tests that were }argely *mental' (in a

Cattellian sense) in nature (see Sharp, 1899, p,340). In an attempt to
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foster cooperaLion between researchers, Ehe American psychological

Association (1895,' see ApA, l-B9B) formed a committee, composed of James

McKeen cattel-L, James Mark Bardwin, Joseph Jastrow, E. c. sanford and

LighÈner witmer. The group, meeting initially in December, 1995, was to
examine 'the feasibility of cooperation arnong the various psychological
l-aboratories in the collection of mental- and physical staEistics" (ApA,.

cited j-n Tuddenham, 1,962) .

Further, the Àmerican Association for the Àdvancement. of Science
formed a committee which included James McKeen Cattel-l- and Franz Boas,

that was to meet in August of 1896 in order to organize an e¡hnographic
survey of caucasian Americans. With reference to the preceding, Boring
(l-950) suggests thaÈ the common interest of all these researchers was to

seemingly remarkabLe goal for a research effort that dealt almost
exclusively with unknown sources of variabil-itv. The area consequently
became known as "faculty psychology" and concerned physical measuremenEs

as well- as tests thought to assess relativel-y simpre physical or
inteLlectual ski11s. Due to this determination to identifv purported
facult.ies, however, it wouJ-d appear that to some extent, confusion or
misunderstandings existed as to the nature of causal and non-causal
models. This point can be made through an examination of ,James McKeen

Catte]1's and Gal_ton's views.

4.2.1- cattelr's t.en basic "mental tests,. As an advocate of
faculty psychologly, catte11, in hís 'Mental tests and their
measurements' (1890), selected l_0 basic anthropometric tests, of the
type used by Galton, as being most appropriate for use in research. As

mentioned, these tests represented simple, readiJ.y guantifiable tasks.
commencing with "deEerminations rather bodily than mentaL" and
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proceeding 'through psychophysical to more purely mental measurementso

(p.374), the specific tests were l-) dynamomeÈer pressure (strength of
gríp)' 2) rate of movement (e.g., of the left arm through a distance of
50 centimetres), 3) sensation areas (minimal distance Èhat Ewo points of
pressure on the skin must be separated by in order to be perceived as

different), 4l amount of applied pressure associated with sensations of
pain, 5) Least noticeable difference in weight, 6) auditory reaction
time, 7) time required to name colours, B) accuracy with which one may

bisect a line, 9) judgement. of time and l-0) recall of verbally presented

l-etters.

4.2-2 Cattell and causal models. It may be suggested, however,

that although Cattell and Galton could 1ike1y agree on what tests were

most useful in research, their intentions did not parall-e1 one another
as cLosely as many have thought (e.g., Hothersall t1994, p.2441 perhaps

overstaEes the relationship when he refers to CatÈe1l- as a 'Galtonian in
the United States"). Cattell, it seems, was aware of the limitations of
a non-causal- methodology and was familiar with the causal- approach, at
least in principle. His first five papers, for example, which were

pubJ-ished in Philosophische Studien between 1885 and 1886 and summarized

in Mind (1886a,b), in large part concerned,time taken up by cerebral
operations" (1886b; also a concern of Donders). In one of these sunmary

articl"es, "The time it takes to see and name objects', (1gg6a), cattell
reported two studies performed on an apparently causal- basis. rn the
first., letters printed on a rotating drum could be seen through a sLit
in a screen. When the slit was large enough to all-ow an observer to see

only one letter at a Lime, recognition of the letter took approximately
.5 seconds. When the slit was widened so Ehat the second l-etter could.

be seen before the first disappeared, recognition t.ime for each letter
reduced to approximately .2 seconds. rn general, then, time reguired.
for recognition of letters (the dependent. variable) decreased as the
size of the slit (the identified component) increased. The second task
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involved the time required to read words presenbed as either a unified

whole or alternatively, as disjointed word segrments. Times for

unconnected words were found to be approximately twice as long. In this

instance, time could be seen as the dependent variabl-e while word type

would constiEute the identified component. Thus, Cattell's early

research may be seen as approximating causal methodologies.

Cattell (1990) perhaps attempted bo communicate the need for causal

analysis within testing in his assertion that a widespread testing

program should be implemented. The correspondingr results, he believed

would be of considerabte scientific value in discovering the

constancy of mental processes, their interdependence Ii.e.,

how they covaryl and their variation under different

circumstances (emphasis added; p.373) .

While Cattell seems to accept the purported mental processes (or at

leasÈ the potential for their existence) as givens (though he does not

explicitlv endorse the process of identífying potential sources of

variability within test scores), it seems significant that he implies

that these mental tests (simple physical and sensory measures, which he

and others had often used in previous research of a more causal nature)

could be examined under different circumstances (i.e-, potentially as

causal models, where the "difference in circumstance* could constitute

an identified source of variability which may be relaÈed to test

performance). ft seems, then, that Cattell wished to maintain ties with

his experimental past, working simuLtaneously with causal and non-causal

models, in order to further understanding of the purported faculties

which he believed to be predictive of intellectual gualities.

4 -?, -3 Galton and non-causal models. Differences between Cattell

and Galton may become more apparent when one considers Galton's comments

in an appendix of concluding remarks at the end of Cattell's (1890)

paper. Galton writes:

one of the most importafit obiects of measur is hardly
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if at aII alluded to here and should be emphasized. It is

to obtain a general knowledge of the capacities of a man by

sinking shafts, as it were, at a few critical points. In

ordertoascertainthebestpointsforthepurpose,@

of measures should be compared with an independent estimate

of Ure ¡C4lC pe!!e (emphasis added; p.380)

Here, independent estimaEes of 'the man's powers' serve as criteria,

scores on which if found to covary with paired test scores, would then

be taken as justifying the conclusion that test results represent 'a
general knowledge of the capacities of a manr. CaÈtell, while

advocating a perspective which sought to identify mental nfaculties", aL

Least nominal-1y assigned value to the process of assessing particular

phenomenaundervaryingconditions(andconseqr¡entIy,j@.,

permitting the identification of possibfe sources of variability in test

score, although his actual research may have been structured in such a

manner that by todays' standards, it was often methodologically flawed).

Gal"ton, on the other hand, emphatically stresses what, as has been noted

by Rogers (in press), is an explicit statement of the method that was

and is used in psychological- testinq, whereby a test is correlaEed with

a criterion and the magnitude of the correlation is used Lo infer the

meaning of that which the test is thought to assess (e.9., oman's

capacities"). In Gal-ton's terms, the test is thought to involve

"measurementu, and is not seen solely as a method of prediction.

In articulating his conception of what may constitute an

appropriate "independent estimateo or criterion, Gal-ton (in Catte1l,

1890) states that

the sort of estimate I have in view and which I suggest

benoted is something of this kind, - umobile, eager,

energetic; wellshaped; successful at games reguiring good

eye and hand,' sensitive,- good at music and drawing' (p.380).

None of these concepts were seen as requiring justification; they were
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merely assumed to reflect real sources of possible variabiliEy. Vthen

subjects' status on these subjectively determined, preconceived,

unquestioned categories, however, are paired with scores from some test
and covariation between the two sets of matched scores is assessed, as

has been argued, it is not justifiable Eo subsequently aÈbribute any

part of the observed covariation to contrived, purporEedly consistenE

and stable "common sourceso of variability (i.e.r po\rrêF, capacity,
intellect, genius, heredity, etc.).

Expanding upon this, the aforementioned 'Galtoniano process deals

with two intact variabilities composed of pairs of matched scores (one

for the test, the other for the criterion) with the sources of neither
beinq identified (i.e., gLL variability in both arrays of numbers is
unknown). Further, the nature of these variabilitíes cannot be assumed

as similar in both the test and Èhe criterion for any one set of data
(regardless of whether a "high" correlation is found or not), let al-one

for oÈher sets of data gathered at different times, even if observed

correlations are similar for the different sets of data. This is to say

that the non-causal methodology provides no means of equating sources of
anv of the unknown variability in test scores with sources of
variability in what Galton would assume to be a true assessment of man,s

purported powers. Perhaps, for example, in certain situalions,
observations of Galton's criteria reflect observer bias or intentional
projections of the subject and not purported capacity or personality.
The nature of that which pertains to the reraEionship, then, is not

known upon the basis of a non-causal methodologry. stated somewhat

differently, it is unknown if the same sources account for variabilit.y
in both the test and criterion and even if this were to be the case

(which the methodolog'y provides no v¡ay of knowing), it would still not

be known 1) what these sources were, or 2) if the alleged common sources

accounted for variability (either at all or in the same way) in the t.est

and criterion scores durinq different times of observation or amonqst
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mentalistic approaches which he associated with Munsterberg, Binet and

Henri, and Galton, who maintained that anthropometric measures could be

related to other constructions (i.e., "the man's powers'). This more

mentalisÈic approach, however, was to be reinforced in the discourse on

purported intelligence and through the factor analytic tradition. Ib

shoul-d be noted, however, that Binet and Henri's purposes were perhaps

misrepresented Ín North America (see Gould, 1981-). Even though Àlfred

Binet discussed "intelligence" and, as did Galton, explored notions such

as imagery, his intentions, at leasL for the greater part of his career,

were perhaps merely to predict school performance and not to analyze

some purported entity that would be known as intelligence (Gould, 1981;

Shephard,1981)

4.2.5 The emersence of criterion-related iustifícation. Galton,

then, accepts linguistic conventions (e.g,, words such as 'sensitive'n)

as givens, proposes Ehat one subjectively evaluates individuals in terms

of these presupposed dÍmensions, assumes that this would be

representative of something ca1led 'the man's powers", proposes

correlating this with paired scores on some other scale and assumes that

any covariation may be attributed to the constant and stable source of

variability designated as the "capabilities of a man" (Catte11, 1890,

p.380). The fuIl implications of this may be appreciated upon

consideration of Rogers' (1988b) aforementioned commenb that Galton's

approach paral1e1s

the fundamental paradigm used in testing, which involves

correlating a test with a specific criterion and using the

size of the correlation to make inferences about Èhe meaning

of the test score (P.4-6) .

As will be considered in more detail shortly, it was this more Galtonian

methodologry that was to be adopted by the testing domain. The emerging

area of mentaf testing can conseguently be viewed as being built from a

methodologiy which may easily be misapplied.
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4.3 The Galtonian perspective in mental t.estinq

According to Spearman (1904a), one of the early apptications of
Ga1Èon's assertion regarding correlating test scores with independent

estimates of *the man's powerso was conducÈed by Boas in 1991. spearman

reports that Boas examined 1500 school children in terms of sighE,

hearing and memory, Ehen compared results on these indices with
teachers' more mentalistic, presumed independent estimates of purported

'intel-l-ectual acuteness". Although the results regarding sight and

hearing were never published, Thaddeus Bolton (1892) discusses the

outcome of this research into purported memory. Conclusions drawn were

based on informal- covariations inferred on the basis of comparing

graphic charts. For example, Bolton states

considering that our tests measure the tength of the memory-

span, we can conclude that Ehe memory span increases with
age rather than with the growth of intell_igence, as

determined by the tests used in promotinc¡ pur¡ils from one

srade to another (emphasis added,. p.364).

Furt,her, teachers' ratings of students as grood, poor or fair were

compared to results from the supposed memory test which were also
evaruated as good, poor or faÍr. These data were taburated in a 3x3

table, and due to a lack of a strong correspondence between teacher

ratings and test score, Bolton concluded that "Intel-lectual acuteness,

while more often accompanied by a good memory-span and great power of
concentrated and prolonged attention, is not necessarily accompanied by

themu (p.379).

Further, in 1893, Gilbert (in Sharp, 1,999,. Spearman, 1904a) , using
a sample of approximately 1200 children, studied the rel-ationships

between various test scores and purported ,general abi1ity,, as assessed

through teacher ratings. spearman's interpretation of this is reflected
in the statement that an

original assertion of Gal-ton was to some extent practically
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corroborated. For Gilbert believes himserf to find a real
correspondence of rntelligence with sensory Discrimination
both of weights and shades (1904a, p.20g).

spearman continues to state that Gilbert reported finding a slight
correspondence between assumed memory and teacher ratings of presumed

intelligence (as did Boas; reported by Bolton, tgg}) and a omost

positive and conspicuous" association between purported intelligence
(teacher ratings) and reaction time.

This trend was further exemplified by stelr-a sharp (1g99), in an
article favouring the approach which she associated with Binet. sharp,
in an apparent move at¡ray from the more basic cattelr_ian perspect.ive,
maintained that it was more useful to investigate intercorrelations
amongst complex, more mentalistic phenomena such as conceptions of
supposed memory, imagination, attention and imagery, as opposed to more
simplistic, elementary concerns (many of these espoused within cattell,s
so calLed mental tests). Sharp endeavoured to test several purported
complex processes, each by several- different methods and each individual
method being repeatedly admi.nistered several- times. she concluded that

The results, we believe, have shown that, while a large
proportion of the tests reguire intrinsic modification, or a

more rigid control of conditions, others have really given
such information as the rndividual psychologist seeks.
Thus, th" a"=a= for r*-oi..tior o.or.d to b" i*oort.r, 

==
for*i.o - b-=i" for . o.r"r"r "1-="ifi".tio' of th"
individuars accordinq to fairrv definite tvpes (emphasis

added; p.389).

Notice how many of the aforementioned tests have been assumed to
"measure something,, (e.g., imagery, attention, etc.). Once more,
wit.hout going into the details of the argument, it may be noted that by
virtue of the non-causal methodology used in such research, it makes
1iÈtle sense to talk about the supposed testing of some assumed concept
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such as imagination, especial-1y when this notion is thought to be

assessed by several different tests of imagination (sharp, 1g99, p. 355-
356). This is to say Ehat here, the aforementioned argument that
purported imagination, for example, is known in a limiEed sense as it is
defined by the test woul-d be inapplicable, as the same author assumes

that several tests (e.g., sharp's otests for rmagination") assess tshe

same purported thing. The non-causal methodologry involved in this
research identifies no sources of variability in any of the correlated
variables, therefore, Ehat which is said to accounÈ for test score
cannot, on the basis of the methodologry, be assumed to be some assumed

entiÈy cal-1ed imagination, for instance. The nature of covariation, or
what sources of variability may account for such relationships, is
unknown. We may only state how two numerical arrays covary in terms of
directíon and magnitude.

In Sharp's (1g99) article, a note of pessimism is introduced as she

continues to conunent that there was a lack of correspondence in
subjects' scores between tests. Rankings of subjects on one test did
not correspond with rankings on other tests. In short, subjects, scores
on the tesLs did not correlaLe highry with each other. Despite this,
she comment.s that

In the present staLe of the science of individual
psychology, there can be little doubt that the method of
procedure employed by M. Binet is the one most productive of
fruitful results: that, namely, of selecting tests, and

applying them to a number of individual_s with a view to
discovering the chief individual- differences in the menÈal

activities to which appeal_ is made (p.390) .

FinalÌy, in contrast Èo Cattell, she states that
we concur with Mm. Binet and Henri in believing t.hat

individual psychical differences shou]d be sought for in the
complex rather than in the elementary processes of mind, and
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that the test method is the most workable one that has yet

been proposed for investigating these processes (p.390).

ConsequenÈly, although Sharp did not observe numerous, consisEent

relationships between her Eests, she continued to uphold the notion of

complex processes as the most fruitful approach.

while many welcomed the impending correlational methodologry and its

supposed (though inappropriate) promise of allowingf one's intellectual

status to be equated with differenE purported abilities and estimates,

other researchers (e.9., Burks, t926; Pearson, 1-904,' Spearman, 1904a,

1904b; l,lissler, 1905; Yule, 1926), for various reasons, \¡¡ere more

critical of varying aspects or extensions of the approach.

Disappointment was also found in that expectations \^/ere not fulfilled.

CatteLl and Farrand's (1-896) accumulated data of more basic purported

processes were published in a monograph by Clark Wissler (1901-), where

the latter examined the intercorrelations between CaÈte11's mental

tesEs, other anthropometric measurements and academic performance,

Using the new Pearson Product-Moment Correl-ation Coefficient, Wissler

found many 1ow correl-ations which suggested that only measures of

academic performance could predict academic performance, thus casting

doubt on the assumptÍon that tests of purported ability (so calIed

mental tests) could assess assumed intellectual gualities. Similarly,

Hothersall (l-984, p.248) staLes that in general terms, Cattell was

unable to find substantial correl-ations beLween his tests and physical

measurements and witnessed the abandonment of his approach. In a

related sense, Spearman (1904a), reflecting a Galtonian or mentalistic

influence, stated thaE 'there is scarcely one positive conclusion

concerning the correlation between mental- tests and independent,

practical estimates that has not been with equaf force flatly

contradicted" (p.291-). Despite this, he maintained, as had Sharp, that

the purpose of testing should be to "

mental tests with psychical activities of qreater qeneralitv and
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: ¡¿!. (emphasis added; 1,904a, p.205), and proceeded to present what

he believed to be a potential solutíon to Ehe problems of t.est

researchers. This will be discussed after consideration of intervening
theoretical concerns.

4.4 Presumed complex processes and purported unitarv intelli<¡ence
4.4.L The reiection of a stricÈ facultv psvcholosv. Although

Tuddenham (1962) states that later testing developments emerged

separately from academic psychologry, it appears that views which

promoted the value of studying purported complex processes would serve

as reinforcers or precursors of the impending notion of unitary
intelligence, whj.ch, as Goul-d (l-981) suggests, appears to have been

based upon a misinterpretation of Binet's originar position. whire it
is beyond the present purpose to consider the history of purported

intelligence testing in any comprehensive sense, relevant methodological

issues of test reliability and validity, grounded in non-causal methods,

can be introduced through a brief consideration of Binet, Goddard and

Terman. FurÈher, the justification of the purporEed general

intellectual- factor serves as an example of the questionable application
of non-causal models in psychological testing.

4.4.2 Alfred Binet (1857-1911). Most are familiar with purported

tests of intelligence, as associated with Binet, whereby items on

differing scal-es are arranged according to increasing difficulty so that
a subject may be assigned a mental age, corresponding with the age of
chiLdren in a sEandardization sample who can also pass a similar number

of items. An overal-l score from a battery of tests can be extracted,
Èhen subseguently formulated in terms of an average mental age. stern,
in 191-2, devised what v¡as Lo become known as the intelligence guotient
(IQ; mental age divided by chronological age) as a more universal index

of test score (DuBois, 1-970) . According to Gould (1981), however, many

psychologists reified Stern's notion of Ie and turned it into a
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hereditarian concept. This appears not to have reflecEed tshe initial or

final intentions of Binet, though for a time in the midst of his career,

he seems to have seen purported intelligence as a unilary strucfure'

InterestinglY, this same poinE regarding Binet's initial intentions is

made by a British researcher who was involved in Ehe area aÈ the same

time as was Binet. This researcher, Charles Spearman, in suggesting

that perhaps the notion of general intelligence should be accredited to

U, states that uthe term 'intelligence' does not appear to be

mentioned" (1931, p.403) by Binet prior to the publicaLion of spearman's

"General intelligence" (1-904a) .

As has been suggested, Binet believed that analysis of complex

intellectual processes would provide an effective means of

differentiating amongst children of varying abj-1iÈies. These complex

processes were thought to be reflected in a number of different tests,

corresponding with notions such as memory, imagination, attention,

comprehension, motor ski1ls and visual-spatial abilities. Binet,

working in collaboration with T. Simon, published the first Binet-Simon

scale in 1905, intended not as a means of assessing some fabricated

entity calLed intelligence or of differentiating aInongst normal

children, but rather as a pragmatic method of screening school children

in order to determine those who would not progress normally in the

Èypical educational setting (Gould, 1981, pp.150-J.52). Binet and Simon

(1905) stated that

the fundamental idea of this metshod is the establishment of

what we shall call a metrical- scale of intelligence; this

scale is composed of a series of tests, of increasing

difficulty, starting at the one end from the lowest

intellectual level that can be observed, and emerging at the

other end at the level of average, normal inÈe1ligence, wiEh

each test corresponding to a different mental level (cited

in luddenham, 1962, P.484) -
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Although Binet did suggest that an entity called intelligence existed in
some fundamental sense, he maintained that this could not be assessed by

the scale. Binet himself had pointed out that ,r have not sought ... to
outline a method of measurement in the physical sense of Èhe word, but

only a method of classification of individuals" (emphasis added; cited
in T\rddenham, L962, p.487 ) .

Binet and simon had arso been careful to point out that ,we will
neglecÈ the etiologry, and specifically we wil-I not make a diseinction
between acquired and congenital feeblemindedness' (1905; cited in Gould,

l-981, p.1'52) - spearman (1931-), however, quotes an articl-e published by

Binet and simon in L'Année psvcholosique in the following year (j_906),

where they state that "there is within intelliqence, so it seems to us,

a fundamental organ, that whose lack or perversion is of the greatest
importance for practical l-ife" (p.403). Nevertheless, by 1909, Binet
maintained that "the mental faculties of each subject are independent

and unegual our mental tests are always specific in scope; each

suits the analysis of a single faculty" (cited in spearman, 1931,

p-404). on the whole, then, it seems that Binet did not actively
promoEe a unitary view of the purported notion of intelligence.

The Binet-simon scale was revised in 1908 and retained many of its
earl-ier features. Although Binet had recanted any claims that purported

intelligence represented some unitary structure, the notion of the

'intelligence quotient' (i.e., purporLed mental_ age divided by

chronological age) was osuccessfully exploited by Lewis M. Terman in the
famous stanford revision Iof Binet's scale] of 1916' (Tuddenham, lg62,
p.486; Hothersall []-9841 notes that BineE and simon strongly rejected
the notion of an rQ). For many researchers, the re was to become

represenEative of a purported general intelligence, with the
justification for this claim being based in non-causal analyses.

4.4.3 Henry H. Goddard (1866-t-957). It is generally held that the
Binet scale was brought to Àmerica by Henry H. Goddard (Dubois, 1970¡
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Hothersall, 1984; Leahey, 1997), who may also be associated with the
earl-y widespread use of the instrument (e.g., Goddard, 1911-) . T\rddenham
(L962), with reference to Goddard,s transLation and use of Binet.,s
sca1e, states that

Accepting Binet's empirical method, he IGoddard] substituted.
for Binet,s .!5]g of intelligence as a shifting complex of
inter-related functions, the concept of a single, underlying
function (faculty) of intelrigence. Further, he berieved
that this unitary function was largely determined by

heredity, a view very much at variance with Binet's
(p.490).

Goddard attempted to support his hereditarian thesis through, arnong

other work, his study of "The Kallikak Family',, whereby he attempted to
demonstrate, through correl-ations between variabiliEy in part.icular
behaviours (e.g., criminar offenses) and variability in family
membership, that "feeblemindedness" ran in families (though an

environmental- as opposed to hereditarian explanation is just as tenable;
see Gould, 1981; Hothersall, 1984). Godd.ard early described his
position on purported intelligence as follows:

stated in its boldest form, our thesis is that the chief
determiner of human conduct is a unitary mental process

which we call intelligence: that this process is conditioned
by a nervous mechanism which is inborn: that the degree of
efficiency to be attained by that nervous mechanism and the
consequent grade of intell-igence or mental leve1 for each

individual is determined by Ehe kind of chromosomes that
come together with the union of bhe germ ce11s: that it is
but little affected by any later influences by any later
incidents except by such serious accidents as may destroy
part of the mechanism (1,920¡ cited in T\rddenham, L962,
p.491).
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while Goddard certainly advocated an extreme position, for present
purposes, it is useful to focus more directly on the indi_vidual
associated with the more widespread acceptance of the Binet scale in
North Àmerica: Lewis Madison Terman.

. Although individuals such
as Goddard had translated the Binet scale into English, one of the most
authoritative versions was the stanford-Binet edition (e.g., see Terman
& childs, t9t2a,b) , developed by Terman and his correagues, who

emphasized Stern,s notion of the intelligence quotient (Ie; €.g., see
Terman, 1916) . To Terman, re represented a stabre, inherited human

characteristic: "a chi]d's re, as measured by this scaÌe, remains
relatively constant" (1916, p.6g). Note t.he language used here. Terman
sees the rQ, a transformed test score, as that which is ,measured byu
the scal-e. Stated more simply, this compares to saying othe Èest
assesses its score", but, as will be seen, Terman seems bo mean more
than this despite the fact that his justification for assuming tha¡ the
rQ represents (or "is") somethinq is based upon non-causal methods.
Further, Terman assumes that one can use the scale ,to get a better idea
of a child's mentar- endowment than he cour-d possibly get any other way.
(1916, p.109). Before considering these issues, it is necessary to keep
apace of the methodological developments that had been evident since .he
turn of Ehe century. specificalry, the notions of reliability and
validity became indispensable parbs of the testing methodologry, but, as
has been suggested, \^¡ere based upon non-causal methods. Following a
brief consideration of these topics (indepth analyses constiEute
research programs in their own rights), their historical application
will be considered, followed by a conceptual discussion of factor
analysis and its implementation. This wirr culminat.e in the
consideration of construct validity.

5. An Emerging Theory of Testing: Reliability and validity
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5.1 Test reliabilitv

According bo contemporary usagie, the notion of test reliabilitsy
orefers, broadly speaking, to the attribute [property] of consistencv in
measurement' (Cohen et aI., l_989). In this sense, ,it has long been
customary to define a test as ,rer-iabre, if it [purportedly] measures
consistentlv (Rulon, 1,946, p.290). pairs of scores from either
equivalent forms or porEions of the same test adminisEered either
concurrently or at different times are correlated in order to provide
what is cal-led a reliability coefficient. À scare is considered
reliab]e if it is berieved that rittre unsysÈematic variation is
deÈected' This situation is thought to be refrecbed in a correlation
coefficient of high magnitude. on the other hand, if the correlation
coefficient is of low magnitude, this is thought to be indicative of
extensive unsystematic variation or unreliability. The basic criticism
of this perspective is that the non-causal research model does not
identify sources of variabirity. As has been stated, a correlation
reflects pairs of scores, in this case of test components. Each pair
represents unknown sources of variability in the first component and
unknown sources of variability in Ehe second component. since nothing
is identified in either component, however, there is no reason to
automatically assume that common sources of unknown variabirit.y
(refl-ected in both components) account for any observed covariation.
The most that can be said is Ehat unknown sources of variability in each
component, which may or may not be similar in nature across components,
subjects and times, appear to covary. rn the case of two separate
administrations of the same test, for example, where scores on the first
administration covary with scores on the second ad.ministration, one may
be justified in saying that based upon previous observations, it is
probable Ehat we may reliably predict subsequent test scores. To

variabil-itv in a common, underLvinq, svstemati" @
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researcher did nothinq to sugqest that this is the case.
this, we may consider some of the historical antecedents

notion.

said

current

5.1-1 Historicar antecedents of rer-iabiritv. Many of the
underlying ideas relevant to later methodoLogical developments were
implicitly stated in older discourse. For example, CatEell,s research
was to be suggestive of the concept underlying reliability, as

considered in terms of between-rater variability:
rt must be remembered that the results depend somewhat on

the methods used by the recorder, and it would be desirabl-e
to collate the result.s for the different recorders and to
have the same students test.ed by different recorders, in
order to l-earn what variations may be due to this source
(CaEtell & Farrand, t996, p.623).

Further, cattell & Farrand (1996) state that the ,repetition of the
tests will be one of the besÈ criteria of their validity, (p.62a).
Though the term validity is rikely being used in its common parlance
sense, it may be taken to refer to the reliability of the t.est
(admittedly, however, the exact meaning is somewhat ambiguous).

5.L.2 charles E. spearman (r.863-1945). shortly after the
publication of Wissler's (1901) paper on correlations between CatteÌL,s
purported faculties, physical- measurements and academic performance,
charles E. spearman pubrished his "General- intelligence, objectivery
determined and measured,, (1904a) and 'The proof and measurement of
association between two Èhings" (1904b). The first paper contained the
initial framework of spearman,s two factor theory of the purported
notion of "intelligence" as well- as the rudimentary basis of methods for
extracting mathematical factors, which were bhought to represent the
variabiliÈy underlying sets of tests (both topics to be considered
later). The second paper, on the other hand, concerned the early basis

source ust i fiable non-caus 1

Having

to the
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of test relj.ability and provided a formula for correcting correl-aLion

coefficients for attenuation associated with what he assumed to be to
variability attributable to error.

In discussing Ehe justification of tests of purported intelligence,
Spearman (L904a) suggested that it was important to assess othe

reliabilitv with vrhich any system of measurement represents any

particular form of intelligence" (p.238). Although Spearman was Lo

elaborate on topics relevant Èo test reliability in 1-904, the noÈion of
a reliability coefficient was not to be introduced unEil 1907 in an

article co-authoured by F. Krueger, appearing in Zeitschrift fur
Psvcholosie (cited in Dubois , L9''ì 0, p.44). Simply stated, if scores

from two administrations of the same test h¡ere correlated and the

resulting (relj-ability) coefficient \¡/as equal to one, then it was

believed that the test was "reliabl-eu - it was assumed that the test
consistently detected the same source or sources of variability without
error. Since most arrays of scores from separate administrations of the

same tests were found not to perfectly correlate, however, then it was

thought that purported error ( in assessment of the source or sources of
variability regarded as underlying the test), or the degree to which a

test \¡/as presumably unreliable, would set an upper bound limit on

potential correl-ations between test scores and some other array of
paired val-ues. As a result, it was thought that observed correlations
between test scores and some other variable woul-d consequently be

smaller than the presumed true correlation, since any single ora'úr'

coefficient would be regarded as attenuated by error (Rogers, 19ggb).

Reflecting this 1ogic, in the 1904(a) publication, oGeneral

intelligence", spearman criticised the then current methodolog.y, partty
through an appeal to this notion of rel-iability. He suggested that one

reason for supposed unreliability in tests may be nerrors of
observation" on the part of investigators who observed and recorded

subjecÈ data. Spearman (1904a) stated that such presumed errors
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have always been ignored, apparently on some tacit
assumption that they will act impartially, hal_f of them

Èending to enhance the apparent correlation and half to
reduce it Such, however, is not at all the case; these

errors of observation do not tend to wholly compensate one

another, but only partially so; every time, they leave a

certain balance aqainst the correlation ... (p.223) .

In correspondence with the previously mentioned poinE, Spearman (1904a;

l-910) proposed Èhat failures to observe covariation between numerical

arrays, such as was seen in the nonsuccess of wissler (1901), coul_d be

explained by these assumed errors in observations (i.e., unreliability
of presumed measurement in each array of vaì-ues). Irlith reference to
WissLer's (1901) monograph, Spearman states

Perhaps the chief source of l-owness of the correlations wil-l
be found in the following circumstances, namely: that the

subjects vrere examined three at a time, each being managed

by some "student or officer of the department'; that no less
than twenty-two different tests were carried out, many of
the most difficult character, besides measuring the length
and breadth of each reagent's head,. that during the leisure
moments afforded him in the course of these Lests the

observing "student or officer of the department" had to note

in wriLing the conÈour of the reagent's forehead, the

character of his hair, the nature of his complexion, the

colour of his eyes, the shape of his nose, the description
of his ears, of his 1ips, of his hands, of his fingers, of
his face and of his head - and that this whole procedure is
considered to be satisfactoriJ.y completed in forty-five
minutes (1904a, p.283; 1910, cited in DuBois, 1,970, p.44).

It was his contention that "the total effect of al-l such errors can be

measured en masse" and t.hat unless this is done, 'no correl-ational value
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can be assumed as even approximately accurate' (1904a, p.226).

rn order to eliminate purported observational errors, spearman

(1904a,b) proposed the 'ncorrection for attenuationu, represented by two

formulas. stated in its simplest form, with regard to attenuation, the
observed correlation between two paired sets of data was presumed to be

merely an approxÍmaÈion of a true correlation. rn order to correct
coefficients calculated from 'raw' data (e,g., represented by values of
variables p and g), such coefficients were to be divided by the product

of the individual- variabl-es' reliability coefficients (e.g., one wourd

divide the obtained correlation between values of p and vaLues of q by

the reliability coefficient corresponding with variable p nultiplied by

the rel-iability coefficient corresponding with variable q). since
reliabilities were generally smaller than one, dividing by their product

would normally increase the value assigned to the observed correlation
and in any event, would never reduce its magnitude. The actual
equations were able to accommodate data sets from numerous replications
or, in spearman's terms, "serÍes" of the same set of observations (e.g.,
of p or of q), with the first (Èheoretical) equation being represented

in the following form:

f p'd
-ñã

{TP'tP'z'Ís'tdz

where rp,q, = the average correlation between a number of sets of data
corresponding with p and q, rp,rp,z = the average correlation between none

and another of the several independently obtained series of values for
p" and r.q,tq,2 = "Ehe same as regards q' (1904a, p.253 ¡ t904b, p.91). The

second (empirical) eguation is written as:
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where lp,,q,, = uthe correlation for an amalgamated series of measurements

for p with an amalgamated series for g' (i.e, all individual data sets
are combined to form one J-arge set), m and n = 'the nunber of
independent gradings for p and q respectively and r* = the required
real correlation between the true objective values of p and q' (1904a,

p.253; t904b, pp.91-92) .

The initial or first theoretical formul-a is based on the assumpt.ion

that only one set of observations has been made (i.e., the same sources

of variabifitv were assessed, thouqh perhaps imperfectfv, in each

series) and that consequently, the supposed true correlation will be at
least as large as the obtained varue (in light of this assumption, bhis
formula, in and of itself, ilây beg the question; reliability is assumed

as variabilÍty across separate series of data is regarded as reflecÈing
common sources of variability; one must only establish the degree of
attenuation). Spearman states that this assumption is "generally fair
enough", but situations where sets of (p,q) values from the one series
covary to a lesser extent than do those of the second series, hây

"delusively" reduce the denominator (i.e, reduce the reliability
coef f icients ro,rp,z and ro,rq,z) and resuLt in an inf l-ated final nu.mber.

He continues:

Now, this fallacy affects corrections by the Isecond]
empirical formul-a in exactl-y the opposite direction; for the
latter bases itself upon the fact that an amalgamation of
several sets of measurements constantly emphasizes whatever

elements are common to t.hem all and simultaneously

obliterates all that are not common,. Ehus in the normal case

of only one lot of objects underlying the sets and

determining their correl_ations to t.he other series,
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amafgamation will continually raise the correlation towards

its full- amount; but if there be more than one underlying

Lot of objects, each correlating with the other series

independently, then amalgamation wiLl not emphasize but

obl-iterate Èhese independent influences and consequeritly not

raise but lower the correlation (pp.254-255).

He concludes that if both formula yield similar results, Ehen the

observed correlation Hconcerns whol-ly and solely the common faculEy"

(p.255), but when dealing with unknown sources of variability, one has

no reason to say this. Spearman provides no substantive justification

for his assertion that "if Èhere be more than oneu source or sources of
variability, which account for observed covariations but which are not

common to all series of data considered, "then amalgamation [of the

series of datal will not emphasize but obliterate these independent

influences and consequently not raise but lower the correlation".

Since, upon the basis of a non-causal- analysis, sources of variabiliEy
and the manner in which they interacE are unknown, such a statement

seems to be overly speculative.

Even if one were to accept that sources of variabilit.y accounting

for any observed relationship are common to both variabLes (again, all
sources are unknown; the model provides no justification for supposing

that sources are similar), Spearman (1904b) himself points out that the

sources of variation (common Èo both variables or not) are stil-l
unknown. As an example, Spearman states thaE it may be difficult to
obtain otwo series sufficiently independent of one another. For many

errors are likely to repeat themselves; even two separate observers are

generally, to some extent, warped by the same influences" (p. 91).

Thus, variability occurring across series (sets of paíred data) could

correspond not with what the unknown sources are thought to represent,

but may sti1l, according to Spearman's logic, fail to result in his two

formulas producing different resulLs. The nature of sources which
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account for covariation, then, are ultimately unknown.

5.L.3 Reliabilitv as non-causal methodolocrv. A problem with this
overall- view, then, is that, as has been maintained throughout, in the
non-causal model, all sources of variability are unknown. If no source
of variability has been identified and, as far as possible, j_sorated,

then based upon the methodologry, there is no reason to assume that 1)

the test score reflects anything in particular, 2) if anything in
particular E being tapped, t,hat this would occur consistently and 3)

the test assesses the same aspect of each individual who complet.es it.
Further, the J-ogic of early ,,rel_iability theory" suggests that since the
test is thought to assess "something. (although perhaps imperfectly),
postuJ-ated relationships cannot be disproved, but only confirmed. This
is to say that if a particular correLation is evaluated as 1ow, as in
the case of wissler's (1901) resur,ts, then for the time being, this
result could be explained by suggesting that the lack of covariation may

be regarded as "attenuation" or "error of measurement,,, On the other
hand, if the correl-ation is evaluated as high, then this would be taken
(questionably) as evidence that the test "measures something,,

consistently (at a later date, however, campbell and Fiske tl_9591 were
to suggest that low correlations between paired val-ues of variables were
supportive of other types of hypotheses, stating, for instance, that two
purported constructs are not related) .

Despite the potential rationalizations that test reliability could
provide, researchers such as catterl, Farrand, and wissler observed
little covariation between anthropometric measures and lndices of
academic performance. At the same time, despite uncertainty surrounding
the pseudo-guestion of "vùhat is intelligence?*, attempts t.o explain
intellectual abilities through labe1ling purported intelligence (or more
specifically, the IQ or test score,. see Gould, 1981) as a 'real-o source
of possibl_e variabiliÈy became more predominant.
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5.2 Test Validitv

The aforementioned concept of test validity is Eraditionally taken
to represent "the extent to which a test measures what it is purported
to measure' (Ru1on, 'L946, p.290) . Àlt.hough, as will be discussed J_aEer,

current conceptions of validity are somewhat more complex, bhe overall
concept is still defined as othe extenÈ to which a test or a set of
operations measure what it is supposed to measure' (Ghise11i, Campbell &

Zedeck, L981, p.485). Likewise, according to Cohen et al. (19gg),
"stated succinctly, the word validitv as applied to a test refers to a
judgement concerning how welL a test does in fact measure what it
purports to measure" (p.l-23). varidation, except in certain more

current situations where one subjectively analyses test content, ar_so

finds its basis in non-causal- analyses. The basic criEicism of validity
is that it seems unlikely that when using a methodologry which deals with
unknown sources of variability, one may hope to crarify the nature of
what is assessed (i.e., identify sources of variability in test scores).
Yet the purpose of a validation study is frequentry to justify the
assertion that a presumed test of x does in fact omeasureu x.

some of the imprications of this notion are expressed in an

introduct.ory foreword to the article on Èest validity in which Èwo of
the previousJ_y cited definiÈions are included:

rt has long been customary to define a test as "reliable* if
it measures consistentlv, and *valid,, if it measures what it
is supposed to measure. what this "what,, is has often led
to abstruse controversies and to the reification, as

"things" of what are better reft as processes and events
(Ru1on, 1_946, p.290)

This corresponds with the claim that reification may be associated with
inappropriate aLtribution statements concerning what sources of
variability are thought Lo correspond with some parL of the variability
in Lest scores - A further imprication of the original definition of
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validity, however, centres on the fact that test administration is
equated with "measurement". The process of measurement, as with
purported reliability, would seem to imply that a measuring device

measures something consistently (e.9., the length or temperature of some

entiÈy, etc.). This is to say Èhat. measurement woul-d 1ike1y invoLve a

rul-e whereby one assigns numbers to some phenomenon. fn the case of
psychological- tests, however, the nature of that to which the numbers

are being assigned is frequently unknown, and consequently, Èo use the

term 'measurement' may be somewhat misleading.

5.2.1 A conceÞt emerges. The concept of validity made its way

into the vocabulary of the testing domain gradually. As was mentioned,

the term "validÍty" seems to have been used in a common parlance manner

in early discourse on mental testing (e.9., Cattell & Farrand, 1896).

The underlying concept, however, was alluded to by Spearman (1904a), who

in discussing purported tests of intelligence, suggested that Ewo

concerns must be kept in mind, these being

first, the reliability with which any system of measurement

represents any particular form of intel-1igence,. and

secondly, the claims of the said form of intelligence to

merit the name (emphasis added,. p.238) ,

with this latter point referring to test validity (bhough it was not yet

known by that name) . SimiJ-arJ-y, Frederic Lyman We11s (1913), in his

"Principle of mental tests", discusses the general- notion of test
validity, but does not label- it as such. Wells, relating what he

perceives to be one of the functions of a test ( nmeasuring and

interpreting the differences between individuals under similar immediate

conditions"; p.221), sÈates that

The value of mental tests depends upon their correlation
with the personality of the subject,. and the essential t.ask

in the scientific development of any mental test is to
determine how wel-l it indicates some phase of the subject,s
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personal ity .

Further, he states that
i.n order Èo know how

personality, we must

far any mental test is a reflection of
have accurate knowledge, from other

experiential sources of how this personality compares wit.h
others in the phase we may be testing (emphasis added;

p.222) .

The implication, at l-east, is a restatement of GaLton,s proposar (in
cattell, 1890) of "sinking shafts'at appropriate points: werls seems to
suggest Ehat one correl-aLe test score with indices of some purported
"phase" of personality in order to "interpreto what tshe score means.

A more definitive use of the actual term is found in Healy (L914),
where in his presentation of a picture completion test, he discusses, in
part, 'the esEablishment of its validity and. norms" (p.l_g9). In this
case, validity would appear Lo refer to whether or not a test score can

be used to differentiate between or classify what were called "feeble-
minded" and normal- individuals, and is established in terms of
"important correlaEions and differences' (p.199) Ehat are observed
(these correlations, however, were not statistically derived, but
subjectively judged) . Healy concludes that *as a test for mental age

this completion picture seems to have as much substantial validity as

most others" (p.201), yet he warns that ,the carrying over norms from
one social or age group Lo another is not justifiable without actual
establishment of validitv" in each case (emphasis added; p.203).
ConsequentJ-y, validity is seen as something that must be established (at
Least partially through correlations) before the test may be said to
assess that which it is purported to assess in a parÈicular situation.

rE. appears that by the early 1_920's, the concept of validity was

more firmly entrenched in the testing domain, although criticisms of the
approach were to be found. In J_92Q, Sidney pressey,s critique of
methods used to justify psychological tests \¡ras published in the
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suggests that

It should surely be kept in mind that [general

intelligencel is, in the first place, an analytical

concept and so dependent for its character upon the methods

of analysis employed. It should also be pointed out that

such a concept naturally receives successive accretions in

the way of theory and may, by a mental synthesis largely

adventitious to the facts, acguire a realitv which is verv

largely e¡ _eI!j_ECç! (emphasis added; p.469)

Pressey continues to expand upon this point using the notion of

generalized intelligence as an example. He suggests that in the

assessment of purported intelligence,

Scores on various tests are J-umped and the aggregate used as

a measure of general abiJ-ity. A more or less close

rel-ationship is naturally found between such an aggregate

and the average marks of the children in school. Teachers,

especially in the Iassignment of] grades, naturally think of

the children's work as whole, and give marks showing high

correlations between abilities in different subjects. And

the children come to this attitude and react to their school

work as a whole. And - the whole situation is cumulative.

One might, in fact, imagine the concept of general ability

thus developing even though abilities were, as a matter of

fact, diverse and uncorrelated (p.469).

Pressey summarizes this general point by stating that the fabrication

(or to use Pressey's 'dtords, "postulation" ) of explanatory entities 'in

advance, with verification primarily by reference back to these

postulates, is both unscientific and a practically dangerous proceedingn

(p.472) .

SimÍlar comments may be found in Ernest Skaggs' (!92''l ) critique of

psychological testing, where he suggests that his comments relate not to
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testing of an applied or practical nature, but more Lo conceptions of
mental testing as a opure science,. skaggs maintains that certain
"criticisms could be obviated if the mental- tester in the practical
field would be more careful to indicate that his concepts are of a

rough, practical naÈure in many cases- (p.503). skaggs, defining
varidity as 'the degree to which any test actually tests Èhat which it
was designed to test, and nothing else' (o:503), suggests that one

should define one's own concept, adhere strictly to this definition, and

develop criteria to evaluate the test through the 'experimental
laboratory" (though he does not elaborate on this ratter process).
According bo skaggs, "a 'val-id' intelligence test is one which tests
intelligence as the maker of the test defined intelligence, (p.503; a

seeming reference to Boring, 1923) . As Skaggs indicaEed, hovrever, the
dominant position in psychology ascribed to the view that validity was

defined as the extent to which a test assessed (or umeasuredo ) what it
r,ras supposed to, and that it was generally established through
correlations with presumably independent criteria (pp.503-504). rt has

been argued, however, that this position, due to the nature of the non-
causal methodology, is untenabl_e.

An Early Application of Testing Methodology

6.1 Testing according to Terman

Lewis Madison Terman is important in our present discussion for Lwo

reasons. First, through the modification and justification of Binet,s
"intelligence" test, he serves as a clear il-lustration of the
application of the developing tesEing methodologry, and secondry, he is
seen to represent an attempt to eguate causal and non-causal research
models, sLating that there is no real difference between the t.wo.

6.1.1 Reliabil-itv of the stanford Binet test. To Terman (tgL6) ,

his revision of the Binet test
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does not pretend to measure the entire mentality of the
subject, buE only qeneral intellisence. There is no

pretence of testing the emotions or the will beyond the
extent to which these naturally disptay themselves in tests
of intel]igence (p.48) .

rn justifying this c1aim, Terman (1916) did not extensive]_y dear wiÈh
the topic of test reliability. He often referred to results obtained
with other versions of Binet,s scales (e.g., that used by Goddard) as
evidence of the rel-iability of his own version. He comments Ehat "in
gteneral", t.he same tests wirl ,,give consistent results when used
repeatedly with the same subject", but suggests that ,somethinq depends,
however, on the age and intelJ-igence of the subject and on the time
interval between the examinatior¡s" (emphasis added; p.!r2). Here, bhe

reference to "something" and the belief that the purported reliability
of other versions of the test are relevant to the Stanford-Binet may be

construed as reflecting a faith in correlational relationships as

reflecting systematic variatj-on attributable to variability in common

sources across situations.
In any event, purported evidence of reliability came from sources

such as Goddard's observation that supposed "feeble minded" subjects
achieved similar test scores from one year to another. Further, a

German study had revealed that pairs of scores from schoolchildren who

were retested after one year correl-ated with a magnitude of .95. Terman

himself secured a sample of assumed superior, norma], dull and feeble
minded chil-dren and retested them aft.er 2 to 4 years. He report.s that
"the correlation between their results was practicalry perfect" (p.l_j_3).
Terman also reports two other similar studies which were conducÈed by
other researchers using varying versions of the test. Again, it is seen
that rerman regards some common source or sources of variability as

being responsible for variability in scores on various versions of Èhe

Binet scales, thus promoting the belief that reliability coefficients
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calcul-ated with respect to one version are rel-evant to another. Sources

of variability in each admÍnistration of the Eest, however, are unknown.

To assume equivalence across all such administrations seems, Lo say the

1east, specul-at ive .

6.1.2 Validitv of the Stanford Binet sca1e. Terman,s (19i_6)

jusEification of his Stanford Binet test would seem to involve Galton,s
aforementioned assumption that the observation of a normal distribuÈion
of some phenomenon

may be used as a most trustworthy criterion, whether or no

the events of which an average has been taken are d.ue to the

same or to dissimilar cl-asses of conditions (Ga1ton, IggZ,
p.69; it is interesting to note that in a reference to early
discourse on methodol-ogy, DuBois l]-97ol states that before

'validity" r¡ras recognized as a technical term, "tests which

we would call ,va]id, were regarded as ,trustworthy, or as

'having diagnostÍc val-ue',, tp.46l ) .

This pertains to Terman in that based upon a sample of 1000 children
aged 5 to 14 years, he reported a markedly normal distribut.ion of test
scores transformed into IQ's. In regard to this distribution, he states
tha L

the facts presented above strongly argue for the val_idity of
the IQ as an expression of a child,s intelligence status.
This follows necessarily from the similar nature of the

distributions at the various ages (191-6, p.6g).

Terman's further evidence of purported validity is more in accord with
the criterion oriented approach advocated by individuals such as Galton
(in Cattell, 1890) and Wells (191,3). For example, one supposed

validation study concerned the relationship between quality of school

'røork, as assessed by Leachers as being very superior, superior, average,

inferior or very inferior, and corresponding re's. Terman (191-6)
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reports that'fairly close agreement was found" (p.73), despite the fact
tshat on about 10 percent of all occasions, teachers "overest.imated" the
work of older students functioning amongst younger counterparts (p.73).
Further studies of this type involved an analysis of Ehe relationship
between rQ's and corresponding grade (school year) progress. This study
was reported to show 'a fairly high correlaÈion' which was not
explicitly reported, as wel-l- as osome astonishing disagreements' (p.?3).
Terman accommodated the discrepancies by stating that ,a1l this is due

to one fact, and one fact alone: lhe school tends to Þromote children bw

age rather than abilitv" (p.7 4) .

rn another study of the rerationship between variability in re,s
and variability in teachers' subjective estimates of purported
intelligence, a correlation of .48 was found, which is reported to
correspond with previous findings. DespÍte the moderate magnit,ude of
such coefficients, Terman (1916) suggests that this particular
correlation does support the validity of the test, as its magnitude

would have been higher had the teachers not tended to inaccurately raÈe

children who were older or younger than most in Eheir grade. He then
reports that the child who is two years younger than most in his or her
grade, for exampre, will often be under-rated. rt will be reca11ed,

however, that in justifying an above mentioned point, Terman had said
that children were advanced accordinq to aqe and not abilitv.
Nevertheless, he elaborates upon the more recent point:

The tendency of teachers is to estimat.e a child,s
intelligence according to the guality of his school work in
the qrade where he happens to be located- This resulEs in
overestimating Ehe intelligence of older, retarded chirdren
and underestimating the intelligence of younger, advanced

children. the disagreements between the tests and teachers,
estimates are thus found, when analyzed,, to confirm the
validity of the test method rather than to bring it under
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suspicion (p.76).

Further, Terman reports establishing the validity of individual scales
by checking scores on these scales against scores on bhe test in its
entireEy. He states that some of the scales which had been subject to
the most criticism uhave in reality a high correlation with
intelligenceu. rt is important to note here that an attribuEion
statement, based upon non-causal_ methods, is implied. The individual-
scal-e scores r¡/ere compared to total test score (re), which Terman

appears to see as being synon]¡mous with ,intelligenceo. This point is
perhaps emphasized in his assertion that

a test which makes a good showing on this criteríon of
agreement with the scale as a whoLe becomes immune to
Èheoretical criticisms. whatever it appears to be from mere

inspection, -i.t is a real measure of intelliqence (emphasis

added; p.77) .

Variability in test score (re), then, is attributed to variability in
purported intelligence, however, as has been maintained throughout, such

claims are unsubstanÈiated as they are based upon covariation between

unknown sources of variability in a test and unknown sources of
variability in a criterion. Nothinq is identified as a possible source
of variability, therefore, based upon t.he methodology, no attribution
statements can be made.

6-1.3 Purport"d evid.n"" of th" h"r"dit-ri-n hvpoth"si=. Not only
does Terman (l-916) equate the notion of intelligence with re (a

numerical test score), but he also views purported intelligence as

innate. This is reflected in much of his discourse. For example, he

states that

the common opinion that the child from a cultured home does

better in tests soleJ-y by reason of his superior home

advantages is an entireJ_y gratuitous assumption.

PractÍca11y all of the investigations which have been made
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on the influence of nature and nurture on mental Eest

performance agiree in attributing far more to original
endowment than to environment. common observation would

itself suggest that the social class to which the family
belongs depends less on chance than on parents, native
gualities of intellect and character (p.j.15).

Much of Terman's evidence comes from ,heredity studies of ,degenerate,

families" (see 191-6, p.9). For example, Goddard,s study of the Kallikak
family played on Ehe fact that Martin Kallikak had children by both a

"feebre-minded bar-maid" and "a respectabre girl of good family,,.
Amongst the 480 known descendants of the bar-maid, l-43 were reported as
uknown" to be feeble minded while "many of the others were of
questionable mentality". of the 496 located descendants of the "girl of
good famiJ-y", however, none were reported to be feeble minded (as an

aside, Gould [1991] suggests that Goddard was less than honest in his
reporting of this case). Similar supposed research involved assumed

degeneraEe families such as "the Hill folk,,, 4g percent of whom were

thouqht to be feebre minded. As was the case in Galton,s studies of
eminence, variability in parental characteristics is informally
correl-ated with variability in characteristics of descendants, and any
observed relationship j-s thought to be a function of hereditary factors,
but the sources of variability underlying such analyses are unknown.

The model Þrovides no basis for attributinq anv part of the covariation
between variabifitv in characteristics of parents and desceDdants to
variability in a common. identified source.

Terman (1916) also provides two anecdotes concerning a supposed

feeble-minded boy raised in a ,,good,,home and a presumed bright girl
raised in a "poor" home. Terman concludes:

The above cases, each of which could be paralleled by many

others which have been found, will serve to illustrate the
fact that exceptionally superior endowment is discoverable
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by the tests, however unfavourable the homes from which it

comes, and that inferior endowment cannot be normalized by

the advantages of the most culÈured home. Quoting again

from Stern, *the tests actually reach and discover the

general developmental conditions of intelligence, and not

mere fragments of knowledge and attainment acquired by

chance" (p.l-1-8)'

In the above example, variability in home environment is informally

correlated with variability in intellectual sbatus, and it is suggested

that no relationship is observed. Consequently, Terman suggests that

purported intelligence is inherited. The question emerges, holvever, as

to why one would attempt to associate purported intelligence (and,

therefore, according to Terman's logic, test score or the IQ) with a

sinqle purporled source of variability (heredity) on the basis of

evidence where possible sources of variability are unknown. Further,

that presumed intelligence is thought to be inherited suggests that it

is given a bioJ-ogical basis. To provide something wiLh such a

foundation is to provide it with a physical 'reality' (if one will

permit the term), and consequently may be thought of as reifying a

presumed, fabricated entity. Àccording to Terman, then, a test score

reflects inherited intelligence and may be substantiated upon the basis

of 1-) the manner in which scores are distributed, 2) correlation

coefficients, and 3) the analysis of pre-existing (and therefore largely

unknown) sources of variability. The test score, then, is reified in

that it is equated with a supposed unitary, fundamenEaL human property

which has a genetic etiology. As Gould (1-981 , p.117 ) notes, justif ied

in this manner, the Stanford Binet test was to be used in subsequent

research as a criterion of purported intelligence.

lerman's attempt to equate causal and 4on-causal research models6.2

In Terman's (1'924) presidential address to the American
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Psychological Association, he suggests that "the method of tests' (i.e.,

non-causal or correlational methodologry) is essentially no different
from more formal uexperimental' (causaL) procedures. Such an assertion,

however, fails to ful1y consider the structural differences between the

two models which we have been discussing. In an attempt to support his

position, Terman "surveyed" 22 pasÈ presidents of the Àmerican

Psychological Association, claiming that he had demonsbrated that their

opinions coincided with his. While this forms a complex issue in its
own right, one can summaríze by stat.ing that Shephard (1990), in a

reanalysis of relevant archivaL material, suggests that Terman's

conclusions concerningr consensus of opinion amongst his colleagues \^¡ere

unwarranted. Confusion surrounded how those surveyed interpreted terms

such as "experiment" and general opinion did not seem to support

Terman's posiLion.

In any event, Terman maintained that there rs¡as no significant

difference between the methods:

it may be objected that the exactness of the test score,

even apart from any question as to the soundness of its
statistical presuppositions, is illusory, because it stands

for an unanalyzed complex of Heaven knows what contributing

elemenLs; that the attempt to test intelligence, or

mechanical ability, or moral judgement, or psychopathic

predisposition in our present state of ignorance of 1qþat

these traits are is rather v¡orse than fo1ly; that it is the

business of experimental science to isolate factors, and

that this is something which the test method fails to
accomplish (p.104) .

Shephard (1990) comments that with regard to Èhe final sentence of this
preceding quote, uthe argument might have continued, pointing out that
while unknown sources of variability are typical of both straÈegies,

onlv the experimental- has known possible sources" (p.879). Going one
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step furÈher, it may be stated Ehat only the causal method will permit
possible sources of variability in test scores (or some other dependent
variable) to be identified. rt may be asked of Terman,s (non-causaL)
perspective, then, "How may one justifiably attribute variability in one
source to variability in another if no source of possible variability
has been identified"? Terman, however, has an answer to this question:

it may be poÍnted out Ehat the test method is by no

means lacking in technique for ascertaining what factors
contribute to a score. r refer especially to the method of
partial correJ-ation, which is probabl"y as analytic as any
technigue as the laboratory psychologist is accustomed to
employ. rn other words, the test itself wirt furnish
ulti^.t"1r th. d"firitio.= rhi"h or, ..iti".1 f.i.nd= are so
impatient for (emphasis added; p.105).

The partial correl-ation, however, provides no more justification for
identifying sources of variability in test scores than does a simple
correlation (e.g., see the critique published by Burks, tg26). fn Lhe
simplest three variable case, one merely introduces e¡rother set of
unknown sources of variability which may or may not interact in some

manner with one or both of the other bwo sets of unknown variability.
Àny observed covariation would

variabilitv which may or may not correspond with whaÈ one thinks one is
assessing.. on the basis of the non-causar methodology, covariation
cannot be attributed to variability in any particular source or set of
sources as the model identifies nothing.

Further, note the manner in which Terman discusses ignorance of
"what these trai-ts are". This appears to refl_ect the fallacy suggested
by John stuart Mill, whereby it is assumed that that with a name must be
something that has an "independent existence*. Àlthough concepLs such
as intelligence were presumed to be refLected in test.s which were to be
validated and supporLed by purported scientific evidence, noÈions such
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as intelligence appear to have never been evaluated in terms of their
usefulness as concepts. The guestions rather, have largely concerned
whether a test does or does nob ,measure' the purported entity and
whether the nature of that concept (e.g., intelligence) is known.

Towards the end of his (1'924) presidential address, Terman states
that "I think we may concl-ude that the attempt to distinguish between
Ehe mebhod of tests and the method of experiment is not warranted either
on logical or historical grounds' (p.1,14) . The thrusE of the present
argument (as well as Shephard, j_990), however, is that it is warranted
on both of these grounds.

As the concepts of reliability and validity were being accepted and

implemented as methods of justifying tests, the factor analytic
methodology was al-so being developed. rt is this issue to which our
attent ion wi 1l- now turn .

An Emerging Theory of Testing: Factor analysis and

its Application

Gould (1981) suggests that a great deal of our enthusiasm for
statistical methods correspond with a ,,gut feeling that abstract.
measures summarizing large tables of data must express something more

real and fundamental than the data themselvesu (p.235). This would
appear to be the case with the factor analytic approach. Factor
analysis begins with a matrix of intercorrelations between variables.
The overall goal of the process is to mathematically extract from Èhe

matrix, according to varying criteria, a number of factors that can
account for or "resolve" the covariations between the indices (Cohen et
â1., 1988). The number of factors extracted will always be equat to or
less than the number of original- variables. stated somewhat

differently, according to Holzinger and Harmon (1941),

If]actor analysis is a branch of statistical theory
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concerned with the resolution of a set of descripEive
variables in terms of a small number of categories or
factors. This resol-ution is accomplished by the analysis of
the intercorrelaÈions of t.he variables. A satisfactory
solution wiJ-L yiel-d factors which convey all the essential
information of Ehe original- set of variables. The chief aim

is thus to attain scientific parsimony or economy of
descripÈion (cited in Guertin, t952, p.309; Efrsenck, 1950,

pp.38-39).

Note the reliance on "intercorrelations of the variables". Further, the
above mentioned uinformation" is constituted of statistical summaries of
pairs of scores which reflect two unique sets of unknown sources of
variability (one for each correlated variable). Thus, a factor forms

nothing more than a mathematical suûnary statement of numerous unknown

sources of vari-ability - nothing is identified. since the general
approach deals with unknown sources of variability at its outset, it
seems doubtful that it will ultimately transform that which is unknown

into that which is known.

The factor analytic method has initially been associated with
Spearman (1904a), but was later el-aborated by individuals such as Cyril
Burt and L- L- Thurstone, who advocated different conceptions of what
constituted an acceptable factor solution. Further, although
researchers such as Kel1ey suggest that 'there is no search for
timel-ess, spaceless, populationless truth in factor analysis" (r940¡
cited in Elrsenck, 1950, p.39), other efforts have been directed at
impJ-icating factor analysis with the purported discovery of "real_o

entities (for comments on this, see Anastasi, 19g3, 19g5; Gould, L9g1).
Efrsenck (1950), for example, proposes that through a factor analytic
approach which he call-s criterion analysis, hypotheses could be tested
which, if supported, would demonstrate that the presumed construc¡ of
"neuroticism Ifor exampre] is not a statistical artifact, or an
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arbitrary prínciple of classification, but a biological_ reality".
controversies associated with the approach, then, concern 1_)

disagreement as to which of a number of mathematically equivalent factor
sol-utions that may be derived from a single correlation matrix is the
most. appropriate (e.g., spearman and Burt vs. Thurstone), and 2) Ehe

tendency for researchers to view facEors not merel-y as pragrmatic summary

statements, but rather as oreaL" ent.ities tshat actually exist (i.e., the
factors, as did test variables such as re, become reified; see AnasÈasi,

L983, 1985; Gould, 1981-). In a subsequent section, such controversies
will be seen co be relevant to the construct validation of a

contemporary test - Mark snyder's (r914, rggj ) sel_f-monitoring scale.

7.1- The basic logic of factor anal_vsis

rt is not intended that the current argument consider factor
analysis in detail. As is the case with other technical concepts

considered in this thesis, consideration of the historical developmenÈ

and use of each forms a research program in its own right. with regard
to the current argument, particularJ-y in the case of factor analysis, it
seems most important to understand the conceptual basis as opposed to
specific mathematical details.

Gould ( 1-981; also Thurstone, 1"934a) has provided a simpJ_e

conceptual explanation of the factor analytic process by considering
variables as vectors of unit lengt.h which originate from the origin of a

mulÈidimensionaL space. rn this space, the correlation coefficient
representing covariation between any two variables equal.s the cosine of
the angle between their corresponding vectors (e.g., see GarneLt, L9119¡

Thurstone, 1934a) . Consequently, vectors associated with arrays of test
scores which correlate highly with one another tend to lie close
together, whereas those which do not covary to any great degree 1ie
further apart. This is to say that if arrays of values corresponding
with two tests correlate both positively and perfectly (I = 1.0), Eheir
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vectors would overlap (cos 0o - 1), whereas if bhey correlated

negatively and perfect.ly (I = -1.0), their vectors woul-d be directly
opposite one another (Sos l-80o - -1). On the obher hand, if two Lests

do not correlate with one anoÈher (å = 0), then their vectors 1ie at
right angles (59 90o = 0) and are said to be orthogonal (independent).

The purpose of factor analysis then, would be to factor clusters of
vectors (those located relativeLy closely to one another) into a smaller

number of factors.

Gould (l-981) explains the process of abstracting factors in terms

of an approach called principal components analysis. He notes that
principal components analysis and factor analysis in principal

components orientation are often differentiated as in the former, 4
the original information contained in the correlation matrix is
reformulated in terms of newly derived factors, with each factor being

orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated) to the previous factor and each

progressively accounting for smaller proportions of the variabiliby
represented in the original- correl-ation matrix- In factor analysis in
principal components oríentation, however, it is decided beforehand not

to attempt to explain all variability in the original matrix, but' rather
to abstract certain purported factors that may be of interest. Gould

conti-nues to comment that

the two technigues - true factor analysis in principal

componenÈs orientation and principal components analysis -
play the same conceptual roÌe and differ only in mode of
calculation. In both, the first axis is a 'best fit'
dimension that resolves more information in a set of vectors

[variab]esl than any other axis could (p.246) .

fn general terms, then, the first factor abstracted is called the first
principal component and forms an axes which best represenÈs all vectors

or variabl-es. The positioning of this principal axes may be thought of
as involving the projection of all vectors (representing variables, such
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as tests) onto Ehe axis (Gould, 1981; Thurstone, 1931). This could be

conceptually understood in terms of projecting a line from the tip of
each vector to the axis, with the line being perpendicul-ar to the axis.
The ratio of 1) the distance on the axis from its origin to the point
where it is intersected by the projection and 2) the actual length of
the vector, would be considered as the proportion of the variability in
the vector (variable) that is represented by the axis. Consequently,

Èhe closer a vector is to an axis, Ehen the more variability in the

vector that is accounted for by that axis. A first principal component,

then, would ideally explain as large a proportion of variabiLity in the

correlation matrix (represented as a set of vectors) as possible.

Subsequent factors would correspond with axes lying perpendicular to the

preceding factor axes and would explain as much of the remaining

variability in the correl-ation matrix as possible. Such a process would

continue on to the nth dimension, where n equals the number of variables

in the correlation matrix or some number of factors less than n.

Gould (1981) cautions that the first and all subsequent principal
components are merely mathematical- abstractions and are not ,thingIs]

with a physical reality" (p.250). He continues:

the idea that we have detected something ,underlying, the

external-ities of a large set of correlation coefficients,
something perhaps more real than the superficial
measurements themseLves, can be intoxicating. It is Plato,s

essence, the abstract, eternal real_ity underlying

superficial appearances. But it is temptation that we must

resist, for it reflects an ancient prejudice of thought, not

a truth of nature (p -252) .

As will be seen, however, since iEs inception, factor analytic discourse

has often been charact.erized by the assertion that certain factors
represent unitary, naturally occurring sources of variability. This is
perhaps reffected in the tendency of researchers to discuss factors
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emerging from independent sets of data as corresponding with, for

example, 'the (i.e., singular) general factor' (see the discussion on

Spearman below) . It should be remembered, however, that a factor is a

summarv statement characterizing a particular data set, and cannot be

justified as a transcendant guality of independent sets of data, let

alone of nature.

7.2 Spearman's method of factor extraction

7.2.i- Hierarchical structure. Though Spearman's initial method of
tetrad differences varies somewhat from the principal components

approach, iÈ should be kept in mind that a general ufactor calculated by

the tetrad formula is concept.ually equivalent and maÈhematically almost

eguivalent to the first principal component ... used in modern factor
analysis" (Gould, l-981, p.258). Spearman's early work on purported

intelligence (e.9., Spearman, 1904a) was inspired by Galton's assertion

that differences in individuals' sensory skills (i.e., such as those

refl-ected in anthropometric discrimination tasks) were the basis of
differences in individual-s' intellectual status (Spearman, 1961).

Accordingly, in "General intelligence, objectively determined and

measured,' (1904a), Spearman, following Galton's proposed program of
securing independent criteria, deveJ-oped four indices of purported

intelligence, these being 1) "present efficiency* (a student's academic

grades), 2) "native capacity" (the difference between a student,s rank

in school grades and his rank in age), 3) overal-l teacher ratings and 4)

peer ratings. These were to be compared to purported sensory abilities,
as r¡rere presumed to be reflected in varying tests falling under the

categories of the purported ability to perceive differences in 1)

weights, 2) visual- stimuli and 3) audiÈory stimuli. In describing Èhe

intercorrelations observed, both in this situation and in others,

Spearman states that

not only r*¡ere my correlations large, but their magnitudes
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r,^/ere noted to have systematic inter-relations. At firsE,
thÍs system used to be described as .hierarchicalo, because

it was such as to ar-low the tabr.e of correlations [a
correLation matrixl to be arranged with the highest values
in one corner and with the other values regularly decreasing
in both horizontal and vertical directions. Later and more

exactly, the system has been carled 'equiportional' (1961,

p.323) .

Spearman's explanation of such hierarchies rested on the assumption that
a correlation coefficient, owhen beyond the range of mere chance

coincidence, may be forthwith assumed to indicate and measure somethins
common to both series in question', (i_904a, p.258; i.e., a commorr source
of variability) . rn the current argument, however, such an assumption
is said to be untenable as sources of variability in both series or
arrays of numbers are unknown, and consequently, the model provides no

basis for assuming that covariation may be accounted. for by a source or
sources conìmon to both. Despite this, spearman suggested that such
hierarchies of correLation coefficients coul"d be explained by suggesting
that "each of the abilities at issue is a compound result of two
factors, of which the one is common to all abilities, whereas the other
is specific to each different ability" (i-961, pp.323-324) . some

purported abilities were thought to reflect more of the supposed common

factor than others and, therefore, intercorrelations involving such
variables would be of higher maqnitudes, while others were assumed to be
associated with l-ess of the presumed common factor and consequentLy, so
it was thought, corresponding intercorrelations wouLd be of lesser
magnitude. Variables that were not observed to correlate highly with
any of the other indices were believed to refl_ect largely specific
factors, or unique sources of variability. This overall_ view was

labelled by sancti de sanctis as the two factor theory of inteLligence
(Spearman, t9L4c) .
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Spearman (1927) claims
that such hierarchical arrangements of correlations within a matrix
could be represented mathematically by a formura cal_led the tetrad
equation. This presumed approach to the isolation of factors
essentially involved a reformulaÈion of the ideas underlying the notion
of partial correlation (spearman, J-9!4a, L91-4c¡ Hart & spearman, !9L2) .

Referring to Yule's formula for partial correlation (see yule, 1,gL2),

Spearman reasoned that if a general factor accounted for covariation
between two variables, if it,s variability were to be 'partialled out,
of that relationship, the resulting coefficient wourd drop to zero.
Thus, if one assumes that we have four tests designated as a, b, p, and

q and that g represents a general factor, then by substituting these
val-ues into Yul_e, s formul"a

- ap,g
rep-lag, Tw

,lrL7;rfe
One can reduce this to

r"p-fbp
Í^q r¡s

This latter ratio was expressed in the criterion of tetrad differences
(Spearman, 1,92'7, p-73) , which assumes the form of

(r"o. r*) - (r^s. 16) =o

With reference to the ratio, Spearman continues to state that ,here, the
hypothetical quantity g has been eliminated, and there remains a

rel-ation asserted to hold good - when al-l due allowances have been

made - of the correlations between any four tests, a., b, p, and q,
(1-9t4c' pp.107-108). Therefore, if the preceding ratio held for arl
possible groups of four correlation coefficients within a matrix
(subject to the constraint that the location of the coefficients in the
matrix conform with the subscripts), or if the tetrad differences
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(accordi-ng to the latter formula) for all possible groups of four
coefficienbs was zero (again subject to the constraint that the locat.ion
of the coefficients in the matrix conform h¡ith the subscripts), then a

singJ-e factor was thought to account for observed covariation. In order
to compensate for presumed sampling and observational- error, Spearman

(1921) proposed that one look for a normal distribuÈion of all possible
tetrad differences within a study (or across groups of studies), with
the aritlmetic mean of these differences expected to be 0.

7 .2 .3 Tendencies towards hierarchical structure, Thus, the
initial view was that assumed differential saturation with a general

factor was thought to both manifest and support itself if the
correlational matrix could, as mentioned, be arranged hierarchically
(1904a), whereby the highest value (a reliability coefficient) would

occupy one corner of the matrix, and values would progressively and

uniformly decrease as one travelled away from this corner in diagonal,
horizontal and vertical- orientations. In order to determine if such

hierarchical structure was possible, one could employ the criterion of
tetrad differences. Later, however, spearman (1914c) suggested that
this approach towards the just.ification of a general- factor (the factor
often being regarded as transcending differing sets of daLa) was

somewhat problematic as it holds onJ.y for tables which reflect oabsol-ute

exactness"; he believed that l-ess evident tendencies towards

hierarchical structure could not be objectively evaluated (though, as

was stated, in certain situations he did examine distributions of tetrad
differences). In order to resolve this issue, Spearman proposed that
one correlate separate col-umns from a correlabion matrix of
intercorrel-ations among tests (Hart & Spearman, 1,912). Thus, arrays of
paired correlation coefficients (e.g., one array representing
correlations between test x and all other tests; Èhe other array
representing correl-ations between test y and aLl_ other tests) were
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correlated and iÈ was expected that 'the required measure of the

tendency to ful-fil the equation [of tetrad differences] is given by the

correl-ation between two columns of correlations" (1914c, p.L09). A hiqh

correlation between two columns of correlation coefficients would be

taken as evidence of a tendency tov¡ards hierarchical structure. Once

more, however, it was auEomatically assumed that some part of observed

covariation between indices may be attributed to variability in a common

source (the purported general factor). rn dealing with a methodologry

which concerns unknown sources of variability in one variable and

unknown sources of variability in the other variable, however, the

assumption that covariation is at l-east in part accounted for by a
common source seems unwarranted. Nevertheless, upon the basis of such

research, Hart and spearman (191-2) suggest that *the trouble is not so

much in proving the existence of the GeneraL Factor as in revealing its
precise nature" (p.65). Thus, '!bg' general factor was assumed. ft was

thought that this presumed entity did not require justification as much

as clarification.

7.2.4 Further-justification. In attempting to justify the

assertion that the criteria of hierarchy (and, by extension, that of
tetrad differences) was suggestive of a transcendant common general

factor of "intell-ect" or "abi1ity", Spearman (e.g. , !904a, 1931_)

initially maintained that one could pooJ- the results from a number of
tests :

j-n such a hotchpoLch of multitudinous measurements, the

specific factors must necessariJ-y - since they vary randomly

from one measurement to another - tend in the average or

mean to neutralize one another. Whereas the general factor,
being in every measurement just the same, must in the

average more or less completely dominate. Accordingly, the

average must approximate towards being a measure of the pure

general factor (Spearman, t961,, p.324).
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Applying this logic, Spearman, in his aforementioned f904(a) study,

collapsed or arithmetically averaged available correlation coefficients

representing correlations between L) purported intelligences and

discriminations, 2) purported intelligences alone (this presumably

reflecting the supposed reliability of purported indices of

intelligence) and 3) discriminaÈions alone (which would be regarded as

representing the purported reliability of Ehe presumed indices of

discrimination) . He then placed these resulting three average values

into the aforemenEioned corrections for attenuation. His purpose was to

study

the -re}gt:!on. of anv common and essential- element in the

intelligences and anv common and essential element in the

sensory Functions. For brevity, we will term these common

el-ements,,General Intelligence" and uGeneral Discrimination"

(1904a, p.268) .

After using both of the aforementioned correctional formulas and

obtaining similar resul-ts with each, Spearman (l-9044) concluded that

there rea11y exists a something that \¡¡e may provisionally

term "General Sensory Discrimination' and similarly a

"General Intelligence", and further that the functional

correspondence between these two is not appreciably less

than absolute (p.272) .

Spearman continued to suggest that in situations where the corrections

for attenuation yield results that are less than unity, this would

merely suggest that the correl,ated indices were not totally saturated

with the general factor. It is interesting to note that in such

procedures (e.g., I914c, p.113), Spearman often directly calculated the

average of corrected correlation coefficients, some of Ehese being

greater than unity (1). In principle, a product moment correlation

coefficient cannot exceed one, therefore Ehis approach would appear to

upwardJ.y bias the purported corrected resulL.
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7.2.5 The sEatus of purported general intelliqence. Hart and

Spearman (1912), in their discussion on the clarification of t.he

purported general factor, point out some of the problems related to

their research. Although part of the basis of their concept's

justification involved correlations with estimates of purported general

intelligence, they suggest EhaÈ many researchers quesÈion Ehe value of
such indices since estimates of purported intelligence would depend, for

example, on what one perceives general intelligence to be: 'dictionaries
give not one but several significations. Ànd no less discordant are the

various definitions of investigators of correl-ations" (p.67). With

regard to the value of presumed independent estimates of this indefinite
notion of intelligence, Hart and Spearman suggest that

far from such estimates ever satisfactorily explaining the

experimental data, it is rather the l-atter which are

beginning to elucidate the former. The popular "General

Intelligence" is being resolved into two parEs: the one is,
indeed, a deep underlying Eruth, the General Factor; but the

other is a superposed mass of obscurity and error (p.67).

The (purportedly Eranscendant) general factor, then, is considered to be

of greater substance and more closely related to nature than the common

parJ-ance notion of intell-igence. (It is important to note that the

presumed general factor was never directly eguated with purported

intelligence. Rather, general and specific factors were equated with

"general and specific abilities, " and these in turn were presumed to
account for the notion of intel-ligence; Hart & Spearman, :..9!2, p.79).

As will be seen, this supposed otruthn thought to be found in a general

factor, justified upon the basis of covariation associated with unknown

sources of variability, was ascribed a physical reality.

7.2.6 The purported neuroloqical- basis of Spearman's qeneral

factor. Spearman maintained that there was a neurological basis to his
two factors (1914a,b,c; Hart & Spearman, l9l2). His general factor was
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thought to be associated with the entire cerebral cortex, while his

specific factors were thought to be rel-ated to localized areas of the

cortex (1-914c). This view is briefly summarized in a short nobe,

published in Euqenics Review (1914b). Here he stated that

the intelligence employed in any mental performance must be

anaLysed into two factors. The one is different for every

different kind of performance or test; it seems to be

identifiable with the neural structure in the brain

specifically subserving that particular performance. But

besides this factor, there is also a general one, always the

same whatever the performance,- Èhis general factor in
ability seems to be represented physiologically by the free

energy of the whole cortex of the brain, or some still wider

neural region.

He continues to state that such a view substantiates the observations of

Simon and Binet - that pooling test scores is predictive of academic

performance. Spearman continues: "this constant factor, or general

mental ability, or free energy of the whole cerebral cortex, is,
therefore, what the tests of MM. Simon and Binet g]!¿_ggg€g-
(emphasis added; 1,91,4b¡ p.31-3), and may be considered as "the sole

stable el-ement in intelligence-testing" (Spearman, 1931, p.410). This,

then, coul-d correspond with Terman's view that an fQ reflects an

independent, underlying, fundamental- human property. The IQ is seen as

an index of the purported general factor, which is presumed to be

representative of Ehe functioning of the cerebral cortex (Spearman

[1939, p.79] suggests that his general factor affords othe sole base for
such useful concepts as those of general ability or f.Q.').

7,2J Spee¡rn44 sgreneral factor as an inherited characteristic.

Spearman proposed that one may determine the role of herediEy through

first determining the "infl-uence of the environment,- and then, all
variation not traceabl-e to the environmental influences ... [may be]
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attributed to heredity" (L9L4a, p.232). In discussing the potenEial

benefits of training prograJns, Spearman merely states that eugenics

research 'appears to have uniformly arrived at negative resulÈs; it has

always reported the action of the environment to be negligible" (p.233).

fn an implicit recognition of the inconcl-usive nature of such research,

however, Spearman cites a reference in support of his position, staEing

that 'the investigations of so-called formal training have decisívelv
contradicted the claims of particular studies to produce improvement. of

a seneral character' (p.233). He suggests that only ski11s that have

been l-earned (i.e., that are not innate) can be improved through

training and that conseguently, specific factors may reflect learning

while the supposedly transcendant generaf factor reflects heredity
(Spearman, 191"4a). Presumed evidence of this herediÈarian hypothesis

(thought to suggest that presumed general intelligence is constant

throughout ones' lifespan and cannot be improved by training) is
presented in tabular form in a table of the percentage of children
assigned to a particul-ar "grade of ability" at each of six age ranges

(p.233,' this is essentially a tabular represenEation of the correlation
between assigned intellectual level- and age, except values of variables

are not paired) . Since at all age leveIs with the exception of the

first, proporLions of subjects at each level of ability are constant

(i.e., â9ê and "grade of ability" do not covary), Spearman suggests that
an individuals' status on the general facEor is constant after age 10

(i.e., intell-ectual- level and age are believed not to covary

subseguently to this period of Iife, and this supposedly discounts the

potential influence of differing experiences upon one's status on the

purported general facEor, after age 10). The significance of this

result, however, appears to be negligible due to both quantitative and

conceptual problems. For example, this presumably cross-sectional data

does not al-]ow one to state that the same individuals would be

characterized consistently by the same assigned grade of ability over
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time, as only portions of the total sample are discussed. ff equal

numbers of subjects were to decline as well as increase in terms of

"grade of abi1ity", this same distribution woul-d be reproduced, though

an individual's status may not be constant. More tenuous evidence

regardíng the "constancy of general mental development" is also bhought

to come from the observation that the human brain reaches its maximum

size between ten to fifteen years of age. Spearman then adds that

"since the genera] ability is so little affected by all the years of
education after puberty, it can have litt1e dependence on education at

al-l" (1914a, p.234i this point rs¡as supposed to have been made by the

aforementioned table of ages and purported grades of ability). It is
seen, then, that since no satisfactory correlation (statistical or

otherwise) is observed by Spearman, he suggest.s that variability in his
general factor is not associated with variability in environmental

sources.

Next, Spearman (1914a) considers evidence from twin studies. He

states that objections maintaÍning that uany observed resemblances

beLween brothers and sist.ers may be due, not to conünon ancestry, but to

common home education, etc' are not insuperable. According to Spearman,

"this [potential role of environment] would be fatal to the procedure as

a self-sufficient mode of investigating heredity, not as a supplement to
the investigation of environmentaL effects" (p.235). Having pointed out

the shortcomings of such twin studies, he continues to state t,hat

the observed values of the correlations can perfectly well

furnish proof that gual-ities are inherited, but it is hard

to see they can ever measure the full amount of this

inheritance. Thus, there seems to be no escape from facing

the problem of heredity in the most direct manner, by

determining the correl-ations between Þarents and offsprinq
(emphasis added; p.235) .

In these situations, statements are made to the effect that correlations
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between parents'and children's status on some guality are at least
partially attributable to varÍability in heredity. Heredity, however,

forms an abstract concept and is not an identified source of
variability. Further, covariation dears with paired values from Èwo

numerical- arrays, each array being characterized by unknown sources of
variability which may or may or not be conìmon to bobh arrays. As a
result, that which accounts for any observed covariation is unknown,

therefore, based on the methodologry, no grounds exist for even Þartia11v
attributing any observed covariation to variabilit.y in some indefinite
physiological process. spearman himself provides an alternatíve
(environmental-) explanation for observed parent-child relationships in a

reference to another researcher. Here, it had been suggested by an

adversary of spearman that the presumed general factor could be

considered to represent "superior discipline". spearman responds by

stating that "no one, it seems safe to assume, will think of attributing
the whole, but only a part, of the observed correlations to such casua]

influences". He justifies this statement by suggesting that
while the innate capacity might mainly make for success in
tests of a highly intellectual nature, the benefits of
superior discipline would be most evident in unremitting
application to tests that were long and dull. But it has

been demonstrated that in the case of two or more such

diverselv acting influences, Èhe correlaÈion between

correlations, far from amounting to the plus unity actually
found, would necessarily have a very low or even minus value

(emphasis added,- p.237) .

The guestion here emerges as to 1gþy Spearman chooses to say that most of
observed covariation may be accounted for by variability in his general

factor, yet (in an equally dogmatic manner) he suggests at the most,

only some E!. of the covariation may be accounted for by variability in
the possible environmental concept labelled as ,,discipline',. Further,
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though both of these concepts represent vague, i11-defined categories,

Spearman is sure that he knows how purported discipline will influence
test-taking behaviour, just as he is sure that purported discipline and

his general factor represent diversely acting or mutually exclusive

sources of variability.

7 .3 Cvril Burt

This largely unitary view of purported intelligence was also

advocaled by sir cyril Burb, who's Later publications involved a more

direct application of the principal components approach. Burt

maintained that in factor analytic studies of presumed tests of
intellectual- skills, the primary principal component represented an

inherited characteristic that could be conceptualized as purported

general intelligence. He deviated from spearman's original position,
however, in that he promoted the notion of special or group factors,
which were taken to represent certain abilities (e.g., verbal or

arithmetic) that were presumed to be subservient to a general

intel-lective factor.

7.3.1- Burt's earlv work. Much of Burt,s earLier work (e.g., 1909)

appears to be based upon Spearman's (1904a) research involving the

notion of tetrad differences and the concept of a general intellective
factor, with the latter being accredited to Galton by both Burt (1909)

and Spearman (1904a). Regarding the methodolog'y, in an 1909 arEicle,
Burt states that "the investigation reported in the following pages was

commenced with a view to testinq in practice the mathematical methods of
Dr. SÞearman" (Burt, 1909, p.95; also p.l_63). Às with Spearman,s

1904(a) "General- intelligence", Burt's (1909) .ExperimenLal tests of
general intelligence" involved correlations between both test variables
and presumed independent estimates of the subjects' inÈe11igence.

Despite this similarity to spearman's work, in a later published

autobiographical articl-e, Burt (1952) maintained that his approach to
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extracting factors emerged not from spearman's, but from pearson's

research. Burt cl-aims that during meetings of a college cl-ub which he

co-founded with some friends, he "outlined a method of factorízíng
correlations (modified from Pearson's) which Ihel subsequently used in
lhis I l-909' article (L952, p. 61) . Ref lecting upon this j_909

publication, Burt (1,952) comments that 'the original object had been to
verify Galton's notion of ogeneral' and "specialo abilities, re-
interpreted in the light of McDougall's hierarchy of intellectual
leveIs, and investigated by the aid of a 'hierarchical series of tests".
Burt continues to state that

my own contribution lay chiefly in the idea of fitting the

tables of inter-correlations with a set of hypothetical
correlations deduced from the ,,highest common factor,,, and

then testing the residual_s for ,,specif ic abilities',. Thiò

meÈhod was in effect a simplified substitute for pearson,s

method of principal axes (!952, p.62).

When this article was eventually published in the British Journal of
psvcholoqv, however, Burt maintains that it had undergone substantial
revision upon the recommendation of the editorial sEaff. The final
product contained no testing of residuals and no substantial reference
to Pearson, though in a much l-ater publication, Burt (1969) briefly
states that the unpublished resul_ts had suggested

smalL but significant clusters of residual correlations,
common to certain limited groups of tests on1y, thus plainly
indicating the presence of certain supplementary abilities.
This seemed to definitely clinch the double hypothesis lof
general and special abilitiesl put forward by Galton (p.60).

This purported existence of a general- factor and presumed special
abilities, however, \,^ras based upon 1-) the non-causal- factor analytic
methodologries and 2) speculation as to the nature of possible sources of
variability relevant to correlations between test scores and supposed
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independenE estimates of purported inEelligence. rn Lhis sense, the
criticisms applied earl_ier to Spearman also apply to Burt.

7.3.2 Bipolar factors. rn his later writings, Burt more freely
employed the principal components approach (as described earlier) in his
extracLion of purported general and group (special) factors. rn
extracting group factors, Burt studied the projections of test vectors
upon the second and subsequent principal components (GouLd, 19g1,

p-286) - For example, Burt noted that if the axis corresponding with the
fírst principar component was to run between relatively distinct
clusters of tests (vectors), thus explaining a maximum amount of
information, the second principal component, which is orthogonal_ to the
first, would be characterized by positive projections from some tests
(or, more specifically, their corresponding vectors), these being
associated with one cluster, and negative projections from others tests
or vectors that are associated with another cluster. BurE referred to
such second and subsequenE axes as "bipolar factorso. These clusÈers of
vectors which projected positively or negatively on the axes were

thought to form the purported special or group factors, which were

interpreted as representing another leve1 in spearman,s hierarchy of
generar and specific factors. Burt (1939b) described this process by

stating that "the general- factor method first strikes an average, and

then expresses further peculiarities as positive or negative deviations
about Èhe general mean,, (p.66). According to Burt,

There is first a comprehensive generar factor, covering all
cognitive activities; next a comparativery sma11 number of
group factors, covering different abilities crassified
according to their form or content rhe whole series
appears to be arrangred on successive 1eve1s, the factors on

the lowest level- being the most specific and most numerous

of all (L949, p.199).

Burt distinguished between four Levels of factors in all. These were l_)
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the presumed general factor, 2) supposed group or special factors

reflecting particul-ar abilities, 3) purported specific factors,
corresponding with Spearman's specific factors and 4) factors regarded

as 'accidentalo, or errors in measurement (Burt, 1"939a). Even Spearman,

in his Abilities of man (1927), was Èo reluctantly suggest that certain
purporEed group factors (i.e., uspecial abilities' such as mechanical

and arithmetic skill) 'possess serious practical conseçßlences', though

he segregated them from his notion of a general intellective factor by

suggesting that similarly to his presumed test specific factors, the

group factors, are "due to past experience rather than to native

aptitude" (1921 ; p.242) .

7.3-3 Unitary intellisence and the IQ. Both Burt and Spearman

provided what was accepted as a theoretical justification for the use of
univariate indices of purported intelligence, such as Binet's concept of
mental age and Stern's intelLigence guotient. fn discussing the two

factor theory, Spearman himself had said, as was previously mentioned,

that it provided "the sole basis for such useful concepts as general

ability or IQ" (1939b, p.79). Burt, on the other hand, expressed a

degree of dissatisfaction with the Binet scales, though on the whole

apparently saw considerable value in them (e.g., BurL, 1974, L952,

L957 ) .

Burt (1914) initially states that Binet is uncl-ear as to what

exactly his scales are intended to assess (though perhaps Binet was most

interested in how his scale covaried with other indices such as academic

performance), yet the former continues to (perhaps erroneously) suggest

that 'his aim appears to have been the measuremenÈ of native

intelligence in terms of its development" (p.38). Burt then asserts

that this involves three assumptions: first, that purporbed intelligence
is a unitary function and can vary between individuals, 2) that
purported intelligence is "native or inborn" and 3) that differences in
amount of purported intelligence thought to be possessed by different
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persons can be measured in terms of age. To Burt, then, the Binet

scafes were intended to assess somethinq which should be identifiable

and known about. In terms of supposed intelligence being 'dependent

upon a single unitary factor" (p.38), Burt states that 'those who have

employed the method of correlation with other experimental tests have

already done much to verify Binet's hypothesisu 1p.a2). Burt saw

purported intelligence, then as a unitarv factor that was iusÈified uP-cq

ttre basis of non-causal methqdofoqy.

?.3.4 Non-causaL models and purported intelliqence as an inherited

characteristic. Burt maintaj-ned that his general factor was

representative not only of a fundamental human feature, but that this

purported qual-ity was genetically inherited. His justification for this

assertion again Seems to emerge from a misUse of the non-caUsal

approach. For example, in support of his hereditarian position, he

refers to an article by Pearson (see Pearson, 1904):

Professor Karl Pearson and others have found that the degree

of resemblance between parents and offspring or between

brothers and sisters is much the same for intelligence,

estimated by Eeachers' impressions, as it is for other

mental and physical characteristics; the co-efficient of

correlation is, as a ru1e, approximately '5 (1'914, p'42) '

yet in 1909, Burt had referred to what is presumed to be this particular

study (no explicit refererrce was given beyond Pearson's name and a

general description, whi-ch is highly similar to Pearson, 1-904), and in a

recognition of the limitations of a non-causal approach, had stated that

purported intelligence, as assessed by Eeachers' raÈings, could uwith

equal probability be handed down by training and tradition, and re-

acguired by each succeeding generation through imitation and habit'

Prof- Pearson's results are, therefore inconclusive" (l-909, p.170).

Although Burt is aware of such methodological IimiEations, also in

the previously cited 1914 article, Burt, in a recognition of the
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potential role of environmental- factors in test score variability,
states that

no doubt, whatever tests are eventually selected must

inevitably be influenced in some degree by acquired

dexterity or repeated training: but, if so, the only

scientific procedure is to measure the degree of influence

[of environmental factors] and, according to its amount,

either discard the test or allow for practice. This can

onlv be done bv a statistical method, like correlation
(emphasis added; p.44) .

But to measure a "degree of influence", one must isolate the possible

source of variability which is to be assessed. correlation, however,

says nothing of variability associated with identified sources; it deals

specifically with variables representing unknown sources of variation.
This confusion is again seem in Burt,s (1914) assertion that

correlation is essential to indicate kinds of tests most

closely related to intelligence, to seLect the forms of
those tests which are most reliable and self-consistent,
and, finally, to solve the more fundamental and prior
problems as to the nature of general- intelligence and of the

various specific mental_ capacities (emphasis added; p.!52).
The question remains, however, of since no sources of variability are
idenEified in a correration, how may one determine what, if anything,
accounts consistently for the covariation?

As further purported evidence of the hereditarian thesis, Burt

refers to data gathered from sLudies of siblings and studies of twins
who were raised in separate environmenLs. such evidence, however, may

be guestioned on two fronts. Firstly, it has been suggested that much

of what Burt considered to be his most persuasive data (on studies of
twins) was fabricated and that two of his research assistants, .Margaret

Howard" and'Miss J. conway", either never actually existed or had no
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contact with Burt in the manner suggest.ed by publications and reported
studies (Evans & vtaites , L9gi,,. E\rsenck & Kamin, 19g1; Gould, 19g1,
p.235) . with regard to such evidence, Gould (19g1_) states that

Princeton psychologist Leon Kamin first noted that, while
Burt had increased his sampre of twins from fewer Ehan

twenty to more than fifty in a series of calculations, the
average correl-ation between pairs for rQ remained unchanged

to the third decimar place - a statistical situation so

unrikely thaE it matches our vernacular definition of
impossible (p.235) .

Kamin himself described these correlations as ,quite J_iterally
incredible" (E\rsenck & Kamin, 1991, p.100). rn discussing some of this
suspect research (before it was ever questioned), Burt (1955) had
perhaps abtempted to 1ay the groundwork for absolving himsel_f of
responsibility for this issue, commenting that nr gave correlations
obtained originally from surveys in Ehe London school-s, and supplemented
them by further data col-l-ected by Miss conr¡¡ay, who had been responsible
for the f inal computations', (p.167 ) .

of this purported data, perhaps BurÈ,s (1955) most persuasive
statistic was a correl-ation invol-ving the "final assessments" of
intelligence between groups of identical twins that were raised apart.
Here, the correlation was found to be .g76 and was generally taken as
evidence that purported intelligence is inherited. consider, however,
the nature of the study. Burt (1955) dealt with two sets of scores,
with the score for each sibling in one array being pai.red with that of
his or her relative in the other array. These scores were derived as a
composite of scores on an unspecified individual_ and an unspecified
group test of purported intelligence. The corresponding numerical
arrays of composite scores, then, reflected a set of potentially unique
unknown sources of variability for one array and a set of potentiarry
unigue unknown sources of variability for the other array. Due to the
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indefinite naEure of these sources, to automatically attribute some

portion of the observed covariation to variability in genetic

characteristics is highly questionable, as this represents only a

restatement of an original supposition: if monozygoLíc twins reared

apart obtain similar Èest scores, then test score is genetically

determined; twin's test scores are simiJ-ar, therefore, test score is

genetically determined. Despite the fact thaE based upon the non-causal

methodologry, one cannot determine if any, let alone how much variability

relevant to the observed covariation may be accounted for by variability

in genetíc constitution separated from other potentially systematic

factors, alternative environmental- explanations, for example, are

automatically discounted. One may also speculate, for example, that

variability associated with some combination of genetic and

environmental factors (perhaps interacting in a dynamic manner with

numerous sources of variability) accounts for the observed covariation.

Although siblings reared apart were raised in different homes, they may,

for example, have tended to be raised withj.n the same socio-cu1tural and

economic context. This suggestion appears to be more credible if one

considers that it seems unlikely that adoption agencies would open their

files to Burt and his purported colleagues. Conseguently, it is

possible thaL much of Burt's sample (supposing it existed) was composed

of "known" cases where siblings were raised by relatives or in similar

community settings. This assertion would seem to gain some support from

a foobnote where Burt (l-955) comments that 'the handful of monozygotic

twins reared apar! is decidedly smal1 [l}=131] (and is the outcome of a

quest that has lasted for over forty years)" (p.L67). Such possible

sources of variability, however, do not seem to be considered in t.he

analysis.

7.3.5 Burt and reification. As Goul-d (1981) notes, Burt is

somewhat inconsistent in his

that 'a facEor is primarily a

propensities to reification.
principle of cl-assification

He will state

and nothing
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more' (1939a, p.84¡ t949), yet in other places he was to comment tshat

"to Professor Spearman we o\¡re a series of brilliant demonstrations of
the existence of a central factor, commonly termed, general ability'
(L9L4, p.42) and that urecent discussions on the new revision of the

Binets scale ... have once again raised the fundamental question as to

the nature and relative importance of the factors !ba! degermi¡e ÞUççe€E

or failure in the severaL tests" (Burt & John, 1942, p.117).

Vnlhen discussing factors Ín relation to purported abilibies, Burt

(1-944), in accord with Thurstone, who states Ehat 'an ability is a trait
defined by what an individual can doo (where a trait is defined as "any

attribute Ii.e., property] of an individual"; Thurstone, 1935, p.48),

asserts that "abilities are undoubtedly factors, but I should at the

same time insist that factors are not necessarily abilities" (p.85).

Consequently, although Burt bel-ieves that factors cannot automatically

be assumed to represent some transcendant, unitary, fundamental human

property, he maintains that they may potentially be thought of as such.

This view is perhaps refl-ected in his later attempt to define purported

intelligence in a manner in which he sees as being in accord with BineÈ

and Gal-ton as "the innate general factor underlying all cognitive

activities" (1957, p.173) .

While Burt was somewhat careful in terms of the status he ascribed

to facLors (though he did stil1 see them as potentially representing

human properties), he was perhaps more definite in terms of his
reification of conceptual understandings. This is to say that it could

perhaps be said that the object of Burt's research was to justify the

presupposed notion of intel-ligence as a unitary human property. In
1909, Burt had stated that

an investigation of "General Intelligenceo Ehus leads to
three main enguiries: - (i) can its presence be det.ected and

its amount measured? (ii) can its nature be isolated and

its meaning analysed? (iii) is its development
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predominantly determined by environmental influence and

individual acquisition, or is it rather dependent upon the

inheritance of a racial character or family trait? (p.96)-

In none of Èhese sLatements is the notion of general intelligence, ín

and of itself, questioned. Burt merely asks if it may be 'deÈectedo or

not. Although Burt perhaps (aÈ times) saw purported unitary

inte11ígence as equivalent to Spearman's (1904a) general factor, he also

seems to ascribe a transcendant guality to presumed "general

inteltigence", describing this assumed entity (two pages before the

previous guote) as a "particular mental character which in importance is

perhaps above all supreme" (1909, P.94), and which should be

investigated in terms of its "nature" and "meaning".

The reification of the concept of general intelliqence is also

suggested through certain conclusions drawn from research. Burt (1909),

as had Spearman (1904a), secured supposed independent estimates from

school masters of subjects' purported intelligence and had administered

a number of tests to each individual. In soliciting these estimates of

presumed intelligence, Burt had refrained from suggesting Eo his raters

what he intended this term to mean. Consequently, his presumed

independent estimates of purported intelligence would reflecE a non-

specified, cornmon parlance understanding. Nevertheless, despite a lack

of understanding as to what, if anything, purported intelligence may be

conceptualized as, in his conclusions, he claimed that through the

administration of several appropriate tests, one is able to

arrange a group of boys in an order of intelligence, which

shafl be decidedly more accurate than the order given by

scholastic examinations Ischool grades], and probably more

accurate than the order given by the [schooli master

(p. 159 ) .

This presents the curious situation of a test being seen as more

accurate than certain independent criteria of that which v/as never
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defined in the first place. This is to say that although Burt (1909)

reported not defining purported intelligence for any of his raters, he

sees a composite test score as being more predictive of that which was

never explicated than the purported criteria. Later, with reference to
'the term InEelligence", Burt states that

v/e may eventually seek the psycho-physical basis, underlying

this capacity, in a particular characteristic of general

neural- constitution; the accenEuation of such a neural
characteristic wouÌd then produce bhe type of mind known as

intelligent, while its biological inheritance would form.the
condition of the transmissibility of the mental trait
(p.169 ) .

As in the case of Spearman, the notj-on of a general intellective factor
is thought to have a potential biological basis and is seen as a

unitary, fundamental human property. In this sense, Burb appears to
have reified both the factor and the common parlance notion associaÈed

with the factor.

7.4 Multiple factor theories of intellÍqence: L. L. Thurstone

By the 1930's, methodological developments had al_Iowed for
aLternative approaches to extracting factors from matrices of
correlations. Essentially, a view was advocated whereby clusters of
vectors were thought to be best explained if one was to rotate factor
axes from their principal components orientation to that of what was

cal-led *simple structure". The overall goal was to position axes near

clusters of vectors. Thurstone (1934a) explains this situation with
reference to the possible case where scores on a seL of tests are

thought to correspond with two distinct cl-usters of vectors (i.e., the
tests may be divided into two seLs, with tests within each set

correlating highly with each other and tests from one set correlating
with tests from the other set vrith lesser magnitudes). rn such cases,
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an unrotated solution is thought to represent an average of Ehe clusEers

of vectors (the principal axis fatls between the clusEers), whereas by

rotating the axes, each axis will fa]l within or near one of the

clusters and will be thought to represent it. 'tdhen factor solutions are

rotated, however, the presumed general intelligence factor is

subordinated Eo the resulting numerous smaller factors which were

thought to represent specific abilities.

L. L. ThursÈone applied this process of rotating factor solutions

to his research and advocated a viewpoint, which, as summarized by

Boring (1950), held that

there are a great many factors which enter into all sorts of

combinations in specific skill"s, but a few of these factors

are more generally invol-ved than others in successful human

activity and these may be regarded as primarv mental

abilities (p.516).

Thurstone (L946, 1952) suggests that his first major statement of this

view was in an article published in Psvchometrika in 1936. Here, 250

students completed 56 different tests that were thought to be

representative of concepts including purported verbal, numerical,

logical, memory and visuo-spatial abilities. Approximately 1600

correlations were cal-cuLated and 12 factors t{ere extracEed which were

thought to "account for these relations among the 56 tests' (!946,

p. 104; 193 6 ) .

1.4.1 Thurstone's methodological iustification. In terms of

meÈhodological approaches, Thurstone (1940) initially cauÈioned that

Spearman's general- factor may be nothing more than a statistical

artifact:

We must guard against the simple, but common, error of

merely taking a first principal componenE in a test

battery and then calling it a general factor. Such a factor

can al-ways be found routinely for any seL of positively
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correlated tests, and it means nothing more or less than the

average of all abilities called for by the battery as a

whol-e. Consequently, it varies from one battery to another

and has no fundamental psychological significance beyond the

arbitrary collection of tests that anyone happens to put

together for a factor analysis (p.208) .

In defence of tshe approach which Thurstone criticised, Burt (1-944),

however, had stated that

the data to be analysed and the tests to be employed must be

determined by the particular hypothesis to be examined. If
we are seeking to verify the view that there is a single
general factor of intel-ligence underlying all intellectual
processes, then a reasonably large and reasonably

representative sample of those particular processes must be

included in the battery (p.92) .

Burt, then, saw nothing essentially wrong with establishing a collection
of tests in a manner in which he believed would provide support for the

notion of a general factor of purported intelligence. In fact, he

suggested that "once such a factor has been definitely established, r$¡e

may preserve stability by constructing a standard test. (or seL of tests)
which may serve to measure it in different inguiries, (1-944, p.92). Às

an example, Burt cited "the Binet tests".

Thurstone had an additional complaint regarding the methods of his
predecessors. Burt, as had Spearman, had adhered to a unitary
perspective, maintaining that bipolar factors represent specific
abilities subsumed under general intelligence. Thurstone (1940), on the

other hand, held the opposite view and stated that in the case of an

unrotated solution,

there is difficulty in the int.erpretation of negative

entries in the factor matrix [F; a matrix containing

correl-ations between individual- tests and each extracted
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factorl . À negative entry in F would have t.o be interpreted
to mean that the possession of an ability has a detrimental
effect on the test performance. One can readily understand

how the possession of a certain ability can aid in test
performance, and one can imagine that an ability has no

effect on test performance, but it is difficult Eo think of
abilities that are as often detrimental as helpful in test
perf ormances (p. 1-93 ) .

Here, Thurstone equates factors with abiliEies or human properties and

proposes as a solution (1934b, 1940) to these supposed problems, the

previously mentioned rotation of factor axes:

The problem of finding the riqht factorial matrix out of an

infinite number of factorial matrices remained a stumbling

block until I found the principle that I have called simple

structure (emphasis added; 1940, p.192).

This notion of simple sLructure may be conceptualized in the following
way.

7.4.2 The criterion of simple structure. Thurstone suggested that
if one has a variety of tests of varying types, each individual test is
not likely to require all the "abilities" that the entire test battery
requires. some tests will require certain abirities which are not

related to others. If these assumptions hold and if one assumes that a

factor could represent an ability, then ít could be expected that
there shoul-d be a large number of zero entries, or nearly
vanishing entries, in the factor matrix F. This gives a

leverage on the rotational problem of finding the riqhb

factorial matrix. Let us find a factor matrix which has a

very large number of zero val_ues or nearly vanishing enEries

(emphasis added, t940, p.193).

Elaborating upon this point, Thurstone (1934a, 1940) suggests that
the correcl factor matrix for cognitive tesLs does not have
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many negative entries, and preferably it should have none at

all. Now it so happens, over and over again, that when a

factor matrix is found with a very large number of zeto

entries, the negative entries disappear at the same time.

The reason is probably to be found in the underlying

distinct mental processes that are involved in the different

tasks. In other words, the results point to the conclusion

that mind is not a structurel-ess mass, but that it is

structured into constellations or groupings of processes

that can be identified as distinct functions in the test

performances. These are what I have called primary menÈal

abilities or traits (1940, pp. l-93-194).

Burt (1939a), however, would defend negative entries on the grounds that

research purportedly supports the notion that certaJ-n presumed abil-ities

may interfere wiEh acquisitions of others. This latter point may be

more clearly expressed in Burt's (1939b) assertion that

every teacher knows good performance in (say) manual

subjects is very frequently an indirect compensatory result

of lack of ability in other subjects, particularly Ehe more

formal . . . ì still more often, the possession of high ability

in one direction (e.9., Engl-ish composition) may be

detrimental- to normal exertion in other directions (e.9.,

guality of handwriting or arithmetic) (p.57).

Consequently, it is seen that Burt and Thurstone differ in opinion, and

that their resÞective theoretical orientations influence their

perceptions of what thev would consider to be appropriate factor

analvtic methods.

To Thurstone (1936, L940), then, 'a factor analysis for the

isolation of primary mental abilities has, generally, two separate

stages, namely: ufirst, " in correspondence with the methods of Burt,

"the factoring of the correlation matrix, and, second, the rotaEion of
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the reference frame in the common-factor spaceo (1940, p.21_g).

T\¡ddenham (L962) provides a clear description of this entire process,

which he sees as consisting

of "factoring" (in a sense analogous to that in which

polynomials are factored in algebra) a tabl_e composed of
intercorrel-at.ions among tests, to obtain the correlations
(i.e., loadings) between each one of the real_ tests and a

new set of hypothetical variables ca1led 'reference" factors
The reference factors are then transformed (i.e.,

"rotated" ) into a set of fÍnal factors such that each one

has very high correlations with a few tests and correlations
as near zero as possible with Èhe rest, a state of affairs
called "simple structure,' (p.509) .

This criterion of simple structure, however, could be approached from

two different technical perspectives.

7 .4.3 Correlatip¡e èe!¡¿9en purported abilities. Rotation to
simple structure could adopt one of two orientations. fn accord with
traditional factor analytic views, one could ensure that the factors
were orthogonal or independent of each other by rotating the axes so as

to ensure a 90o separation between them (i.e., SE 90o = 0, therefore
the correlation between the factor axes equals 0). rt was found,

however, that when individuals are evaluated as to their status on the
purported abilities, the factors are correlated with one another. rn
such a situation, Thurstone (l-948) maintained that correlated abilities
could be represented in factor analysis Lhrough obligue solutions, where

facÈor axes were rotated in accord v,¡ith the criteria of simple structure
but did not have to remain orthogonal to one another (i.e., separated by

90").

Since the axes of obligue soLutions were not perpendicuLar to one

another, Èhen the factors represented by the axes would correlate wi¡h
one another to the extend associated with the geometric angle between
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them. In an attempt to explain correlations between factors, Thurstone
(1946, 7948) suggests Ehat

our present interpretation is that there exists what we have

ca1led a second-order factor which is more fundamental than
the primary. If this central factor exists, then it
facilitates the function of all the primary or special
abilities. our present interpretation is that the central

discussinq. rt has been found that some of the primary
facÈors are more heavily saturated with this central factor
than others (emphasis added; L946, p.l_10).

Here, Thurstone, as did spearman and Burt, suggests thaÈ the acceptance
of a general factor is essential, !et, as \das noEed, this purported
general factor is subordinated to the presumed primary factors. Again
emphasizing this point, Thurstone (J,946) suggesÈs that

there seems to exist a large number of special abilities
that can be identified as primary abilities by Ehe factorial
methods, and underlvinq these special abil_ities there seems

to exist some central energizing factor which promotes the
activity of alr these special abilities (emphasis added;
p.110).

The present criticism of this perspective, however, follows the same

lines as before. The factoriar. method, being based upon covariation,
has identified nothing tangible. Primary abilities have been justified
soreJ-y on the basis of specurative exÈrapolation and consequently, are
fabrications. As is reinforced by ThursLone's purported .discoveryo of
a general factor (which he relegates to a position of secondary
importance), both the unitary and multi-factor theories of purporÈed
intetligence depend on similar types of data which refl-ect similar types

nce on all al abilit
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of trends. Whether one assigns primacy to a unitary factor (unrotated

solution) or to multipre factors (rotated solution) appears to depend

largery on one's preconceived convictions and may be reflected in the

manner in which he or she may manipulate the data. Factor analysis
provides no magical- means of identifying any sources of variability
(again, see Anastasi, 1983, 1-985 ) .

'7 .4.4 Thurstone's reified dimensions. It is interesting to note

that if one was to accept this factor analytic methodology, the

purported primary abilities could have been considered as faculties of
the sort which cattell would have hoped to *discover',. rn Thurstone,s

The vectors of mind (1935), he states that,,factor analysis is
reminiscent of faculty psychology. It is true that the object of factor
analysis is to discover the mental- facul-ties" 1p.53) . Note here the

manner in whi-ch the purported faculties are thought to be entities that
may be discovered. Just as spearman and Burt held that a unitary
intelligence existed as a fundamental human property with a biological
basis, Thurstone commenced from a faith in the existence of primary

abilities, at least some of which were thought to have physical

substrates. rn discussing Godfrey Thomson's sampling theory, Thurstone

(1-940) suggests some of the forms in which he believes his purported

abilities may be found:

Some of the primary factors may turn out to be defined by

endocrinological effects; others may be defined in
biochemical- or biophysical parameters of t.he body fl-uids or
of the central nervous sysLem,. other primaries may be

defined by neuroJ-ogical or vascular relations in some

anatomical- locus,' stilÌ others may invorve para¡neters in the

dynamics of the autonomic system; still others may be

defined in terms of experience and schooling (p.203).

Further, in eguating his factors with purported unitary abilities,
Thurstone (i-934b) suggests that
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by unitary ability is

siqnificanL because of

here meant an abilitv which is

its identification with phenomena

extraneous to the test scores and their intercorrelations.

It is my present belíef that the unitary abilities have

genetic significance and that it wifl be possible eventually

to identify the special abilities geneEically (emphasis

added; p.l-30).

Consequently, Thurstone did not see his factors as nothing more than

either mathematical abstractions or predictive or analytical bools.

Rather, he came to view them as transcendant aspects of a purported

reality, variability in which was thought to account for variabilitsy in

certain behaviours (as an example, Thurstone []-9481 suggested that

variabil-ity in certain forms of presumed aphasic behaviour could be

accounted for in terms of variabiliEy in individuals' purported

proficiency in specific verbaf factors).

Again emphasizing his belief in the purported reality of his

factors, Thurstone (1946) stated that

when the analytical results have been obtained the final

interpretation consists in discovering the nature that has

been shown Èo be presenL in one group of tests and absent in

the other tests (emphasÍs added; p.106).

Lamenting the criticisms of this tendency to reify, in an

autobiographical article, he writes that "a curious type of criticism

has been made of my attempt to give meaningful interpretation Eo the

factorial parameters. I can hardly imagine a more absurd type of

criticism and yet it is very conìmonJ-y made' (1952, PP.3l-5-31-6).

7 .5 Factors as abstractions

Each individual considered chose to mathematically manipulate

unknown sources of variabiJ-ity in a fashion that each believed woul-d

allow him to support a particular hypothesis. For example, the
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derivation of Spearman's tetrad differences formula was based upon the

premise that there may be some transcendant, general intell-ective
factor, which could be "partialled out" of a correlational relationship
between two variabfes. This asserEion, however, required Ehat one make

certain assumptions regarding the nature of mathematical facEors.

Specifically, iÈ was assumed that cerÈain factors represented some

unitary, fundamental- human property with a genetic etiolog"y. It is
currently suggest,ed, however, that such factors, being reformulations of
correlations between pairs of variables, each separaEely reflecting
unknown, potentially unique sources of variability, are merely

mathematical summaries of that contained within the original correlation
matrix. In a simil-ar sense, Tuddenham (1962) states that, 'the Spearman

and Thurstone conceptualizations ... are not contradictory, but merely

alternative descriptions of the set of rel-ationships appearing in the

original correlation matrix" (p.510; it might be added that numerous

other factor analytic solutions coul-d be derived other than those

favoured by Spearman and Thurstone).

Regarding T\¡ddenham's comment, this E, at least to some extent,
acknowledged by the theorists themselves. Thurstone (L934) commented

that "the tetrad difference method is a special case of the present

multiple factor theorem" (p.12) and Burt (L939b) states that an

unrotated solution "magnifies t.he contribution of the first factor at
the expense of the secondary factors, " while a solution rotated to
simple structure "magnifies the contribution of the secondary or group

factors at the expense of the first" (p.66). Yet each promotes their
approach as Ehe ucorrect" method and each identifies the notion of
intelligence with their corresponding, purportedly transcendant factors.
What purported intel-ligence is, according to these individuals, may be

explained through non-causal analyses. As has been argued and as

Anastasi (1983) notes, however, the factors extracted through factor
analysis
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are simply an expression of a correl-ation among behavioural-

measures. They are not underlying entities or causaL

factors, but descriptive categories. Hence it is
conceivable that different principles of classification may

be appJ-icabl-e to the same data (p.177) .

Further, in a discussion of univariate and multivariaÈe conceptions of
purported intelligence and the intercorrelations of factors (Thurstone

considered the higher order purported general intellective factor to be

of secondary importance to the correlated "primary" factors), Anastasi

(1,985) comments that "no one l-evel necessarily yields the basic or
primary factors' (p.131). Perhaps it might be added that no one of the

aLternative conceptions necessarily refJ-ects anything unitary or

fundamental about the human condition.

The Justification of Fabricated Constructs Through

Non-Causal Models

This coll-ection of methods (re1iability, validity and factor
analysis) was to be synthesized under the rubric of "construct validity"
(APA, L952, 1954; Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), which

was seen as a method of justifyinq supposed "theoreticaln constructions.

As has been stated, all these methods were based upon non-causal models,

where no possible sources of variability were identified, yet the

purpose of construct validity was to legitimate a purported source of
discernible variability.

Àn interesting feature of construct validity was its largely
uncritical acceptance by the test.ing domain (Rogers, 1988a). This would

appear to suggest a willingness on the part of the psychological

community to use assumed or fabricaLed concepts (what Cronbach and Meehl

[]-9551 were to refer to as "Eheoretical" entities) as potential sources

of variability reLevant to variation in certain phenomena. Construct
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validity, however, would further obscure the methodological limitations
of the non-causal model, upon which it was builE.

8.1 Construct validitv

B-l-.1 Justification of ,theoreticaL, constructions. The

conceptual underpinnings of construct validity were proposed in 1-952 in
the APA's "Technical recommendations for psychological bests and

diagnostic techniques: Preliminary proposal,. The committee members

responsibLe for this document were Lee J. cronbach (chairman), E. s.
Bordin, J. c. chal"l-man, H. s. conrad, Lloyd G. Humphreys, paul J. Meehl

and Donald E. Super. These individuals maintained Èhat .validity is not
an absolute characteristic of a test' (ÀpA, j,952, p.467) . Rather, a

particular scal-e could possess varying degrees or otypes, of validity,
these being designated as predictive, status, content and congruent

validities (status validity was to be renamed oconcurrento valid.ity in
the final draft of the recommendations; ApA, j-954). rt was t,he notion
of congruent validity that. paved the way for the justification of
purported constructs:

congruent validity j_s ordinarily studied when we have

several- indirect measures of some quality or trait, and wish
to show that the test measures this quality. None of the

test measures may be a good criterion measure of the gualiby
which concerns the tester, yet all of the measures support

each other. Here the trait or quality is of central
importance, rather than the test behaviour per se or the

criterion used (emphasis added; ApA, 1952, p.469).

In the final draft of "Technical recommendaEions for psychological tests
and diagnostic techniques" (APA, L954), this notion of ,congruent

validity' was renamed as "construct validity, and it was stated thaÈ "in
studies of construct validity we are vaLidating the theory underlying
the test". Thus, constructions were equated with theories, Further, it
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was re-iterated that oconstruct validity is ordinarily studied when the
tester has no definitive criterion measure of the guality with which he

is concerned and must use indirect measures to validate the theory"
(p.14). Again, this vagueness of t.he construction is conveyed in the
assertion that

the problem of construct validity becomes especially acute
in the clinical field since for many of the constructs deal_t

with it is not a question of finding an imperfect criterion
buE of finding any criterion at al-I (pp.14_15).

Consequently, a construction represents some indefinite, fabricated (or
what cronbach & Meehr call- "theoretica],,) category that is not
completely defined. Àlthough the APA guidelines were somewhat wague as
to how one would aEtempt to establish whether a test ,nhad construct
validity" or not, an article appearing the following year in
Psvcholoqical Bulletin was to clarify the position.

In this subseguent elaboration of the notion of construct validity,
cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggest that meaning of constructions are
partially defined by a "nomological network", or an 'interlocking system
of laws which constitute a theory', (p.290). The word ulaw,, seems to be

used rather loosely, however, as most (if not all) of the relationships
in a network would simply involve covariation. This is to say that
evidence of construct val-idity was to come from studies of group
differences, correlation matrices, correlations with other tests and
criteria, factor analysis, studies of internal structure and studies of
change over occasions (the ì-atter tv¡o representing, essentialry, test
reliability) . Each of these purported types of evidence wilr be

considered individually, but for now one may simply state that in such
nomological networks, al-1 sources of variability are unknown. A

coherent neLwork based on such evidence, therefore, provides no basis
for asserting that a common source of variability accounts for
relationships between its components.
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network of hypothesized (or observed) correlational relationships may be

either 'remote from observation" (i-e., unobservable and therefore not
directJ-y quantifiable), or 'observabl-e properties or quantities'. rf
the predicted rel-ationships (correlations) between the components of the
nomological- network could be empirically demonstrated, then it was

believed that evidence of construct validity had been provided.
Àccording to Cronbach and Meehl,

'[1]earning more about' a theoretical construct is a matEer

of elaborating the nomological network in which it occurs,
or of increasing the definiteness of t.he components (p.290) -

rn a related sense, the ApA committee (1954) had suggested that
the construct itseJ-f undergoes modification as evidence

accumul-ates. we do not merely alter our confidence in the
correctness of the construct, or in the estimates of its
magnitudes, but we actually reformulate or clarify our

characterization of its nature on Èhe basis of new data
(p.16) .

As it developed and expanded, a nomol-ogical network which partiallv
defined the construction \,{as expected accommodate associations with
other esEab]ished constructions (cronbach & MeehL, l_955 , p.291,) , though
it is not suggested thaÈ the construction woul-d ever be totally defined.
Inlhen dealing with a methodology which reflects onJ-y unknown sources of
variability, however, one must question how greater clarity in the
understanding of purported constructs could possibly be attained. As

has been suggested, nothing is identified through the methodology,
therefore, cl-arification of the purported components and extension of
the network would rest l-argelv on rational analvsis (or speculationl

relationships (e.g., consider the three examples that were present.ed in
the initial discussion of the non-causal- model and the manner in which

Id as easi
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networks of covariation involving moderator variables or spurious

correLations could result in confusion).

8.1.2 Concerns with consttUct ve_li_d=iq¿. As was stabed, the
purpose of the present thesis is bo point out the inappropriate manner

in which non-causal model-s have been and continue to be used to make

attribution statements which are often associated with the reification
of screening or classification test scores as well as constructions. ft
was suggested that the notion of construct validation contributes to
these two issues. specifically, with respect Eo inappropriate
attribution statements, it may be noted that the "network justification"
rests heavily on non-causal methodology. This raises concerns as it is
not methodologically justifiable for one to assLrme t.hat he or she may

abstract a universal discernible or ascertainable element (construction)
from the covariation associated with a particular test and another test
or criterion. secondly, since the approach is often taken to suggest

that a common source of variability underlies the network of
relationships, it would seem to invite the reification of constructions.
Each of these points may be consi_dered in turn.

8.2 Attribution statements based on non-causal- methods

It was stated earLier that construct validity was based upon non-

causal- methodology. rn order to understand this point, it will be

necessary to consider some of the literature elaborating upon the notion
of construct validation, specifically Cronbach & Meehl,s 1955 articl_e.

cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggest that construct validation
represents no specific procedure and corresponds with no single
numerical index, but rather, refers to a particuLar methodological

strategy. Evidence of purported construct validity is, as was

mentj-oned, associated with a variety of sources which, when considered
as a whole, are believed to indicate the degree to which the
construction is "val-id". These purported types of evidence may be
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associated with the fol_lowing designations.

. One source of evidence is
believed to come from studies of group differences (i.e., how well the
test can predict differences or concurrently distinguish between groups
of subjects) . As an example, cronbach and Meehl- (1955) cite Thurstone
and chave, who believed they could enhance the validitsy of the presumed
scale for Measuring Attitude Toward church by observing differences in
scores between church attenders and non-church attenders. rn this
instance, the purported construction, loosely termed attitude Eowards

church, r^ras not identif ied as a source of variability, but rather, as
cronbach and Meehl (1955) state, it was ,the crude sociological fact of
church attendance", or already existing variability, that was thouqht to
form an identified component. rn this situaLion, 1) an assumption is
made that church attendance is associated with something that may be
called attitude towards church, and 2) the researcher would be dealing
with pre-existing variation and since subjects are not randomly assigned
to groups (i.e., subjects are "self-serected', in terms of group
membership), one would be unable to concl-ude that Èhe church attendance
variabl-e was not inextricably combined with potentially systematic
unknown sources of variability, thus forming what shephard. (r-9g1) ca11s
a "complex variable" (p.1?). One potentially systematic between group
difference could involve chronological age. o]der individuals may

attend church more often than younger individuals, may on average have
less formal education and may view abstract concepts (such as may
pertain to a religion) differentJ-y than their younger counterparts.
This variability associated with one's attitude towards abstract
concepts may not correspond closely with what is expected to be assessed
by the test (i.e., variability in attitude towards church scores could
reflect variability in amount of formal education, much as variability
in purported tests of interligence is often thought to reflect
variability in amount of formal education,. see Botwinick ti.9g4l and
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Labouvie-Vief [1985] on aging, education and conceptual understandings).

Further potential explanations coul-d invoLve systematic variabiliby
associated with purported socioeconomic status or more general cultural
bel-iefs. Thus, as previously discussed in the section on what were

ca1led 'pseudo-causal modelsu, such analyses of between group

differences confuse causal and non-causal methodologies, since any

source of variability that is thought to be idenbified is pot.entially
confounded by sysÈematic unidentified variability associated with
subject self-selection. The structure of such studies does not permit

the el-imination of potentialJ-y systematic unknown sources of variability
and consequently, in this case, the most that can be said is that test
score appears to covary with church attendance.

8.2.2 Çorrelation matrices. A second line of evidence of

construct val-idity is berieved to come from correLation matrices.

cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggest Ehat when a test is advocated as a

measure of "something' (i.e., a purported construct), correlations wi¡h
supposedly independent criteria (thought to be relevant to the

construction) are assumed to provide evidence of that concept's value
(this view seeming to correspond with GaIton,s earlier assertions

regarding presumed independent criteria). fn a Èest of purported

anxiety proneness, for example, the subjects' scores on the scal-e may be

correlated with scores on presumed indices of palmar sweatingr,

fraternity brothers' ratings of tenseness, intellectual abilities under

expectation of an eLectric shock and the Taylor Ànxiety scale (p.283).

In correspondence with this latter criterion (the Taylor Anxiety Scale),

Cronbach and Meehl suggest that 'if two tests are presumed to measure

the same construcE, a correl-ation between them is predicted' (p.zg7).

They further suggest that "neqative resultso, or the failure to observe

a correlation with indices that are hypothesized to be unrelated to the
purported construction, would a1low one to discount these potenLial

rival explanations as they are presumed not to assess the same sources
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of varíabi1ity.

This assessment of both expected and unexpected correlations (non-

causal models) under a variety of methods \¡ras to form the basis of

Campbell and Fiske's (1959) justification of constructions through

purported observation of convergent and discriminant validity. Here,

evidence of construcÈ validity was thought to be atÈainable through

correlational relationships in a'mul-titrait-multimethod matrix". In

order to implemenE this procedure, at least two purported traits
(constructs) and two methods of assessing each assumed t.rait were

reguired. Each purported trait was to be evaluated by each of the

methods (e.9., peer reports and test score) and Ehe resulting

correLations were to be recorded in a matrix. Convergent validity was

assumed if indices of a purported trait determined by one method

cor:'elated highly with indices of the same trait assessed by other

methods. If high correlations were found, this was taken as evidence of

construct validity as the purported construction was thought to account

for variability independently of the method by which it was presumably

assessed. The assessment of what was Eo be called 'discriminant
validity", on the other hand, required the satisfaction of three

conditions. Firstly, the correlations between different indices of the

same purported trait \,üere to be larger in magnitude than correlations

between different presumed traits assessed by different methods.

Secondly, correlations between different methods of assessing the same

presumed trait should be larger in magnitude than correlations between

similar methods of assessing different supposed traits and finaI1y, Èhe

same general pattern of correlational- relationships should be observed

between purported traits regardless of the method by which they are

assessed. Through this approach, it was thought that one could

determine whether some parL of the variability within a test or scale

was attributable to variability associated with a single unitary
construction and not to variability associated with other presumed
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construcEions or methods of presumed assessment. As has been argued,

however, variation within a variable cannot be attributed to variability
in some source on the basis of a non-causal- analysis, as all sources of

varÍability pertinent to the rel-ationship are unknown.

Thus, through the assessment of convergent and discriminant

validity, based soIely in non-causal methodologry, it was expected thab

the purported constructions couLd be eval-uated in Èerms of whether or

not they could be conceptualized as unitary sources of variabiJ.ity.
Campbell and Fiske's (1959) intentions, however, were not tso suggest

that the multitrait-multimethod matrix provide comprehensive evidence of
construct validity. Rather, they suggest that before the construction

may be evaluated in relation to a network of hypot.hesized predictions,

the value of the construction itself must be established:

we believe that before one can test the relationshíps
between a specific trait and other traits, one must have

some confidence in one's measure of that trait. Such

confidence can be supported by evidence of convergent and

díscriminant validation (p. l-00 ) .

ft seems to be suggested, then, that the "mul-titrait-multimethod" matrix

is to provide a means of assessing whether a presumed construct forms a

unitary source of variability that may be subsequenÈIy elaborated upon.

Extending upon this, the authors eguate purported traits or

constructs with "response tendencies" which can be 1) ,observed under

more than one experimental condition' (here oexperimenEal condition,
means only "method of assessment'n) and 2) 'meaningfully differentiated
from other traits" (p.l-00). fn this sense, some quality of independence

appears to be ascribed to the purported response tendencies in that they

are seen to be indicative of unitary sources of variability and

gualitatively different from other presumed response tendencies or

traits. Again emphasizing this belief in independent, unitary
structures, the authors state that
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psychologists today should be concerned not with evaluating
tests as if the tests were fixed and definitive, but rather
with developing better tests (p.103).

Here, again, is the assumption that there "exists' something that can be

more effectively assessed.

In a rel-ated sense, Campbell and Fiske (1-959) suggest that similar
meaning may be attributed to a number of operat.ions or meehods. Again

the problem is that no source of variability is identified in the non-

causal case and consequently, based upon the methodologry, variability in
several arrays of numbers cannot be attributed, even in part, to
variability in a single source as al-l sources of variabiliby are

unknown. The purported development of "better" tests, therefore, may

serve only the function of reÍnforcing the initial fabricated
construction (as, for example, the development of obetter" tests of
purported intelligence may be construed as reinforcing either a

univariate or a multivariate conception of purported intelligence,
depending upon which perspective the author of the test adheres to).

8.2.3 Factor analvsis. Cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggest that
factor analysis forms an appropriate addition to the methods of
establ-ishing construct varidity. As was suggested, however, a factor
forms nothing more than a mathematical sunìmary statement of numerous

unique sources of unknown variability - nothing is Ídentified. rt was

suggested that one of the problems associated with Èhis approach is the

tendency for researchers to view these factors not merely as pragmatic

summary statements, but rather as ureal-" entities that form fundamental

human properties (i.e., the factors, as did the test variables, become

reified) . This point was acknowredged by cronbach and Meehr (1955), who

suggest that

factors may or may not be weighted with surplus meaning.

CerLainly when they are regarded as ',real dimensions' a
great deal of surplus meaning is implied, and the
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interpretser musL shoul-der a substantial burden of proof.

The alternative view is to regard factors as defining a

workíng reference frame, located in a convenient manner in
the "space" defined by all behaviours of a given type'
(pp.287-288).

Two points emerge here. The first is that Cronbach and Meehl consider

reification of the factors as a potentially justifiable process.

Second1y, it is suggested that Ehe factor may alternatively be 'defined
by all behaviours of a given type' (i.e., those corresponding with
purported self-monitoring) . Again, this "working reference frame",

'defined by behaviours of a given type, " or otherwise known as a

behaviour pattern, could quite easily (though inappropriately) be taken

to represent an independent, unitary source of variability which is
poteritially identifiable (for instance, the presumed coronary prone or

types A and B behaviour patterns,' ê.g., see Friedman & Booth-Kewley,

l-988; Jenkins & Zyzanski, 1-982; Lobe1, 1988; Yarnold & Bryant, 1988).

Again, however, the non-causal model says nothing of known sources of
variabi 1 ity .

8.2.4 Studies of internal structure. Cronbach and Meehl (l-955)

state that "for many constructs, evidence of homogeneity within the test
is reLevant in judgring validity" (emphasis added; p.288). In

correspondence with the aforementioned concept of test reliability, it
is often supposed that if the test assesses a unitary consÈruction, then

one portion of the test wiÌÌ covary with the remainder. Nevertheless,

based on the methodology, the nature of the variabilities associated

with the portions of the test are unknown, and there is no reason to
assume that covariation may be taken as evidence of internal consisEency

or reliability of the test or construction as it says nothing of what

accounts for covariability between portions of the test. The relevant

sources, for example, Fây not be common to all portions of the test or

stable across subjecÈs and Èime. fn relation to Ehis issue, McFarland &
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Sparks []-9851 state that

personality researchers usually think of the Ipurported]

consistency of a personality scale as a property of the

scale rather than as a characteristic of the individuals

respondinq to it. Yet logica11y, it is both (emphasis

added; p.1692) .

They then continue to suggest (through empirical demonstrations) that
purported scale consistency varies with age and education of respondents

(older subjects and those with more formal education generally appear to

respond more consistently) . fn this sense, purported internal

consistency of scales or constructs coul-d potential-ly reflect not

consistency relevant to the structure of the test or the presumed

underlying construction, but rather, may involve other notions such as

"consistency response sets" of subjects (McFarland & Sparks, 1985; these

authors are somewhat more optimistic about bheir findings, though

implications of the sort noted here are perhaps not so positive).

Similarly, presumed consistency or reliabiliÈy may not directly

address the validity of a construct. As Pressey (1920) stated, 'it is
entirely possible that a test should yield highly consistent results

which were, nevertheless, not at al-l measures of the function which it
was desired to measure' (p.467). It is possible, for example, that

sizeable correlations between portions of tests could reflect

variability associated with notions such as 1) what McFarl-and and Sparks

(1985) called a "consistency response seto, 2) some other response bias,

such as a desire to please an investigator 3) method, 4) some

interactj-on of these, or 5) numerous other factors.

In relation to this issue of variability associated wi-th method,

Campbell and Fiske (1959) state that in the multitrait-multimethod

matrix,

the methods in one matrix shoul-d be completely independent

of each other: there shoul-d be no reason for believing that
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they share method variance. This requirement is necessary to

permit the values in the heteromethod-heterotrait triangles

to approach zero (p.l-03) .

Consequently, as mentioned above, in a study of internal consistency,

obviously one portion of a test would share 'method variance" \n¡ith

another portion. Variabili-ty associated with method, then, could quite

conceivably be associated with high reliabiliÈy coefficients between

portions of a test (i.e., covariation may be associated with the method

that is conìmon to both portions of the test) . In this sense, to

concLude that variability in two distinct portions of a test is

attributable to variability in some fabricated source (presumed

construcL) appears not to be justified upon the basis of the non-causal

model as sources relevant to observed relationships are potenÈially

numerous and unknown.

8.2.5 Studieq of change over occasions. Cronbach and Meehl (1955)

suggest that " [t]he stability of test scores may be relevant to

construct validation" 1p.288). This is to say that the purporLed

construction may be expected to be either consistent or dynamic over

time. As Cronbach and Meehl note, this form of purported evidence

corresponds with what is frequently referred to as test-retest

reliability. In such a non-causal analysis, paired test scores

(subjects' self-reports) from two administratíons are correlated with
one another for the purposes of supposedly demonstrating that a

purported source of variabil-ity or presumed construct, thought to

account for some part of the variation in test scores from boEh

administrations, either does or does not covary with itself over time or

across situations. Once more, although the desired resul-t may be

observed, all sources of variability which may account for changes or

lack of changes over time or across situations are unknown. For

example, it is possible that common sociocultural bel-iefs may shape how

people view or react to certain ideas or concepts. Tt could be the case
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that if a researcher assumes that particular behaviours which form the

subject of a questionnaire are consistent over time and across

situations, then perhaps subjects, in their self-reports, will also

reflecÈ a need to maintain a consistent self image with respecÈ to Ehis

behaviour (e.g., of presumed propensities to honesty, leadership,

dependence on others, etc.). Consequently, the construction 4Pæ to

be consistent over time or across situations. On the other hand, if a

researcher assumes that behaviour associated with the construction

varies from one Èime or situaEion to another (e.g., behaviour associated

with some fabrication such as purported non-chronic anxiety or

depression), perhaps subjects' beliefs and expectations also dictate

that their seLf reports should differ from one time or situation to

another. In this way, especially when common parlance concepts are

considered, pre-existing value systems shared by the researcher and the

subject could potentially be reified. Even if the measure has no "face

validity", by virtue of the fact that researchers and subjects share

common cultural undersLandings or ways of seeing the wor1d, a sysÈematic

source of variability woul-d seem to be present and subtle cultural

dynamics coul-d perhaps eticit cerLain test responses.

8.2-6 Bootstrappinq. cronbach and Meehl (1-955) suggest that it is

possibl-e to establish a Lest on the basis of some criterion and yet

ultimately end up with the scal-e having greater validity than the

initial criterion:

we start with a vague concept which we associate with

certain observations. We then discover empirically that

these observations covary with some other observation which

possesses greater reliability or is more intimately

correlated with relevant experimental changes than is the

original measure, or both (P.286).

As an example,

the Binet scal-e was first valued because children's scores
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tended to agree with judgements by schoolteachers. If it

had not shown this agreemenE, it would have been discarded

along with reaction time and other measures of ability
previousLy tried Ithese vrere considered ear]-ierl. Teacher

judgements once constituted the criÈerion against which the

individual intelligence test. \^¿as validated. But if today a

child's IQ is 135 and three of his Èeachers complain about

how stupid he is, we do noL conclude that the tesE has

failed. Quite to bhe contrary, if no error in test
procedure can be argued, r¡¡e treat the test score as a valid

statement about an important quality, and define our task as

that of finding out what other variables ... modify

achievement or dÍstort teacher judgement (pp-286-287).

This notion of using a test as a criterion for another test or for other

processes is perhaps misguided in that bhe test (e.9., the Stanford-

Binet) is initially legitimated on the basis of covariation.

Elaborating upon this, as was stated earlier, in the case of a screening

or cLassification test, for example, it was seen that a particular test
such as the Stanford-Binet may be justified in relation to some

criterion, such as academic grades. Consequently, pairs of scores

reflecting two potentially unique sets of unknown sources of variability

form the justification for the use of the test (e.9., a correlation

between indices of academic performance and scores on the SEanford-Binet

test). In this situation, no common source of variabilitv has been

proven to underlie both school and test performance - Ehe sources of

both test variability and criterion variability are unknown.

Consequently, if the score from a screening or classificaEion test is
used as a criterion variabLe in a subsequent sÈudy, correlating scores

on this initial scale with scores on another Lest or variable alters
Èhat which initially justified the firsL Èest. One would g! be dealing

with the same two sets of unknown variability. Thus, based upon the
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non-causal methodofogy, there is no reason to equate sources of

variability relevant to the first test-criterion correlation with

sources of variability rel-evant to the subsequent Èest-variable

correlation. Different sources of variability may account for each

correlagion and consequently, variability purportedly associated with a

unitary construction cannot automatically be assumed as explaining both

relationships, should covariation be observed. Further, the non-causal

approach does not allow one to clarify such situations. As Shephard

(1981) states, 'It]he logic of non-causal research is premised on iÊ!g!
unidentlf red Caf¡fç_eç__g¡ " (p. 19 ) .

8.3 Construct validation as a unified approach

Proponents of the arguments of construct validity would likely

suggest that atthough sources of variability in non-causal models are

unknown, the devel-opment of a coherent nomological network and

confirmation of the associated hypotheses would a11ow one to infer the

nature of the unknown associations. It should be stressed, however,

that in contrast to causal- research, where the methodologry permits

possible sources of variability to be identified, it is undeniable that

in non-causal research, nothing even approximates identified

variability. As was suggested, \^rhen one considers the potential

confusion that could surround a network of correlations (e.9., as a

consequence of moderator variables, spurious correlaÈions, statistical

artifacts, restriction of range etc.), it would seem Eo be extremely

difficult to argue persuasively that a purported construction is

justified on this basis of such unknown sources of variability.

8.4 An outdated philosophv of science

A further point that may be considered in passing is that in their

acceptance of the notion of nomological networks, Cronbach and Meehl
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(1955) firmly adhered to a philosophical position that was subjected to

severe criticisms starting in the early 1950's and was generalJ-y

rejected by philosophers of science by the late 1960's (Suppe, 1-9"14,

pp.3-4). Meehl, being a member of the Minnesota Centre for the

PhÍlosophy of Science, would presumably have been aware of Èhis

situation, yet did not address the issue until much later (e.9., Meehl,

t97g). In any event, for whatever reasons, very few published

criticisms followed bhe introduction of construct validity (Rogers,

1988a; Bechtoldt []-9591 being an excepÈion to t.his).

8.5 Reification of constructions

Earlier, it was stated that two streams of psychological testing
can be disEinguished, though they are not necessarily mutually

exclusive. One pertains to pragmatic or applied concerns and is
justified on the basis of empirical predictive utility. The second

pertains more to what Cronbach and Meehl (1955) ca11ed "theoretical'
concerns, which were believed to be facilitated through the notion of

construct validity. In has currently been suggested that under this
latter method, non-causal models have been used inappropriately to
justify attribution statements (i.e., attempts are made to determine

what source or sources of variability account for some part of the

variability in test scores).

fn relation to this second perspecÈive, Cronbach and Meehl (L955)

suggest that a test user must validate the scale according to his or her

own {theoretical' beliefs. This acknowledges the potential for multiple
conceptualizations as to the purported naEure of a construcLion, an

issue with which most psychologists are highly familiar (e.9., Spearman

and Burt vs. Thurstone). Despite this recognition of multiple accounts

of purported concepts (e.9., of presumed intelligence or anxiety, etc.),
Cronbach and MeehÌ appear to hold out hope for absolute understandings

of particul-ar constructions without extensively questioninq the value of
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the categories in the first pl-ace (the hurdles of convergient and

discriminant validity admittedly woul-d need to be cleared, but as will
be seen in the analysis of Snyder's sel-f-monitoring construction,

undesirable resul-Ès are often discounÈed by reference to the nature of
statistical correlation). ALthough purported constructions are to be

justified within a coherent nomological network and although it is
stated that initially, the meaning of these fabricated entities may not

be completeJ-y articurated (cronbach & Meehl, l-955), the constructions
themseLves often appear to be accepted as givens. For example, Cronbach

and Meehl (1955) state that

we will be able to say "what anxiety isu when we know al]
the laws involving it,- meanwhile, since we are in the

process of discovering these 1aws, we do not yet know

precisely what anxiety is (p.294) .

rn this sense, the construction thought to be assessed by a purported

test of anxiety appears to be reified in that it is seen as something

that may be fundamental- to human behaviour, the nature of which is to be

discovered and cLarified. This fabricated notion's ascribed meaning

seems to be thought to transcend the unknown sources of variability
(correlationar relationships) from which it is constructed. Às was

previously stated, the researchers task, then, will be seen as the

presumed discovery of what purported anxiety is and not whether it forms

an appropriate concept of study in the first place. While Cronbach and

Meehl do explicitly state that 'a construct is some Þostulated atbribute
Ii.e., property] of people, assumed to be reflected in test performance,

(emphasis added; p.283) and that it,is at best adopted, never

demonstrated to be correct" (p.294), their language in the previous

quote pertaining to "anxiety" seems at the least to be misleading, if
not contradictory to the stated non-absolute nature of constructions.
consequentl-y, the construct of anxiety appears to be reified, as based

on the preceding quotes, and its existence as a human properEy appears
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to be assumed, though its nature is thought to remain uncertain.
Looking at thís issue from another point of view, justification of

constructions appears to be facilitated by the construct validity
framework, as established by cronbach and Meehl (1955), since if one
otheoretical" understanding of purported anxiety, for example, is not
logica1ly coherent (i.e., it is judged to be invalid), then the
researcher may modify the network:

when observations will not fit into the neEwork as it
stands, Èhe scientist has a cerbain freedom in selecting
where to modify bhe network. That is, there may be

alternative constructs qr wavs of orqanizing the net which

for the time being are equally defensible (emphasis added;

Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, p.290).

Thus, by altering background assumptions, a construcEion could be

potentially salvaged even in the absence of additional osupporting

evidence". The rol-e of such assumptions was seen in the manner in which
Burt, spearman and Thurstone "supported,' their respective posiÈions

through the various (though mathematically eguivalent; Gould, 1981) ways

Èhey assumed that one should factor analyze correlation matrices.
similarly, it will be seen that snyder and his adversaries al_so

supported their differing concept.ions of purported self monitoring
through differing factor analytic strategies. Since our primary concern
has been with the research model-s used, it is beyond our present
purposes to consider background assumptions in detail, but it may be

helpful to consider the f oJ-lowÍng quote. w. v. o. euine ( j.969 ) suggests
that hypotheses are tested not in isolation, but as a function of t,he

entire nomological network (this involves all background assumptions,

theories of measurement, etc.):
sometimes -.. an experience impJ-ied by a theory fails to
come off; and then, ideally, we declare the theory false.
But the failure falsifies onJ-y a block of theory as a whole,
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a conjuncti.on of many statements. The failure shows that
one or more of these statements is false, but it does not

show which (Quine, L969, p.79).

Thus, since there is no methodological means of ascribing'fault' to any

one component of the network, results failing to support a hypothesis

can always be explained Ehrough reference to something other than the

purported constructi.on itself (e.9., the factor analytic method used).

In line with this assertion, Paul Meehl (l-978) suggests that background

assumptions in the social sciences "are frequently as problematic as the

theory Ii.e., hypothesis] itself' (p.819) .

8.6 Application of criticisms

The above comments may be clarified and reinforced through applying

the arguments to the procedures followed in the construct validation of
Mark Snyder's (1914, !98'Ì ) self-monitoring scale. Through this popular,

contemporary test, it will- be seen that not only do the preceding

arguments apply, but many of the previously mentioned historical
controversies (e.9., the rotation of solutions in factor analysis)

reappear. The present intention is to demonstrate how each of the types

of evidence of construcL validity that were suggested by Cronbach and

Meehl (1955) apply to the validation of the self-monitoring

construction, and to criticize each in terms of the inappropriate use

the non-causal model. It will then be suggested that reification occurs

on the basis of associated inappropriate attribution statements.

The Self -Monitoring Construction

Before considering these methodological issues, it may first be

useful to briefly describe the self-monitoring construction.

Essentially, Snyder (e.9., t974, 1987) assumes that individuals are

able, to varying degrees, to both 1) monitor the image of their social

o
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selves that is projected upon others, and 2) alter this ext.ernal image

in accordance with particular social situations. Purported high self-
monitors are thought to be abl-e to alter their external projections
rapidly in order to fit into a wide variety of social situations and are

believed to be 'particul-arly sensitive Lo cues to the situational
appropriateness' of their behaviour. They are presumed to use such

knowledge to direct their "expressive behaviour and self-presentations"
(snyder' 1987, p.1-4). such an approach is thought to be directed by

pragmatic considerations. Low self-monitors, on the other hand, are

"less attentive to social information about situationally appropriate
self-presentation" and do not "possess a highly developed repertoire of
self-presentation skills" (p.14). This latter perspective is thought to
represent a more principled approach to social- interaction that is
guided largely by beliefs or values that are presumed to transcend most

situations. This purported self-monit.oring construction is thought to
be assessed by both a 25 item and a shorter LB item paper and pencil
test which are composed of self-descriptive statements to which the

respondent answers "trueu or " faf se', (see Snyder, Iggj , pp. i_g-l_9) .

9.1 Sel-f-monitorinq and construct validitv
AlÈhough based on non-causal- methodolog,y which does not permit the

identification of possible sources of variability, the logic of
construct validity suggests that 1) a common source of variation, such

as purported self-monitoring, underLies the network of associations, and

2) these observed relationships (covariations) may be attributed to
(expJ-ained by) variability in the purported construction. To be more

specific, according to Ehe aforementioned discourse on construct
validity, a construct is often thought to represent what is called an

underlying "causal structure', which is frequently presumed to be an

imperfect representation of some corresponding purported ,reality"

(snyder, 198'7). This can be seen in the following quote from snyder and
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GangesÈad (l-986):

Àn extensive network of empirical rel_ations has been

identified in research on the psychological construcE of
self-monitoring. Neverbheless, in recent years some

concerns have been expressed about the instrument used for
the assessment of self-monitoring propensities, the self-
Monitoring scale. Both the extent to which the measure taps
an interpretable and meaningful causal variable have been

questioned. An examination of reanalyses of studies of
seLf-monitoring, analyses of the internal structure of the
self-Monitoring Sca1e, and further relevant data suggest

that the measure does taÞ a meaningful and interpretabl_e
causal- variable with pervasive influenceg on social
behavior, a variable reflected as a general self-monitorino
factor (emphasis added; p.125).

The self-monitoring construct, then, is grounded in the previously cited
l-iterature on construct val-idation. rn the following pages, each of
cronbach and Meehl-'s (1955) "types" of evidence will be considered in
turn and relevant validation studies will be criticalLy considered in
order to demonstrate the inappropriate use of the non-causal_ modet.

while some may feel thaÈ the criticisms of such independent
validation studies may be trivíal, it must be remembered that the sel_f-
monitoring construct represents a highly speculative greneralization, as

is suggested by Briggs and cheek's (egually speculative) comments

regarding Lhe overall concept:

the problem with this [construct] .. . is that
situationally focused individuaLs tend to be insecure and

low in self-esteem, which runs counter to the notion that
high self-monitors are pragmatic and self-confident. An

interpersonar orientation by no means guarantees a healthy
personality or good social skills [Further]
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Snyder (1987) wrote that high self-monitors oinvest

considerable effort to 'read, and underst.and others in
search of information to aid Èhem in choosing their own

self-presentations' 1p.34) and that they direct Èheir social
behaviour by asking "who does this situation r¡¡ant me to be

and how can r be that person?' (p.46). Àlthough behavioral
flexibitity may at times be both appropriate and

advantageous, dependency on and excessive concern with t.he

social- situation can also be indicative of a neurotic
maladjustment (p.67  ) .

concepts such as presumed self-moniÈoring, then, are not clear-cut and,

as in the case of the aforementioned literature on purported
intelligence and its supposed genetic basis, many alLernative
explanations for networks of associations may be equarly tenable.

rn the foJ-lowing pages, studies of group differences, correlation
matrices, factor analyses, studies of internal structure and studies of
change over occasions are considered, followed by some comments on the
apparent reification of the self-monitoring construct.

9.2 Studies of qroup differences

Studies of group differences may be differentiated between in terms

of, or represented by, two differing types. Studies of the first tvpe
are premised on the belief that, depending on the nature of the
purported construct, varving qroups of peopLe would either displav the
same or different scores on a scal-e. rn this sense, variability in
group membership (which usually reflects already existing variation) may

be seen as pot.entially covarying with variability in test scores, even

if results are reported as differences between means (i.e., average test
scores) of each group. An exception, however, is the situation where,

as in the example previously given concerning teaching method and scores
on the Stanford Binet test of presumed intelligence, a causal model_ is
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component that differentiated between two groups of subjects. Despite

this potential for the implication of identified sources of variability
in test varidation, however, in actual practice, such causar analyses

are seldom, if ever, involved.

fn the second tvpe of between group study, crroup membership is
determined bv score on the test in question (e.s., those who scored

above the 75th percentile on a particular test are assigned to one group

and those who scored below the 25th percentile are assigned to another

group). rn such situations, variability in some other dependent or
criterion variable is often inappropriately thought to be attributable
to variability in some construction presumed to be represented in the

test variable (for a generaÌ criticism of such practices, see section
1.7 on pseudo-causal models). As was stated, however, in such studies,
as well as in non-causal studies of the first type, no sources of
variabil-ity are identified in either criterion group membershiÞ or test
score, therefore, research of these types essential_ly involves

determining if test score covaries with a dependent or criterion
variable. Consequently, unless one has identified a particular source

of variability, as in the case of certain potential studies of the first
type, one does not known exactly what source or sources of variation
variability in each variable may be attributed Eo.

9.2.1- Actors and non-actors. As an example of the firsÈ approach,

snyder (7974) expected that a group of odramatic actors who were

appearing in professional productions' (p.532) should have higher scaLe

scores than a group of Stanford undergraduates. This study involves two

already existing variabilities: stage acting and test score. Sources of
variability underlying both of t.hese are unknown, yet the thrust of the
study is to suggest that variability in each is in part attributable to
variabil-ity in the purported self-monitoringr construct. lVhile Snyder

observes between group differences and interprets this as supporting his
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purported construct, many alternative rationales could explain the

results (with all being as speculative as the explanation involving

self-monitoring).

As an example, cergen, Hepburn and Comer Fisher (1986) suggest that

in responding to a test, 'Ehe assessee is typically confronted by iEems

Èhat lack the context that would enable him or her to make a

meaningful reply" (p.1262). Conseguently, studies of group differences

could potentially reflect differences in the context Èhat the subiecE

imposes upon the test items and not differences in self-reports of overt

behavioural tendencies associated with some purported construct. For

instance, an actor may place in context or understand scale items such

as "I find it hard to imitate the behaviour of other people!, "I guess I
put on a show to impress or @", and oI sometimes appear

to others to be experiencincl deeper emoÇions than I actually am'

differently from a non-actor. Perhaps actors ar¡swer the questions from

the context of stage acting, whereas others approach the items from the

context of social interaction. To assume that one has assessed two

groups in Eerms of a stable factor would therefore be inappropriate.

Further,sca].eitemssuchas''Iwou1dprobab1ymakea.@'n,or

haveneverbeengoodatgiameS]-ikecharadesorj@,,

and "I have considered being an entertainer" wouLd possibly be

understood by the two groups in a dissimilar manner, as one who is
experienced in a particular domain would perhaps view iÈ differently

from one who has limited experience. In any event, these laEter items

woul-d seem to presuppose between group differences as they amount to

asking a group of professional stage actors if they are good actors.

this sense, the between group difference observed could be explained,

leasL in part, in terms of differing careers as opposed to differing
personality characteristics (a further issue concerns the possibility

that professional actors' and non-actors' perceptions of what

constitutes "grood acting", etc. could differ radically).

In

dL
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In accord \^/ith this general view, Briggs, Cheek and Buss (1980), in
an independenÈ factor analysis of Snyder's scale, noted six of the scale

items that were relevant to "acting". With regard to this, they comment

professional acLors score higher than the average college

student on the Self-Monitoring Scale (Snyder, L9'74), a

difference that might be accounted for by the six acting

items alone (p.684).

In light of such comnents, it is suggested that to atEribuÈe even part

of the variability in test score to variability in the purported self-
monitoring construcE is no more defensible than to adopt one of numerous

other potential explanations (as did Briggs, Cheek & Buss, L980). All
rationales are highly speculative in nature as all sources of
variability are unknown. Ultimately, the model provides no basis for
attributing any part of the variability in either test scores or the

dependent (criterion) variabl-e to any source (fabricated or not).
9.2.2 Psvchiatric patients and normals. In another study of the

first type, Snyder (L914) also suggests that "the behaviour of
hospitalized psychiatric patients is less variable across situations
than that of 'normals"' (pp.532-533). He justifies this staLemenL

through a reference to the research of Moos (1969 ), who recorded 1)

questionnaire responses concerning "how patients were feeling' (these

actually involving indices of purported traits such as anxiety,

depression, etc. and were administered directly to the patients), and 2)

observations of patients' overt behaviours, as noted by staff members

(e.9., hand and arm movements and scratching, picking or rubbing, etc.).
Both of these types of observations were made in a variety of settings
(e.9., bedrooms, dayrooms, dining rooms, etc.). Moos concluded t,hat

purported individua] differences (presumed to be determined through

questionnaire responses) accounted for a greater portion of the

variability in observed behaviour than did variability associated with
environmental differences. Moos further reported that in other similar
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studies where behaviour of staff members had also been recorded in each

of the different situatj-ons, conversely to the patients, individual

differences generally accounted for less variability in the behavj.our of

staff members than did variabil-ity in environmental setting. Snyder

(I97 4) comments that

one interpretation of this finding is that psychiatric ward

patients are unable or unwilling to monitor their social

behaviour and self-presentation to conform to variaÈions in

contingencies of sociaL appropriateness between situations

(Snyder, I974, p.533).

Snyder's justification for comparing patien! and normal groups, then, is

based upon the value of such research. Nevertheless, it is possible

that such cl-inical observations could be subject to bias in Èhat the

expectations and atEitudes of the rater, for example, may lead to

certain behaviours being either overl-ooked or emphasized, this depending

oD, perhaps, the observer's attitudes and beliefs regarding behavioural

consistency and the patient's state.

In any event, Snyder (1-'g''l 4) obtained a sample of 31

institutionalized male patients from a veteran's administration hospital

and hypothesized that a sample of normal subjects (Stanford

undergraduates) would score higher on the purported self-monitoring

scale than would the psychiatric patients. Results indicated that this

was the case (! = 3.44, {= 562, P <.001). Although these differences

v/ere expressed in terms of differences between group means, it must be

acknowledged that what is being taken into consideration, the patient-

normal component, is !g! an identified source of variability, but

rather, represenEs aJ.ready existing variability that may be tentatively

labelled 'mental- state". In this sense, the study may be viewed as an

attempt to determine if variability in mental state and variability in

tesL score covary. Despite the fact that possible sources of

variability in test score and possible sources of variability in
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presumed mental state are identified for neither group, resul_ts

(indicating between group differences in Èest score) were interpreted as

supporting the assertion that variability in test score (as well as

mentar state) could be in part be accounted for by the variability
associated with the self-monitoring construction.

rt is possible, however, that this between group difference couÌd
be accounted for by variability associated with something other than the
fabricated self-monitoring construct. For example, ]ike Èhe previous
alternative explanations, the scale itself could possibly have been

perceived in different. ways by the two groups. A guick glance at the
scale (snyder, L987, pp.l-8-l-9) may Lead one to suggest that it is
formulated in accord with a particular social- context. It is assumed,

for example, that the respondent is quite familiar with "parties and

social- ga.therings " , * impromptu speeches,' , " charades or improvisagional
acting" and various other forms of entertainment (e.g., obookso,

umovies", "comedies", and ,,music,,; Snyder, L9g'1 , pp.1g-19). ft seems

J-ike1y that a respondent's experiences with and attitudes towards these

things will have some bearing upon his or her scale score. This is to
say that al-though two individuals may overtly act in the sa¡¡e ways, as a

function of their differing experiences and attitudes, they may

understand the aforementioned concepts differently and achieve different
scores. such could potentially be the case in terms of normals and

psychiatric patients, whose social- histories and present situations (to
say nothing of physiological factors) may be associated with their
understanding the same written statements in different ways. rn this
case, group differences would perhaps reflect differences in
understanding and not differences in purported self-monitoring
propensities.

The same may be said for other words contained in the scales such

as "behaviour", "feerings", 'attentionu and 'emotions',. Although the
printed word is the same for al,l who complete the scale, its meaning may
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be different for differing people or groups of people. As an example,

one may guestion how Snyder's inEroductory psychologry students may

understand these aforementioned words as compared to a group of studenÈs

from an introductory physics course or a group of first year apprentice

mechanics attending technical- training. In studies of differences

between groups in scores on some self-report questionnaire, Èhen, such

differences may merely reflect differences in how words and phrases are

understood as opposed to differences in some underlying, unitary,
fundamental human property. In a related sense, in discussing

understandings of constructions, Gergen, Hepburn and Comer Fisher (1986)

note that

from the hermeneutic standpoint, any conclusions reached

about the nature of psychological constructs on the basis of

observation may be governed principally by the conEemporary

conventions of interpretation (p.L262\ .

So too may this process of interpretation apply to understandings,

characteristic to particular groups, as to the nature of everyday

categorical constructions such as attention, emotion and feeling.
9.2.3 Expression of emotion. Reflecting the second previously

mentioned type of between group study (where groups are established upon

the basis of test score), Snyder (1,914) solicited volunteers whose self-
monitoring scores were either above the 75th percentile or below the

25th percentile in a larger pre-tested sample. These subjects were Èhen

assigned to a high or l-ow self-monitoring group according to their pre-

test score. The purpose of Èhis study was to demonstrate that those

wiÈh higrher self-monitoring scores are more able to 1) overtly express

themselves, and 2) interpret the behaviour of others than those wit,h 1ow

self-monit.oring scores. Such purported abilities were associated with
the self-monitoring construct- Subjects were instrucÈed to read an

"emoÈionally neutral three sentence paragraph" ('I am going out now. I

'*ron't be back all afternoon. If anyone cal-l-s, just tel1 him I,m not
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heren; p.533) in a manner that expressed each of seven purported

emotions (e.9., angter, happiness, etc.). This process was videotaped

and scored by another groups of subjects (similarly d.ichotomized into
high and l-ow self-monitoring groups) who suggested which of the seven

emotions they felt the subject was expressing in each reading of the
paragraph. snyder reported that those in the high scoring self-
monitoring group were presumably better communicators of emotion than

those in the low scoring group (! = 11.72, df - !, 153, p < .01) and

although Snyder claims that his evidence supported both of his initial
assertions, the purported high self-monitoring judges and low self-
monitoring judges did not statistically differ in terms of accuracy of
judgement at the conventional probability of type 1 error rate of .05 (-E

= 1.69, É! = 1, 153, p <.25) .

this analysis of differences between groups, however, presupl¡oses

the vaLue of that which is to be evaluated, as a distinction is made

between groups on the basis of scale score, which is presumed to assess

some consEructed quality called self-moniÈoring. Sources of variability
relevant to test score, sources associated with accuracy of judgement

and sources pertaining to accuracy of expression, however, are al_1

unknown. I,Jhile it is justif iable to state how these variables (as

operational-ly defined) covary, one may only speculaÈe as to what

accounts for variability within each.

rt is interesting to note that Hampson (1999) suggesÈs snyder,s
(]-974) findings regarding expressiveness have never been replicated:

high self-monitors have not been found Eo display superior
expressive ski1ls (Snyder,s original finding has not been

replicated), nor have they been found to possess superior
sensiÈivity to other people,s expressive behaviour (p.LgT).

Perhaps snyder's findings, then, reflect some unique aspect of Èhe

population of Stanford undergraduates from which he drew his subjects,
as opposed to a general, fundamental- human properLy. For instance, if
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the scale in some v/ay assessed one, s proficiency in a common regional
mode of exÞression, understandabl-e in Ehat particular location and time
(e.9., the study was conducted at a well known Californian university
during the mid 70's, presumably upon subjects in Eheir late teens and

early twenties who perhaps represented a particular social strata), then

this couLd explain the resurts. since the subjects scoring highly on

the scale (forming one group) could exÞress themselves more clearly
according Èo this cotnmon regional mode than the Low scoring subjects
(who formed the other group), one could say that score covaries wit,h
accuracv of exÞression accordins to a common regional mode (though

sources of variability relevant to test score and sources relevant Eo

accuracy of expression are unknown). In accord with this view, Snyder,s
(1974) data suggests that on average, judges couLd accurately estimate
3.54 (out of seven) of the high scoring actor,/subjects, emotions and

2.77 (out of seven) of the low scoring actor,/subjects, emotions, Èhese

numbers being cal-cul-ated from tabled average values in snyder (197 4) .

Therefore, the high scorers couLd more effectively express emotion. On

the other hand, the judges who scored highly on the sel_f-monitoring
scal-e were only very slightly more accurate at iudqinq emotions than

were the low scoring judges (remember that the probability of a type 1

error < .25) - consequently, accepting conventional- leveLs of
significance (P' < .05), all this study says is that sel_f-monitoring
scal-e score and perceived accuracy of expression covary (it should again
be noted that according to Hampson [1-988], bhis result has not been

replicated). As has been suggested, numerous oÈher explanations for
Snyder's observation may exist. This perhaps emphasizes that suggesting
a single common source of variation (whether this be variability
associated with presumed self-monitoring or variability associated with
purported regional expressive ability) accounts for some part of the
variability ín 1) accuracy of expression, 2) accuracy of judgement and

3) scale score is not justified upon the basis of the methodologry.
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Another study

of dÍfferences between groups (of the second type) also involved the
recruitment of subjects whose sel-f-monitoring scores were either above

the 75th percentile or below the 25th percentile. IEs int,ended purpose

was to demonstraÈe that those with high seLf-monitoring scale scores are

more attentive of socially oriented environmental cues than are those

with low self-monitoring scaLe scores (snyder lg74). subjects were

instructed to compLete a list of true-fa1se questions regarding
personality. Completion of this list was ostensibly in ,preparation for
a discussion of how test takers decide how to respond to ambiguously

worded questionnaire items" (snyder, !9'74, p.535). subjects were

provided with a sheet of paper containing what they were led to believe
were the "majority responses" of their peers to the true-false
questions. Subjects were informed that this sheet could be referred to
in order to assist in their evaluation of the true-fa1se items. Three

measures of this process were taken: 1) frequency with which the
majority response sheet v/as consulted, as recorded by a hidden observer,
2) frequency of consulEing the majority response sheet, according to
subjects' self-reports, and 3) total durat.ion of looking at the majority
response sheet, as t.imed by the observer. fntercorrelat.ions between

these three indices r,^rere reported to be high and statistically
significant. snyder assumed that amount of time spent looking at Èhe

majority responses and the frequency with which this was done was

indicative of attentiveness to "normative social comparison

information", and based upon these indices and associaÈed observations,
concLuded that for al1 three measures, purported hígh self-monitors were

more attentive of the sociaL comparison information than presumed 1ow

self-monitors.

Again' no possibl-e sources of variability in either seLf-monitoring
scale scores or the three dependent or criterion variabl-es are known.

rt is merery assumed that the resulLs may be explained by suggesting
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that purported self-monitoring forms a unitary source of variability
common to all the consj-dered indices. Based upon the methodol-og.y here
used, however, other potential explanations courd also app1y. perhaps,

for exampre, Èhe time that subjects spent looking at the majority
response sheets was a function of diverted gaze or internal_
concentration, where no visual informaEion was being actively attended
to. Further, while subjects' serf-reports of frequency with which
majority response sheets were consulted correlated guite highly with the
other two indices (observed frequency and duration), sources of
variability relevant to the rel_ationship are unknown. consequentry,
subjects'estimates of freguency do not ascertain t>urpose and do not
preclude factors such as demand characteristics or a possible need to
rationalize one's actions (e.g., the subject may feel obriged to rook at
the sheet or may remember gazíng in a certain direction for a certain
period of time, but this says nothing of whether he or she was attending
to the information or not). The above intercorrel_ations between the
three purported measures of attentiveness woul-d seem to be demonstrative
of nothing more than inter-rat.er rel-iability: an independent rater and
the subject agree as to frequency with which gaze was directed at the
sheet, but such anal-yses of reliability pertain onry to how arrays of
numbers covary and provide no knowledge of what accounts for this
observation of covariation.

9 .3 Correlation matrices

9.3.1 Discriminant validitv. rn accordance with campbell and
Fiske's (1959) notion of the multi-trait-multimethod mabrix, snyder and
associaEes have attempted to demonstrate conceptual dissimilarity
between the self-monitoring construct.ion and other rival concepts. This
was referred to as establ-ishing "discriminanL validity., which is
assumed to provide evidence of the proposed construct,s unique
character. Several studies, for example, have attempted to
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differentiate between the Marlowe-crowne social desirability
construction and Èhe self-monitoring consEruction through the failure to
note a sizeable correlation between paired scores on the two scales.
snyder (L974), for example, had 196 stanford undergraduates complete

these two tests and then drew subsamples from this pretested subject
pool through telephone soliciÈation, whereby potential subjects were

offered money or course credit if they agreed to participate in other
val-idation studies (e.g., the above studies relaÈing to purporEed

emot.ion and attention). Although Snyder,s (I974, tgg'l ) general

conclusion rr'¡as that the self-monitoring construction is unigue and not
significantly correLaEed with the social desirability construction, it
was found that for the initial sample of !96, the correlation between

the scafes vras statistically significant (I = -.19, 5!.¡| = l-90, p < .01).
ft is 1ikely that such a correlation could be dismissed as being of no

practical importance due to its smal1 magnitude, however, note what

happens when the same correlations are calculated from subsamples drawn

from the larger pool of data. Here, correlations of -.07 (É = 25, -E)
and -.39 (€ = 51, p.. 0l-) were found (snyder, t974, l-987).

Consequently, a fail-ure to observe a correlation of large magnitude in a

large sample says nothing of what may happen if one is to correlate
sizeable subsamples of dat.a. since nothing is identified in the

analysis, however, one may only specurate as to gÞL may be associated
with either the observation of, or failure to observe, a statistical_
relationship. DespiLe the correlation of -.39, snyder chooses t,o
dismiss this observaLion and maintains that his scale has discriminant
validity (i.e., it does not correlate significantly with other purported
construcÈs such as social desirability).

Looking closely at this situation, the pretested subsample that was

characterized by the -.39 correlation was offered either course credit
or $1.50 for participating in a the above mentioned study of
expressiveness (snyder, l9l 4). The correl-aLion of -.0'J, on the other
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hand, characÈerized a pretested subsample of subjects who were offered

$1.00 to participate in the aforementioned study which ostensibly
concerned questionnaire wording, but which was actually inLended to
assess subjects' atLention towards sociall-y relevant information
(snyder, ]-914). consequently, the type of incentive inducing subject
participation (e -9. , money, course credit, and type of experiment) tÂ¡as

not constant between studies, with the research on 'expression, perhaps

seeming more enticing to potential subjects (i.e., perhaps it was seen

as more interesting and representative of more tangible gains).
Although this, in and of itself, could not be associated with
variabí1ity in purport.ed sel-f-monitoring scores as subjects had already
been pre-tested, perhaps variability associated with more stable
motivationaf concerns within the subject (which vary between subjects)
could potentíal1y constitute some part of variability in pre-test
responses and, since each study provided differing degrees of motivation
for participating, subjects would perhaps be differentially represent.ed

in each with regard to the purported motivationaL component. Further,
this presumed motivational component may covary with scores on the
social- desÍrability scale. Based upon the non-causal methodofogy, one

relatively coherent explanation is equally as valid as another, but
neither are in any way justified as no sources of variability are known

in any meaningful sense.

other purported evídence of discriminant validity is offered by

Snyder (1'974), which he interprets as demonstrating independence between

Èhe self-monitoring construction and a Machiavellianism construction (r

= -.09. 9É = 51, E) , an achievement anxiety construction (g = .14, df =

51, Iå) and the psychopathic deviate scal-e of the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (I = -.20, df = 190, p < .01). Àgain, the failure
Èo observe statistical rel-ationships of any practical significance in
these situations is automatically interpreted as a clear demonstration

that no relationship exists beLween the constructions. snyd.er (19g?)
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does, however, acknowledge "slight statistical associations bebween

extroversion and self-monitoring" (p.27), but maintains that the
constructions are unique. stephen Briggs and Jonathan cheek (j_9gg),

however, fail to see why these fabrications represent unique sources of
variability, and report correl-ations of .39 on the 25 item scal-e and..42

on the 18 item scale between scores on the extroversion construcÈion and

the self-monitoring sca1e. They further report correlations of .50 on

the 25 item scale and .63 on the 18 item scale beÈween the exhibitionism
scale of Douglas Jackson's Personality Research Form and the self-
monitoring scale. Yet, according to snyder, who in other places seems

to believe that observed covariation suggests that some part of the
variability in each array may be attributed to variability in some

conÌmon source, the sel-f-monitoring construction represents a unique

underlying "causal" entity (snyder, 1,98'7; snyder & Gangestad, 1996).

9.3.2 Peer ratinqs. other attempts to jusÈify constructions
involve the comparison of scale scores with independent ratings of the
subjects (this practice being suggested by Galton in 1g90). As part of
his initial validation procedure, Snyder (1974) asked 16 male students
of stanford university, all of whom resided in the same fraternity
house, to complete the self-monit.oring scal-e and then to participate in
a "sociometric person perception task,'. This involved raÈing six other
persons on what snyder labelled as six purported sel_f-monitoring
characteristics (see Snyder, t9'74, pp.530-531_). Subjects were

subsequently dichotomized at the median on purported sel-f-monitoring
score, thus forming presumed high and row self-monitoring groups.

Subjects in these two groups were then compared in terms of a composite

score representing the raters'evaluations of the subjects on the six
characteristics. snyder, perhaps assuming that the purported high or
low self-monitoring scale score represented an identified variable,
conducted a t-test between groups and found stat.istically significant
differences (!= 2.69, df = !4, p_< .02), concluding that uself-
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monitoring characteristics were seen [by the raters] as more Èrue of
high-SM Ise1f-monitoring] than of low-SM individuals" (p.532).

rn this situation, one must ask gþy snyder conducted the t-test,
as two paragraphs later, he presents a correlation between peer ratings
and scale scores (I = .45, df = 14, p < .05), this being a statistic
which much more adequately reflects Èhe empirical situation (since

sources of variabiJ"ity in both test score and peer ratings are unknown).

To use Èhe t-statistic would appear Èo be somewhat misleading as Snyder

is essentially dealing with covariation. This is to say thaE the peer

ratings study deals with already existing sources of variability, none

of which are idenLified. consequently, based upon the methodology,

there is nothing that may be l-abelled as a possible source of
variability relevant to the differences between high and row self-
monitoring groups (i.e., sources of variability in test score are

unknown). one may only state how scale score and peer raÈings were

observed to covary. Nevertheless, Snyder (1,974) considers the above as

evidence of his scal-e's validity as a'measure,,of the purported self-
monitoring construct.

one alternative explanation for the correlation beÈween scale score

and peer ratings coul-d involve notions such as the possible need to feel
a sense of consistencv (this could potentialJ-y relate in some way to the
aforementioned possibility of *consistency response setso,. see McFarland

& sparks, 1985). Perhaps the peer ratings refl-ect a desire, on the part
of the rater, to see his fraternity brother's behaviour as being

consisEent with some social role which the latter has adopted or been

assigned by the fraternity as a whole. Similarly, the scale score could
perhaps reflect the respondent's desire to see his behaviour as

consistent with the social role he either adopted or \¡¡as assigned by the
fraternity members. rn this sense, the scale scores and the peer

ratings coul-d potentially reflect not observable or ggEE! behavioural
consistency, but perceived consistency corresponding with preconceived
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expectations of the social structure of the fraternity. Again, neither
Snyder's nor this alternative attempt at accounting for variability in
test score is justified upon the basis of the methodology as sources of
variability relevant to all variables are unknown. The point is that
numerous explanations may exist, however, the non-causal methodol0g.y
provides no means of justifying one over another.

A further similar issue bhat may be considered could concern the
nature of descriptive terms. This was considered earlier, but it may be

useful to reconsider in Ehe context of t.he peer rat.ings study. Here
(snyder, 19.ì 4), the raters evaluated the subjects according to
statements such as "Has good seLf-control of his emotional expression.
can use it to create the impression he wants,,and urs good at learning
what is socially appropriate in new situations" (pp.530_531). A four
point Likert scale (very true [of the subject], mostly true, somewhat

true and not true at all) was used for this purpose. As Rorer and
widiger (1983) have noted, however, .the attributes Ii.e., properties]
and behaviours that are impried lby a test] vary as a function of the
group relative to which the description is made' (p.450). Terms such as

"good self-control" and "socialIy appropriate,,, then, may be seen in
differing ways by differing peopJ_e or groups of people. The fraternity
members, for example, perhaps differ from others in that they are of a

particular age group and are strongry socially oriented to begin with,
thus explaining their fraternity membership. As a resurt of this
possibJ-e difference, "acting appropriately" may mean different things
for other groups of people of varying ages, social backgrounds, economic
status and geographical area of residence. The correspondence between
peer ratings and scale score, then, could refLect largely common

linguistic understandings in relation to some established social order
and may only loosely correspond with overt behavioural- characteristics.

9.3 .3 Constraints on el-ations as indices of rel_ationships.
Another point emerges when one considers that the correLation
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coefficient will yield only one type of potential relationship between

phenomena- To say, for example, that two variables (regardless of what
they are purported to measure) are unrelated because there is a failure
to observe a practically and statistically significant pearson product
moment correlation coefficient would appear to be somewhat shortsighted.
otherwise stated, the onl-y relationships that one will observe are those
for which one 1ooks. snyder does not, for example, report examining

scatterplots for evidence of non-linear relabionships between purported
self-monitoring and oEher presumed consÈructs such as purported social
desirability, yet supposed discriminant validity, or the presumed

demonstration that no reÌationship may be observed between phenomena,

forms an important part of construct validation. It must be recognized
Èhat variability associated with other presumed tests could potentially
covary with variabil-ity associated with the self-monitoring scale
according to curvilinear, asymptoEic or quadratic funcÈions (to name a

few possibilities,' see Meehl, 1990). Pearson producÈ momenÈ correlation
coef f icients, then, provide only a numerical_ value indicaEing El:g (or
Ehe extent to which) paired values from two numerical arrays covary in a

linear manner (Howe]1 , 1,987) .

9 .4 Factor anal-vsis

Referring back to the differences of opinion bebween, on the one

hand, spearman and Burt, who used unrotated facÈor solutions and

postulated a unitary "generar intell-igence', and, on the other hand,

Thurstone, who rotated his factor soLutions to simple structure and

believed that he had discovered not a general intelligence, but severaL
primary menEal abilities, it may be remembered that Gould (19gj-) stated
"their mathematical representations were equivalent and equally worthy
of support" (p.303). Each differed largely in terms of the researchers,
preferred understandings of the purported. concept of intel_ligence.
T\rrning now to our current example, snyder (19gr) states that several-
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independent factor analyses of the self-monitoring scale, conducted by

other researchers, have not "yielded a factor that the auEhors have

interpreted as a seLf-monitoring factor" (p.L62¡ see Briggs & Cheek

[1988] for a discussion of this issue). Rather, they have generally

extracted several other small-er factors as opposed to the single, larger
factor favoured by Snyder (some of these smaller factors have been

labelled "expressive self-control', "social stage presence' and 'other-
directed self-presentation"; perhaps in some sense, these are supposed

to indicate *primary social factors'). The reason for Ehis discrepancy

appears to be that Snyder's adversaries, like Thurstone, have used

rotated factor solutions, whereas in a similar manner to Spearman and.

Burt, Snyder himself prefers an unrotated solution. Regarding the

purported sel-f-monitoring construct, Snyder and Gangestad (L986) state
that

this postulated causal entity accounts for over one half of
the rel-iable variance in fu11 Self-Monitoring Scale scores,

and in fact appears to be reflected as the first unrotated

factor in a factor analysis of the ibems. Furthermore,

reanalysis of a sample of self-monitoring studies in light
of these findings provides evidence that much of the

criterion oriented validity of the Self-Monitoring Scal_e is
attributable to this causal entity (p.128).

With regard to Ehe discrepancy between the mul-Eifactor and general

factor views, Snyder (1987) states that "Unfortunately, there is no

indisputable justification for bel-ieving that a rotated factor structure
identifies 'real-' sources of underl-ying variation" (p.163). There is
a1so, however, no greater reason to suppose that an unrotated solution
represents any nrea1" source of variability either. Essentially, both

facÈor structures represent a mathematicaL reformul-ation of a

correlation matrix, which is an aggregate of statistics describing

covariation between pairs of scores, with each pair reflecting nothing
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more than two sets of unknown sources of variabili.ty. Factor anal-ysis,

using only the correlational information, cannot be assumed to magically
"identify' sources of variability. As Gould (1991_) states, ofactors by

Lhemselves are neither things nor causes,. they are mathematical

absÈractions* (p.255). rn this sense, what Snyder cal-Is his ,general

factoro (e.9., see Snyder & Gangestad, 1986) is equally as defensible as

oE.her omultifactor" interpretations of purported self-monitoring (e.g.,
see Briggs & Cheek, 1988; Briggs, Cheek & Buss, 1990), and no grounds

would seem to exist for claiming that either one illuminates the nat.ure

of some uniEary, fundamental human property (or properties).

9 .5 Studies of internal- struct.ure

The notion of internal- structure pertains to test reliability in
that it concerns the degree to which a test is presumed t.o be internally
consistent (i.e., characterized by a singre source or sources of
variabiliÈy). Although snyder (l_987; snyder & Gangestad, 19g6) often
assesses this through the degree to which individual items correlate
with or "l-oad" on factors emerging from factor analytic studies (and

consequently, the factor becomes the criterion by which item suitability
is judqed), in the initial construction of the scale, internal
consistency rÁ/as presumed to be maximized through a more traditional form
of item analysis (snyder, 1,9'14). Here, 41 presumably relevant true-
fal-se, self-descriptive statements were administered to 192 Stanford
undergraduates. rtems were keyed in the direction of what was

presumably high sel-f-monitoring. Total test scores for each subject
were calculated and on this basis, the Èop third and bottom third
scorers of this sample of t92 were distinguished. The percentage of
subjects in each of these groups who responded to individual items in
the high sel-f-monitoring direction was calculated, and the percentage in
the bottom group was subLracted from the percentage in the top group
(for each item). Items characterized by large differences were retained
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for use in the scale. Hence, the objective of this process was to
determine which items were most strongly associated with a high test
score.

ït is assumed, however, that a certain source (or sources) of
variability consistentsly underlie these items (hence the 1abel .internal

consistency* used by snyder, r974) and account for item-test score

associations. Although this aforementioned process did not involve ¡he

cal-culation of a correLation coefficient, it should be noted that it
sti11 pertains to tshe manner in which total score and item endorsement

covary. since sources of variability are unknown, however, it may be

unjustifiable to assume that a single item consistently taps the same

source or sources of varj-ability across subjects. In this sense, total
scores, since they are composites of item endorsements, would not
reflect the same source or sources of variability across subjects
either. As an example, an ansvùer of "true,,to scale items such as "f,m
not always the person r appear to be" might be t.aken as meaningr "r can

disguise my true feelings", or al-ternatively, it could be taken Eo mean

ur am often unable to express how r really feel-" (snyder llg'741
positively keys this item). The same response to the same item, then,
may potentialJ-y refl-ect two entirely different sources of variability
(e.9., which may perhaps be associated with supposed odecept.iono and

"inhibition", as opposed to presumed self-monitoring) and consequently,

may not be answered on all- occasions or by all subjects in accord wit,h

an assumed 'consistentn sources of variability (many of the

aforementioned corünents woul-d also apply here, such as the different
manner in which actors and non-actors may view the same questions).

Having considered the manner in which presumed internal consistency

may not reflect consistent sources of variability underlying individual
item response, it may be useful to also consider the more g1oba1

situation, where it may be the case that presumed internal consistency

does not necessarily reflect an unidentified construction corresponding
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v/ith a unigue, unitarv sources of variability underlying all iLems.
Suppose, for example, Snyder's presumed internally consistent self-
monitoring scale (snyder, t974, 1997) could be interpreted by differing
subjects as emphasizíng primarily a moEivational component (e.g., which
would perhaps be seen in a propensity to attempt to alter one,s own

behaviour to suit a particular situation), and. a performance component
(e.9., a perceived capacity to successful_lv implement action).
QuesEions from the self-monitoring scale may serve Eo make this
distinction. For example, ,r have considered being an entertainero
could refl-ect one's motivation to perform, whereas items such as or

wouLd probably make a good actoru could reflect one,s perceived ability
to perform. rf subjects project only one of these interpretations onto
scal-e items (e.g-, they answer as if Èhe scale is about one or the other
purported components), it is possible that differing scores may reflect
differíng sources of variabiJ-ity. Due to the unknown nature of
variability associated with individual items and total test scores,
studies of internal consistency therefore cannot be assumed to reflect
conÌmon sources of variability consistently underlying individual item
responses or total scal_e score.

Another method emproyed by snyder (1-974) in the analysis of the
internal- structure of the purported self-monitoring scale is the Kuder
Richardson 20 reliability coefficient. conceptually, this coefficient
represents the average of all possibre split-half reliability
coefficients (where portions of the test are correlated with one

another,'ê.g-, on a test of four items, there would be three possible
sp]-it half combinations: items l- and 2 vs.3 and 4, 2 and 3 vs. l and 4,
and 1 and 3 vs. 2 and 4). Snyder obtained coefficients of .70 on the
stanford sampJ-e and .63 on a cross validation sannple of 146 university
of MinnesoÈa undergraduates. Although this is again taken as evidence
of Ehe scale's validity, it must. once more be emphasized that since
sources of variability relevant to scale items are unknown, the
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methodology does not directly justify the conclusion that some conìmon

source or sources of variability consistent.ly account for variability in
test score across (and perhaps within) subjects.

Other issues relevant to the notion of internal structure incLude
the aforementioned observaÈions of McFarland and sparks (j-9g5), who

suggested that presumed internal- consistency may be associated not only
with the test, but also with the test respondent. rt was noted that
these authors report purporÈed internal consistency in scale responses
as being greatest for older and more educated subjects. The notion of
internal consistency, then, would appear to represent a complex issue
that may involve numerous systematic unknown sources of variability. As

a result, to associate apparently systematic results with one fabricated
source would seem to be a highl_y guestionabLe practice.

9.6 SÈudies of change over occasions

snyder (r974) reports that the self-monitoring scal-e has a test-
retest reliability of .83 (9! = 51, p < .OO1) after a one mont.h

interval. It seemed to be assumed that since the coefficient was of
considerable magnitude, the scale consistently assessed Ehe sarne source
or sources of variability over time. Such procedures, horvever, rest on

some very fundamental assumptions. First, it is assumed that there
exists, in some sense, a source or sources of variability which may, aL

least in the case of the self-monitoring construction, be assessed

consistently from one time to another. secondly, self-reports are
presumed to reflect actual- behaviour. with regard to the first point,
it. is possible, for example, that an individual,s undersEandings of
concepts may not remain constant. Às was noted, in his scal_es, snyder
asks subjecEs about ufeelings", oattentiono, oemotions" and *behaviour,,

yet in his 1974 study, his subjects are psychology undergraduates whose

understandings of such issues were perhaps changed during the course of
the academic term, this potentially occurring as a function of their
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involvement in a psychology course. rn this sense, the sca1e, if re-
administered, may assess fundamentally different understandings. Once

more, problems are encountered as since no variability is identified,
such assertions cannot be automatically discounEed.

Further, in studying the purported stability of a scale from one

time to another, it is generally supposed that the physical format of
t.he test will not influence results. For example, it is possible that
at varying times the scale has been administered with varying styles of
print, differing amount of white space, and differing degrees of
legribility. rn the cases of l-ow legibility or sma1l print, for example,

subjects may become frustrated or irritated and this may be associated
with response patterns. on the other hand, it was noted that campbell

and Fiske (1959) suggest that covariation may potentially be associated,
to some extent, with common methodology charact.erizing each correlate.
rf exact reproductions of the same scale are used in a test-retest
situation, perhaps responses that are presumed to be consistent across

time, then, may be as much a function of consistency in assessment

technigue as consistency in some fabricated personality trait. fn the
non-causal analysis, however, there is no way to discount such factors
as irrelevant to the observed results and one cannot automatically
assume that they play no rol-e in the observed covariation.

Another íssue that may influence self-reports occurring over time
is that subjects' perceptions of ,what the test measures" or
alternatively, of their own behaviour, may produce variability which the
researcher may inappropriately attribute to variability in the presumed

construction. lf, for example, a subject decides that the sel-f-
monitoring scale assesses that which he or she believes to be purported
extroversion, this individual may respond according to this
presupposition. Further, depending on the nature of the construction,
one may strive for consistency between times of testing or
alternatively, may strive for consistency with his or her preconceived
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self-perceptions. I may, for example, on the basis of what I know about
self-monitoring, believe that r am a high self-monitor. rf r scored
lower than r would expect on an initial administration, then perhaps on

subsequent testings r would strive to answer more ,honestry' in order to
reflect my "true' character. In more general terms, the self-monitoring
scal-e assesses self-reports. ConsequentJ.y, innumerable possible sources
of variability that may or may not be systematic to entire subject
populations are introduced to, but not identified in, the nomological
network of associations. Since al_1 sources of variability are
ultimately unknown, such potential influences cannot be disregarded.

rn accordance with the stated purpose of this thesis, it is
suggested that attribution statements are inappropriately made upon the
basis of non-causal modeLs. This is reflected in the purported
influent.ial- nature of a construction (common source of variabirity)
thought to underl-ie and account for the correlationaL relationshlps
found in a nomologicat network. As was stated, such attribution
staÈements may be associated with the reification of the concept. This
is to say that a construct, or its assumed underrying nature, may be
seen as something that in some sense ,,exists,,, or forms both a

fundamental human property and a source of potentially identifiable
variability. such may be inferred from snyder,s comments that

presumably there must exist 'something, that underlies,
accounts for, and causes the rich network of social
phenomena that involves self_monitoring. Of course, as lvith
any underJ-ying causal entity, it is not possible to observe
Èhat ,,something,, directly and therefore define it
explicitl-v. Nevertheless, it is possible to think about
this ',something,' underlying self _monitoring and to
understand it implicitlv in terms of its roLe in a

tion of t ing construction
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theoretica] network thaÈ explains the phenomena of self-
monitoring (p . j_ 57 ) .

snyder also suggests that this "something" couJ-d be ascribed a physical
reality. In discussing the purported 'biological-genetic etiologry for
self-monitoring', snyder considers the ,developmengal course of. the
construct. He states that

No one knows (at least not yet) the precise form of the
biological-genetic factor that disposes people to high or
low serf-monitoring. rt might operabe through a specífic
biochemical pathway, or it might be impJ-icated in a number

of non-specific and independent biochemical pathways
(p.134).

He then continues to st.ate that "for some informed speculation about one
possible candidate for a specific pathway,, the reader should refer to
an article by Gangestad.

This assumed genetic etiology, as was the case in the stud.ies of
purported intelJ-igence, is purportedly justified upon the basis of twin
studies. snyder (1997 ) reports two such studies which compare serf-
monitoring scale scores of monozygotic (geneticarly identical) and
dizygotic twins (concordance is found to be higher for the monozygotic
siblings). I¡Ihire controversy surrounds the value of such purported
genetic studies (snyder t19g7l presents a series of criticisms and
defenses of his position), it must again be remembered that such
research deals with already existing sources of variability and that no
one source is identified in any definitive v/ay. The genetic factor,
then, represents a complex variable as it is inextricably intertwined
with other potentially systematic sources of variability (e.g., prenatal
and perhaps postnatal environment). Ànother point worth noting is that
even if the test score was somehow demonst.rated to reflect genetic
variabi1ity,thiswou1dnotjustifythefurtherstepof@

of variabilitv in test score *ith ,"ri"bilitv i" th
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monitorinq construct. Consequently, to suggest that the self-monitoring

construct, or at least its presumed underlying "causal structure" (as,

according to Cronbach & Meehl [1955], a construct is never entirely

defined) has a physical component appears to be to reify the concept.

Àlthough the notion of self-monitoring is justified upon Ehe basis of a

methodologry involving unknown sources of variabiliby, and although it is

not generally accepted by the research community, it is taken by Snyder

and oEhers as representing a unitary osomething' thab may be considered

as a fundamental human property with a genetic etiologry.

Conclusion

It is intended that the foregoing will illuminate the inappropriate

manner in which non-causal models have been and continue to be used to

make attribution statements which are ofEen associated with the

reification of test scores and constructions (or the "causal entities'
thoughts to be represented by the constructions). In the case of the

early Binet scales, which were perhaps intended as methods of

classifying or screening children in terms educational concerns, it was

suggested by Terman and others that the test score, or the IQ,

represented something that may be considered as supposed innate

intelligence. Later, through the notion of construct validity,

fabricated variabLes or constructions, which were not operationally

definable, were often thought to underlie or account for networks of
correlational relationships. In the contemporary example of Snyder's

purported sel-f-monitoring construct, this fabrication was presumed to
represent a genetically determined, fundamental human property.

As was staLed, however, it is the causal model which more directly
concerns the guestion of what possible source of variability some part

of the variability in a test score may be attributed to, whereas the

non-causal model addresses the issue of how variability in test scores
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and variability in some other variable covary (i.e., in terms of
direction and magnitude). It is possible that this failure (of Terman,

for instance, and others; see shephard, 1990) Eo distinguish between

these methodologies may in part be explained by the previously mentioned
limitatsions of human understanding proposed by shephard (i.991).

According to Shephard (1991-), one limitation of understanding is a

propensity towards making attribution statements, which he compared to
the process involved in classical- conditioning. El-aborating upon this,
he states:

This is not to suggest that human understanding is
ultimatel-y reducible to conditioned reflexes,. raÈher, the
intention is to note that humans are so organized that under
certain conditions of successively experiencing the

universe, aspects of it tend, without justification, logical
or otherwise, to be associated with behavior not previously
so connected (p.10 ) .

The point being made here is that the human organism appears to be

arranged or constructed in a manner that al-lows the conditioning of a

response, otherwise stated, one is perhaps disposed to understand
events in a manner that, under certain conditions, may not be logical or
persuasive (e.g., many forms of psychotherapy may suggest a human

tendency Lo hold irrational beliefs). For example, in a classical_
conditioning paradigm, an unconditioned stimulus is preceded by the
conditioned stimulus (the antecedent event) and consequently, the Èwo

sbimuli may be said to covary. Yet sources of variability associated
with the occurrence of Ehe subsequent, condit.ioned stimulus cannot be

attributed to variability in the antecedent, unconditioned stimulus,
since one observes onJ.y a relationship that is associated with unknown

sources of variability and which may be coincidental in nature (i.e.,
there is no logical relationship bet.ween the variabl-es). In the absence

of additional appropriate information, shephard suggests that
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attributing some part of Èhe variability in the conditioned event to
variability in the unconditioned event would reflect the logical fallacy
of post hoc,' ergo Þropter hoc.

Another example pertaining to learning paradigrms involves the

phenomenon known as osuperstitious learning' (K1ein, L987). In these

situations, variability in one stimuli is associated with variability in
some response characterizing the orgranism, that is totally independent

of, but erroneously associated with, the event. A trivial example would

be the asserEion that an electric light controlled by a wall switch will
not turn on unless one's left hand touches a wal_I, as on all previous

occasions when an individual observed a light to turn on as a switch was

flipped, his or her left hand had contacted the waIl. In any event,

Shephard suggests that referring to the classical conditioning paradigrm

coul-d perhaps allow one to better understand the aforementioned human

propensities towards making inappropriate attribution stat.ements and

reifying non-things as things. The general point of shephard's argument

seems to be to suggest that humans are not constructed or organized in a

manner that allows an easy and logical understanding of correlational
(non-causal- ) associations.

It has been suggested, then, that attribution statements, or more

specifical-Iy, statements purporting to identify sources of variability
that are responsible for variation associated with test scores, have

been inappropriately made upon the basis of non-causal research models,

This is not to say that non-causal- model_s are of no value in
psychological- research, but rather, Èhe inbention is bo point out a

particular use of the method that is, from the present writer,s point of
view, inappropriate and not persuasive. rt is fully acknowledged that
the current poinÈ of contrast, the causaL model, is often considered to
be methodological-ly flawed and even untenable (see Suppe, 1974; also

Churchland, 1986; Meehl, I978,- Quine, 1969¡ Rorer & Widiger, 1983;

salmon, 1975), but the current thesis is not intended as a defense of
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that approach. ft is mereJ-y suggested that the Lwo methodologies differ
in rather fundamenEal ways and are perhaps intended to answer differing
research questions. In the case of the non-causal model-, iE was argued
that its exclusive use in the justificaÈion of screening or
classification tests and test constructs (where attribution statements
are made) is, to say the least, highly questionable.

It was also suggested that the inappropriate attribution staEements

often correspond with the reification of fabricated, presumed sources of
variability. This is to say that the purported sources are often taken
to represent something that is unitary and fundamental- Èo the human

condition, which is frequently ascribed a biological basis and a genetic
etiology. Gould (1981) quotes J. s. Mill in rel-ation to such practices.
Mi11 states that

Ehe tendency has always been to believe that whatever

received a name must be an entity or being, having an

independent existence of its own. Ànd if no real entity
answering to the name could be found, men did not for Èhat

reason suppose that none existed, but imagined that it was

something peculiarly abstruse and mysterious (p.320) .

Perhaps another tendency is to ascribe narnes t.o phenomena.

Nevertheless, in the preceding historical and more contemporary

literature, such ascriptions seem unjustifiable when they are based upon

observations of only þg one largely indeterminate phenomenon rel-ates to
another largely indeterminate phenomenon.
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